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Welcome to our Print Catalogue! 

This catalogue contains detailed descriptions of each lot including title, author, 
publisher, date, place, condition and provenance where available.  We also 
provide low and high auction estimates based on recent auction and retail sales 
data.   

IMAGES AT WWW.PBAGALLERIES.COM 

High resolution photographs of each lot in this catalogue are available in the 
online version of the catalogue.  There are often multiple images of the lot 
available online so visit us at www.pbagalleries.com. 

NEED MORE INFORMATION? 

Our specialists are happy to discuss specific lots in greater detail or provide 
more extensive condition reports.  They can be contacted by phone, fax, email, 
or in person at our offices.  In addition, our photography department will supply 
more photos upon request.  These will be posted within 1 business day to the 
online catalogue. 

ONLINE BIDDING  

PBA Galleries features online bidding with PBA LIVE.  This feature allows 
internet users to bid on items instantaneously with a computer, tablet or 
smartphone, as though in the room with the auctioneer.  PBA LIVE is accessed 
through our website, www.pbagalleries.com.  If it is auction day, the auction can 
be followed through PBA LIVE.  Please note, in order to bid through PBA LIVE 
one must be registered with PBA Galleries and have a valid credit card on file.  In 
addition, we continue to provide provisions for Absentee Bidding by email, fax, 
regular mail and telephone prior to the auction as well as live phone bidding 
during the auction.  Please contact us for more information. 

SHIPPING 

We have a full service shipping department to ensure proper packing and safe 
delivery of purchases at reasonable cost. We are specialists at packing and 
shipping books and works on paper.   All lots purchased by the same client are 
combined for shipping in order to keep the cost as economical as possible.  Our 
preferred method for domestic shipments is UPS Ground but we can also ship 
via FedEx or USPS.  For international orders we select the most appropriate 
carrier depending on the value and weight of the items purchased.  We are 
happy to accommodate special arrangements by request. 
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Ralph Massey began collecting books and other collectables at the age of  ten; 
at first for education and adventure and later as he could afford it to surround 
himself  with the wealth of  culture. Early in his career as a working artist the 
funds weren’t always available to own these things but over time he put to-
gether one collection after another. Besides books he has collected birds, cacti 
and other succulent plants, Japanese woodblock prints, Netsuke, and sword 
fittings, American art pottery and porcelains, cast iron banks, tin toys, art 
glass, fine writing instrument, and other peoples art works.

He began working professionally as an artist in 1961 and continues to the pres-
ent. Numerous museums and famous individuals across the United States and 
internationally own his work. In addition to gallery exhibitions he has worked 
on films and TV shows. His full resume can be found online. He is currently 
exhibiting at the Sandra Lee Gallery in San Francisco.
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Section I: Fine Literature
1. (African-American) Hurston, Zora neale. 3 periodical contributions by novelist Zora Neale Hurston, 
1938-1951. 3 magazine contributions: Review of  Richard Wright, “Uncle Tom’s Children” in Saturday 
Review of  Literature, April 2, 1938; “Lawrence of  the River [Negro rancher becomes one of  Florida’s 
first cattlemen]” in Saturday Evening Post, September 5, 1942; and “A Negro Voter Sizes Up Taft” in 
Saturday Evening Post, December 8, 1951.

Various places: 1938-1951

Complete issues of  the three magazines. When Hurston wrote the Wright review, she had just 
published her second acclaimed novel, “Their Eyes Were Watching God”, and was working 
on her third, “Moses, Man of  the Mountain”. The 1951 article reflected her political views 
as a Republican libertarian. Light wear, rubberstamp on front cover of  Saturday Review of  
Literature; very good.

(150/250)

ALEXIE SHERMAN WOULD STEAL HORSES,  
RARE SECOND BOOK IN ORIGINAL WRAPPERS

2. alexie, sHerman. I Would Steal Horses. 30 pp. (8vo) original tan 
paper wrappers. First Edition.

Niagara Falls: Slipstream, 1992

Alexie’s uncommon second book. Slipstream’s Fifth Annual 
Chapbook Contest Winner. Fine.

(1000/1500)

3. angelou, maya. I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. Black cloth, dust 
jacket. First Edition.

New York: Random House, [1969]

First issue, with top edge stained red. An autobiography of  the 
author’s early years. Jacket lightly edge worn, some creasing to 
flaps; fine in a near fine jacket.

(200/300)

4. angelou, maya. Two works by Maya Angelou - Both inscribed. Includes: * And Still I Rise. Cloth-
backed boards, dust jacket. Inscribed by Angelou on the front free endpaper. [1978]. * Wouldn’t Take 
Nothing For My Journey Now. Cloth-backed boards, dust jacket. Inscribed by Angelou on the half  
title. [1993].Two volumes, first editions.

New York: Random House, Various dates

 Jackets with light wear; near fine.
(100/150)

Section I: Fine Literature, Lots 1-263

Section II: Illustrated & Children’s Books - Oz, Lots 264-420

Lot 2
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5. (Asian-American) mori, tosHio. Yokohama, California - First book of  fiction by a Japanese-American 
writer. 166 pp. (8vo) original cloth in pictorial dust jacket. First Edition.

Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton Printers, 1949

Born in Oakland of  immigrant parents, the 31 year-old Mori had already written work for major 
anthologies and this collection of  22 of  his short stories had been accepted for publication 
when World War II sent him and his family to an internment camp in Utah, where he spent 
3 years. Four more years passed before this book appeared in print, though, according to 
California literary historian Jack Hicks, it was still the first book of  fiction published by a 
Japanese-American author. Saroyan, who wrote the introduction before Pearl Harbor, called 
Mori “one of  the most important new writers in the country”.  Jacket a bit darkened, light wear 
to edges including chips and very small tears; near fine volume in very good jacket.

(200/300)

6. auel, Jean m.. The Clan of  the Cave Bear - Uncorrected Proof  and First Trade Edition. Proofs in green 
paper wrappers; trade edition in cloth-backed boards and pictorial dust jacket. 

New York: Crown, [1980]

The first novel in the author’s popular Earth’s Children Series. Proof  copy spine sunned, slight 
lean, light wear, very good; trade edition good only.

(100/150)

7. (Beat Literature) . Five LP recordings of  Beat authors and performers. Includes: * Rexroth, Kenneth & 
Lawrence Ferlinghetti. Poetry Readings in the Cellar with the Cellar Jazz Quintet. Red vinyl. Fantasy 
7002. * Ferlinghetti, Lawrence. Tentative Description of  a Dinner to Promote the Impeachment 
of  President Eisenhower and Other Poems. Red vinyl. Fantasy 7004. * Ferlinghetti, Lawrence. 
Ferlinghetti. Fantasy 7014. * Corso, Gregory, Peter Orlovsky and Allen Ginsberg. The Three Angels. 
2 record set. One of  1000 copies. * Bruce, Lenny. To is a Preposition; Come is a Verb. Together 5 
albums of  spoken word.

Various places: Various dates

 All with some wear; overall very good.
(150/250)

8. Bierce, amBrose. Tales of  Soldiers and Civilians. 300 pp. (8vo) gray cloth, lettered in gilt. First Edition.
San Francisco: E.L.G. Steele, 1891

The first collection of  short stories by Ambrose Bierce with several of  his most important 
stories, including “A Horseman in the Sky” and “An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge.” BAL 
1109. Some rubbing to extremities, spine a bit darkened, else very good.

(150/250)

9. Biggers, earl Derr. Charlie Chan Carries On. (8vo) orange cloth, lettered in blue, color illustrated 
dust jacket. First Edition.

Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, [1930]

The lot also includes: The House Without a Key. Green cloth, dust jacket. Triangle Books, 
[1940]. Both jackets with some edge wear, short tears, small chips; shelf  wear to volumes; very 
good.

(200/300)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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INSCRIBED AND SIGNED BY ELIZABETH BISHOP
10. BisHop, eliZaBetH. Questions of  Travel. Blue cloth, dust jacket. First Edition.

New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 
[1965]

Inscribed by the author on title page, 
dated June, 1966. “With all best wishes 
to...my ex-student.” Rarely encountered 
signed or inscribed. Jacket a touch 
browned, tear at lower spine edge of  
front panel, vertical crease to front 
jacket flap; fine in very good jacket.

(1500/2000)

11. (Black Sparrow Press)  * *. Two Black Sparrow Press bibliographies. Includes: * Cooney, Seamus. 
A Checklist of  the First Hundred Publications of  the Black Sparrow Press. Cloth-backed boards, 
glassine jacket. No. 78 of  200 copies. Signed by Cooney at the end of  the preface and by Robert Kelly 
at the close of  his contribution of  “30 passing remarks on the Black Sparrow Press...”. Postcard from 
published John Martin laid in. First Edition. 1971. * Morrow, Bradford & Seamus Cooney. Cloth-
backed boards, acetate jacket. No. 247 of  276 deluxe large-paper copies. Signed by the authors on 
label affixed inside front cover. First Edition. 1981. Together, two volumes.

Los Angeles / Santa Barbara: Black Sparrow Press, 1971 & 1981

Essential reference on John Martin’s Black Sparrow Press. Minor wear; second title with some 
spotting to edges of  page block; near fine.

(200/300)

LARGE COLLECTION OF LAWRENCE BLOCK, NEARLY ALL SIGNED
12. Block, lawrence. Bernie Rhodenbarr mystery novels - six volumes. Includes: * Burglar’s Can’t be 
Choosers. Signed on the title page. Jacket flaps and endpapers stained from being glued to each 
other. First Trade Edition. [1977]. * Burglar’s Can’t be Choosers. Signed on limitation leaf  at front. 
No. 500 of  1000 copies of  this First Edition. [1977]. * The Burglar in the Closet. Signed on the 
title page. [1978]. Publisher’s remainder stamp on edge of  text block. * The Burglar Who Liked to 
Quote Kipling. Singed on title page. [1979]. Publisher’s remainder stamp on edge of  text block. * The 
Burglar who Studies Spinoza. Signed on front free endpaper. [1980]. * The Burglar who Painted Like 
Mondrian. Signed on the title page. [1983].

New York: Random House, Various dates

All first editions in cloth-backed boards, color illustrated dust jackets. Mild to moderate wear to 
jackets; most volumes near fine; jackets mostly very good.

(200/300)

Lot 10
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13. Block, lawrence. Collection of  Lawrence Block novels, most signed. Includes: Four volumes from 
Random House: * The Burglar who Liked to Quote Kipling. [1979]. * 2 copies of: Burglar’s Can’t 
be Choosers. 1 is no. 168 of  1000 copies of  the first edition, serially  numbered and signed on 
limitation. 1 copy unsigned. [1977]. * The Burglar in the Closet. [1978]. Also: * Ronald Rabbit is a 
Dirty Old Man. Black decorative boards. Color photograph frontispiece. No. 12 of  P.C. Collectors 
copies. Signed by Block and illustrator Phil Parks. A.S.A.P., 1995.Five volumes published by Orion: 
* Everybody Dies. [1998]. * Even the Wicked. [1996]. * The Collected Mystery Stories. [1999]. * Hit 
List. (Unsigned). [2000]. * Hit Man. [1998].Plus: * Code of  Arms. Richard Marek, [1981]. * After 
Hours: Conversations with Lawrence Block. (Unsigned). University of  New Mexico Press, [1995]. 
* The Specialists. James Cahill, 1996. * Random Walk. Tom Doherty, [1988]. * Spider, Spine Me a 
Web: Lawrence Block on Writing Fiction. Writer’s Digest, [1988]. * A Drop of  the Hard Stuff. Little, 
Brown, [2011]. * The Funhouse...Carnival of  Terror. A Novel by Owen West (Dean Koonzt pseud) 
based on a screenplay by Lawrence Block. (Unsigned). Nelson Doubleday, [1980]. * Such Men are 
Dangerous. Dj price-clipped. Inscribed. [1969]. * The Topless Tulip Caper. Allison & Busby, [1984].

Various places: Various dates

All in cloth (cloth-backed boards) and dust jackets. Some light wear to a few jackets; most are 
near fine or better.

(200/300)

14. Block, lawrence. Collection of  novels by Lawrence Block, most signed. Includes: * After Hours: 
Conversations with Lawrence Block. Cloth, dj. No. 49 of  350 copies. Signed by Block and Ernie 
Bulow. University of  New Mexico Press, [1995]. * The Lost Cases of  Ed London. Cloth, dj. No. 
502 of  650 copies. Crippen & Landru, 2001. * One Night Stands. Cloth, dj. No. 213 of  450 copies. 
Crippen & Landru, 1999. * The Triumph of  Evil. Cloth, dj. Inscribed as Kavanagh (pseud). World 
Publishing Co., [1971]. * Mona. Boards. Five Star, [1999]. * The Specialists. Boards, dj. No. “F” of  
26 lettered copies. James Cahill, 1996. * Out on the Cutting Edge. Wrappers. Phoenix, [1995]. * 
Gangsters, Swindlers, Killers, & Thieves: The Lives & Crimes of  Fifty American Villiams. Cloth-
backed boards, dj. Oxford, 2004. * Five Little Rich Girls. Cloth, dj. Allison & Busby, [1984]. * Real 
Food Places: A Guide to Restaurants that Serve Fresh, Wholesome Food. Wrappers. (Unsigned). 
Rodale Press, [1981]. * 2 copies of: The Girl with the Long Green Heart. Boards. Five Star, [1965]. 
* The Night and the Music. Wrappers. Telemachus Press, [2011]. * Le Colpe dei Padri. Wrappers. 
Fanucci

Various places: Various dates

All but a few signed (marked above). 
(200/300)

15. Block, lawrence. Eight Million Ways to Die. (8vo) cloth-backed boards, dust jacket. First Edition.
[New York]: Arbor House, [1982]

Signed by the author on the title page. Another Matthew Scudder mystery. “A prostitute wants 
out of  the business, but before she can make a clean exit, she turns up dead...” -Jacket. Jacket 
edges with the slightest trace of  wear; a touch rubbed at lettering in black on volume spine 
head; fine.

(150/250)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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16. Block, lawrence. Four limited editions from A.S.A.P.. Includes: * Threesome. By Lawrence 
Block Writing as Jill Emerson. With color original photograph of  author frontispiece. Green cloth, 
illustrated cover label by Phil Parks, green cloth drop-back box with color photograph label of  author 
on front, plus a matted cover from a paperback edition of  the book, published by Berkeley Medallion, 
on inside cover of  box. A nice presentation. No. 7 of  40 collector’s copies, signed by Block and 
Parks. A joint venture with Subterranean Press. 1999. * Ronald Rabbit is a Dirty Old Man. With color 
original photograph of  author frontispiece. Illustrated by Phil Parks. No. 71 of  150 signed by Block 
and Parks. Boards, cover illustrated label, clear plastic slipcase. 1995. * Ehrengraf  for the Defense. 
Introduction by Edward Hoch, Illustrations by Phil Parks.  With color original photograph of  author 
frontispiece. Cloth, illustrated cover label, clear plastic slipcase. No. 94 of  250 copies, signed by Block, 
Hoch, and Parks. 1994. * Ehrengraf  for the Defense. Introduction by Edward Hoch, Illustrations 
by Phil Parks.  With color original photograph of  author frontispiece. Boards, illustrated cover label, 
clear plastic slipcase. No. 227 of  250 copies, signed by Block, Hoch, and Parks. 1994.

Royal Oak, MI and Mission Viejo, CA: Airtight Seels Allied Production (A.S.A.P.), Various dates

The lot also included 2 wrapper bound limited editions of  Lawrence Block Bibliography, 1958-
1993. Published by A.S.A.P. Each signed by Charels Ardai, Lawrence Block, Philip Friedman, 
Wendy Hornsby, and Phil Parks. Both numbered from an edition of  420 trade copies, signed by 
the aforementioned contributors. One copy with some pen tick marks within. Fine.

(300/500)

17. Block, lawrence. Four mystery volumes from the Scorpion Press. Includes: * The Burglar in the Library. 
With an appreciation by James Sallis. Green morocco backed marbled boards, gilt-lettered spine, raise 
bands. No. “E” of  15 delux lettered copies, signed by both the author and James Sallis. [1997]. * Hope 
to Die. With an appreciation of  the Scudder Series by Peter Straub. Green leatherette-backed marbled 
boards, gilt spine. No. 44 of  99 copies, signed by the author. [2001]. * All the Flowers are Dying. With 
an appreciation of  the Scudder Series by Simon Kernick. Green leatherette-backed marbled boards, 
gilt spine. No. 17 of  90 copies, signed by the author. [2005]. * The Burglar in the Library. With an 
appreciation by John Sallis. Green cloth, dust jacket. Signed by John Sallis on the title page. [1997]. 
Spine of  volume and jacket bear the symbol for No Exit Press.

Blakeney, Gloucestershire, England: Scorpion Press, Various dates

 Fine.
(100/150)

18. Block, lawrence. Group of  Lawrence Block novels, most signed. Includes: Published by Dutton: 
* Tanner on Ice. [1998]. * The Burlgar who Though he was Bogart. [1995]. * 2 copies of: Burglars 
Can’t be Choosers. [1995]. * The Burglar in the Rye. [1999]. * 2 copies of: The Burglar who TRaded 
Ted Williams. [1994]. * The Burglar who Liked to Quote Kipling. (Unsigned). [1996].Three from 
No Exit Press: * The Burglar in the Library. [1997]. * The Burglar in the Rye. [1999]. * Tanner 
on Ice. (Unsigned). [1998]. Four volumes from Macmillan Cock Robin Mystery series: * Deadly 
Honeymoon. [1967]. * Me Tanner, You Jane. [1970]. * 2 copies of: After the First Death. [1969]. 
One dj price-clipped. The other copy is inscribed to Hal. Four volumes from Dark Harvest: * 
The Sins of  the Fathers. No. 139 of  400 copies signed by Block and Steven King. Boards, jacket, 
slipcase. 1992. * Time to Murder and Create. No. 207 of  300 copies signed by Block and Jonathan 
Kellerman. Boards, jacket, slipcase. 1993. * The Sins of  the Fathers. Boards, jacket. 1992. * Time to 
Murder and Create. Boards, jacket. 1993. 2 volumes from G&G Books: * In the Midst of  Death. No 
“S” of  26 lettered copies. Cloth, jacket, slipcase. [1995]. * Ariel. No. “R” of  26 lettered copies. Cloth, 
jacket. [1996]. Plus, 3 copies of: * Writing the Novel: From Plot to Print. 1 inscribed, 1 signed, and 1 
unsigned. All in cloth, djs (one with large chips at edges). Writer’s Digest Books, [1979].

Various places: Various dates

 Most are near fine or fine.
(200/300)
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19. Block, lawrence. Group of  novels by Lawrence Block, most signed. Includes: * Enough Rope. [2002]. 
* All the Flowers Are Dying. [2005]. * A Dance at the Slaughterhouse. [1991]. * Everybody Dies. 
[1998]. * Even the Wicked. [1997]. * Hope to Die. [2001]. * A Long Line of  Dead Men. [1994]. * 
The Burglar on the Prowl. [2004]. * A Ticket to the Boneyard. [1990]. * Hit Man. [1998]. * Hit List. 
[2000]. * 2 copies of: Hit and Run. [2008]. One copy is  Philatelic First Edition. Specially prepared, 
canceled, and signed on its first day of  publication June 24, 2008. This is copy No. 94 with a stamp 
and limitation on title page. * 2 copies of: Hit Parade. One is the wrapper bound uncorrected proof  
copy (unsigned). [2006]. * Somedays you Get the Bear. [1993]. * 2 copies of: Step by Step. One is 
the wrapper bound uncorrected proof  copy (unsigned). [2009]. * 2 copies of: Small Town. One is 
the uncorrected proof  copy. [2003]. * 2 copies of: Out on the Cutting Edge. One with price-clipped 
dj. [1989]. * 2 copies of: The Devil Knows You’re Dead. [1993]. * 2 copies of: A Walk Among the 
Tombstones. [1992]. * Eight Million Ways to Die. (Unsigned) 25th Anniversary Edition, [2008].

New York: William Morrow, Various dates

Nice collection of  novels, most of  which are signed by Lawrence Block. All in original cloth-
backed boards, dust jackets (or advanced proof  wrappers). Fine or nearly so.

(200/300)

20. Block, lawrence. Nine Advance Reading Copies, Uncorrected Proofs of  Lawrence Block novels - all but one 
signed. Includes: * Hit List. William Morrow, [2000]. Comes with a miniature suitcase, with business 
cards of  J.P. Keller inside. Signed by Block on outside label, and on title page of  the book. * Hit 
List. William Morrow, [2000]. * 2 copies of: The Burglar in the Rye. Dutton, [1999]. * Tanner on Ice. 
Dutton, [1998]. * Hit Man. Uncorrected Bound Galleys. Glossy wrappers. William Morrow, [1998]. * 
The Burglar who Painted Like Mondrian. [1998]. * The Burglar who Though he was Bogart. No. 489 
of  650. Dutton, [1995]. * All the Flowers are Dying. William Morrow, [2005].

Various places: Various dates

Each in wrappers, all but the last volume are signed by the author. Fine.
(200/300)

21. Block, lawrence. Ronald Rabbit is a Dirty Old Man. (8vo) cloth-backed boards, dust jacket. First 
Printing.

[New York]: Bernard Geis Associates, [1971]

Inscribed and signed by the author on the half  title page, dated 4-25-96. A humorous take on 
a bad situation. Jacket spine a touch sunned, light wear at edges, including a small closed tear; a 
touch of  shelf  wear to volume; very good.

(150/250)

22. Block, lawrence. Six mystery novels by Lawrence Block - all but one signed. Includes: * The Sins of  the 
Fathers. Signed on the title page. East Sussex library stamps on early pages including title page, and 
on top edge of  text block. [1979]. * Time to Mudrer and Create. Signed on title page. Someone has 
inked some red decoration to title page. Southwark library stamp on verso of  title page. [1979] * The 
Burglar in the Closet. Signed on title page. Ex-library tape on cloth binding, numbers whited-out on 
verso of  title page, jacket spine heel with yellowed tape. [1980]. * A Stab in the Dark. Signed on title 
page. Withdrawn rubberstamp and tape marks to front free endpaper. [1982]. * After the First Death. 
Signed on title page. [1981]. * The Specialists. [1980].

London: Robert Hale, Various dates

Each a in original cloth, color pictorial dust jackets. All but the last novel are signed. Most are 
ex-library, most with only library rubberstamps on title page, a few with a bit more wear; good 
or very good.

(200/300)
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23. Block, lawrence. Small collection of  first editions, all signed. Includes: * Ariel. No. 266 of  500 special 
copies, signed by the author on limitation leaf  at front. [1980]. * Sometimes They Bite. Signed on 
the title page. [1983]. * The Burglar who Painted Like Mondrian. Signed on the title page. [1983]. * 
2 copies of: Like a Lamb to Slaughter. Both signed on the title page. [1984]. * 2 copies of: When the 
Sacred Ginmill Closes. Both signed on the title page. [1986]. * 3 copies of: Telling Lies for Fun & 
Profit. Two signed on the title page, one is inscribed on the front free endpaper. [1981]

New York: Arbor House, Various dates

 A touch of  edge wear to jackets and volumes; mostly near fine or fine.
(100/150)

24. Block, lawrence. Small group published by Subterranean Press. Includes: * Cinderella Sims. No. 136 
of  175 copies, signed by the author on limitation leaf. In slipcase. 2003. * Tanner’s Tiger. No. 154 of  
175 copies, signed by the author on limitation leaf. In slipcase. 2001. * 69 Barrow Street. Signed on 
title page. 2012. * Hellcats and Honeygirls. The Collected Collaborative Novels of  Lawrence Block 
and Donald E. Westlake. 2010. * 2 copies of: The Scoreless Thai. One signed on half  title, the other 
signed on title page. 2000. * 2 copies of: Tanner’s Tiger. Both signed on title page. 2001.

[Burton, MI]: Subterranean Press, Various dates

Each in original cloth and dust jackets. Fine.
(100/150)

25. Block, lawrence. A Stab in the Dark. (8vo) cloth-backed boards, dust jacket. First Edition.
New York: Arbor House, [1981]

Signed by the author on the title page. “Investigator Matthew Scudder, Lawrence Block’s 
relentless and charismatic plainclothesman extraordinaire, retuns-on a quest for a psycho-killer 
no one believes exists.” -Jacket. Jacket price-clipped, light rubs and bumps at jacket edges; fine 
volume in a near fine jacket.

(150/250)

26. Block, lawrence. The Thief  Who Couldn’t Sleep [and] The Canceled Czech - two editions of  each. Includes: 
* The Thief  Who Couldn’t Sleep. No. “E” of  26 lettered copies, signed by author on limitation 
leaf. Maroon cloth, slipcase. * The Thief  Who Couldn’t Sleep. Black boards, dust jacket. Signed 
on title page. * The Canceled Czech. No. “R” of  26 lettered copies, sighed by author on limitation 
leaf. Maroon cloth, slipcase. * The Canceled Czech. Black boards, dust jacket. Signed on front free 
endpaper. Jacket is housed in clear plastic cover, and then pasted down to front pastedowns.

New York: Otto Penzler / The Armchair Detective Library, [1994]

 Except for the pasted jacket flaps in the last volume; volumes and jackets are fine.
(100/150)

27. Block, lawrence. Two signed editions from The Mysterious Bookshop. Includes: * A Drop of  the Hard 
Stuff. Red leather-backed marbled boards, gilt lettered spine. No. “K” of  26 lettered copies. Signed 
by author on limitation leaf. [2011]. * Afterthoughts. Maroon cloth. Signed on the title page. [2011].

New York: The Mysterious Bookshop, Various dates

 Fine.
(200/300)

28. [Block, lawrence] emerson, Jill, pseuD.. Two novels by Jill Emerson, pseudonym for Lawrence Block. 
 Includes: * A Week as Andrea Benstock. First Edition. Arbor House, [1975]. With laid in typed post 
card signed, “L” about some travels the author was taking at the time through the Southwest. Postal 
stamp dated Aug 20, 1976. * The Trouble with Eden. Putnam’s, [1973].

New York: Various dates

 Light wear to extremities; very good.
(150/250)
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29. [Block, lawrence] kavanagH, paul, pseuD.. Not Comin’ Home to You - First Edition, plus First UK 
Edition. (8vo) cloth, dust jacket. First Edition. Signed Lawrence Block, on title page.

New York: G.P. Putnam’s, [1974]

The lot also includes the First UK Edition in cloth, dust jacket. Inscribed to Estelle, on the half  
title, and signed “Lawrence Block aka Paul Kavanagh.” Jacket with long chip on rear panel. Very 
light edge wear; 1st US edition spine is leaning a bit; near fine.

(150/250)

30. Bowles, paul. Ten volumes by Paul Bowles. Includes: * A Little Stone. Cloth, dust jacket. John 
Lehmann, [1950]. * Up Above the World. Cloth, dust jacket (price-clipped). Simon and Schuster, 
[1966]. * The Delicate Prey and Other Stories. Cloth, dust jacket. Random House, [1950]. * The 
Spider’s House. Cloth, dust jacket (price-clipped). Random House, [1955]. * 2 copies of: Their Heads 
and Green and Their Hands are Blue. Cloth, dust jacket. Random House, [1963]. * Too Far From 
Home. Cloth, dust jacket. Peter Owen, [1994]. * The Time of  Friendship. Cloth, dust jacket. Holt, 
Rinehart, [1967]. * Too Far From Home: The Selected Writings of  Paul Bowles. Cloth-backed boards, 
dust jacket. Ecco Press, [1993]. * The Stories of  Paul Bowles. Cloth-backed boards, dust jacket. Ecco, 
[2001].

Various places: Various dates

Some from the library of  Noreen Curry, they are marked with the name on front free endpapers 
in ink. Light wear to many dust jacket edges; very good to fine.

(200/300)

31. Bowles, paul. Two limited editions from Black Sparrow. Includes: * Collected Stories 1939-1976. No. 
167 of  300 copies numbered & signed by the author, original cloth-backed printed boards. First 
Edition. A few small dampstains to bottom edges of  early leaves. 1979. * The Spider’s House. No.84 
of  of  350 copies numbered & signed by the author. Original cloth-backed printed boards. First 
Edition. 1982. Fine.

Santa Barbara: Black Sparrow Press, 1979 and 1982

Each volume is signed by Bowles on the page facing the copyright. Very good or fine.
(200/300)

SIGNIFICANT COLLECTION OF RAY BRADBURY,  
FIRST EDITIONS AND UNCOMMON RARITIES

32. BraDBury, ray. The Anthem Sprinters: And Other Antics. Brown cloth, jacket. First Edition
New York: Dial Press, 1963

Signed by Bradbury on the front free endpaper. Jacket with a few tiny chips and tears to edges 
and spine ends; very good or better in very good jacket.

(150/250)

High resolution color images of  each lot are available online. 
Please visit www.pbagalleries.com
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33. BraDBury, ray. Archive of  material by or relating to Ray Bradbury, including many signed items. Includes: * 
Bradbury. Zen and the Art of  Writing and The Joy of  Writing: Two Essays. Wrappers. Inscribed and 
signed by Bradbury on card inserted at front. 1973. * Bradbury. The God in Science Fiction. 1978. 
* Indick, Ben P. The Drama of  Ray Bradbury. Wrappers. Signed by Bradbury on the front wrapper. 
[1977]. * Broadside poem as Christmas Greeting 1981. * Ray Bradbury’s Falling Upward. Wrappers. 
Signed by Bradbury on the front wrapper.[1988], * Broadside poem as Christmas Greeting 1991, 
inscribed and signed by Bradbury. Framed. * Bradbury. Time Intervening. Wrappers. [2001]. * Faxed 
letter from Bradbury to Joel Harris thanking him for a copy of  FA Mulan. 2001. * Sheet of  10 labels 
signed by Bradbury, along with signed letter of  transmittal dated 2001 & mailing envelope.. * Label 
for 1998 Dandelion Wine from Bradbury Vineyards, Greentown, Illinois, with self-adhesive backing, 
signed by Bradbury. * Illustrated label for Ray Bradbury Enterprises, with self-adhesive backing, 
signed by Bradbury dated 2001. * Bradbury. I Live by the Invisible: New & Selected Poems. Wrappers. 
Signed by Bradbury on label affixed to front flyleaf. [2002]. * Bradbury. Is That You, Herb? Wrappers. 
]2003]. * Firsts Magazine with article on collecting books by Ray Bradbury.

Various places: Various dates

 Very good to fine condition
(300/500)

34. BraDBury, ray. Dandelion Wine. Bright yellow cloth, top edge yellow, pictorial jacket. First Edition.
Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1957

Signed by Ray Bradbury on the front free endpaper. Label for “1998 Dandelion Wine... 
Bradbury Vinyards... Greentown, Illinois” signed by Bradbury, with self-adhesive backing, laid 
in. Bookplate of  Jeff  Shurin. Jacket with some rubbing and wear at edges and folds, spine ends 
slightly chipped, light rubbing to front panel, minor soiling to rear, tape repairs/reinforcements 
on verso, price clipped; volume spine ends a bit crimped, very good or better in very good 
jacket.

(300/500)

35. BraDBury, ray. Dandelion Wine. Maroon boards, spine lettered in silver, jacket. First British Edition.
London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1957

Siged by Bradbury on the front free endpaper. Large bookplate of  Charles Platt on the front 
pastedown - this has glue stains at the corners where affixed, and some of  these have lightly 
offset to the free endpaper but not affecting Bradbury’s signature. Jacket spine a bit darkened; 
near fine in like jacket.

(200/300)

36. BraDBury, ray. Dark Carnival. Afterword by Clive Barker. Leatherette, spine lettered in gilt, jacket, 
slipcase. No 238 of  700 copies.

[Springfield, PA]: Gauntlet Publications, 2001

Signed by Bradbury and Barker on the limitation-leaf. This edition also includes four stories, 
contemporary to the rest of  the contents but not in the original edition, plus archival material. 
The wrap-around dust jacket is from an original painting by Bradbury. Fine in fine jacket and 
slipcase.

(400/600)
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RAY BRADBURY’S FIRST BOOK, INSCRIBED
37. BraDBury, ray. Dark Carnival. 19x12.5 cm. (7¼x5”), black cloth, pictorial dust jacket. First 
Edition.

Sauk City, WI: Arkham House, 1947

Inscribed by the author on the front free endpaper, 
“My First! Ray Bradbury, Aug. 30, 1986.” Author’s 
first book; one of  just over 3000 copies printed. 
Bleiler, Guide to Supernatural Fiction 254; Currey, 
p. 55. Jacket laminated, with reinforcement on 
verso at folds and edges which has darkened and 
is visible on recto, some mottled darkening from 
the lamination, chips to spine ends and corners 
which are repaired by the reinforcement; some 
fingering and a few small spots to covers, offset to 
endpapers, else very good in good jacket.

(500/800)

38. BraDBury, ray. The Day It Rained Forever. Blue boards, spine lettered in silver, pictorial jacket. First 
British Edition, and first edition under this title..

London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1959

Signed by Bradbury on the front free endpaper. Collects stories from A Medicine for 
Melancholy with a few omissions and additions. This is Currey’s “B” binding. A little wear to 
jacket extremities with tape repairs on verso; binding leaning a bit, a few slight bumps to lower 
cover edges; foxing to top edge of  text block; very good in like jacket.

(200/300)

39. BraDBury, ray. Eight volumes by Bradbury, five signed. Includes: * Twice Twenty-two: The Golden 
Apples of  the Sun, A Medicine for Melancholy. 1st Combined Ed. Garden City: Doubleday, 1966 * 
The Machineries of  Joy. (Remainder mark on lower edge of  text block, scuff  marks & wear to jacket.) 
1st Ed. NY: Simon & Schuster, 1964. * The Wonderful Ice Cream Suit. (Jacket price clipped, with 
£6.95 sticker affixed.) 1st UK Ed. London: Hart-Davis, MacGibbon, [1973]. * When Elephants Last 
in the Dooryard Bloomed. 1st UK Ed. London: Hart-Davis, MacGibbon, [1973]. * The Autumn 
People. Wrappers. 1st Ballantine Printing. NY: Ballantine Books, [1965]. * Plus 3 unsigned paperback 
printings of  Bradbury. Together 8 volumes. First 4 hardcover with jackets, others in wrappers.

Various places: Various dates

The five listed volumes signed by Ray Bradbury, one on a label. Very good or better condition.
(250/350)

BRITISH FAHRENHEIT
40. BraDBury, ray. Fahrenheit 451. Red boards, spine lettered in silver, jacket. First British Edition.

London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1954

Signed by Bradbury on the front free endpaper. A bit of  fading to jacket spine, other light shelf  
wear; faint offset to endpapers, else near fine in like jacket.

(600/900)

Lot 37
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41. BraDBury, ray. Five fine press limited editions of  booklets by Ray Bradbury. Includes: * The Pedestrian. 
Tipped-in frontispiece by Joe Mugnaini. One of  280 copies hand-printed by Roy A. Squires. Signed 
by Bradbury on front wrapper. [Glendale, CA: 1964]. * Old Ahab’s Friend, and Friend to Noah, 
Speaks His Piece: A Celebration. No. 364 of  485 copies. Signed and dated 126/03 by Bradbury 
on the front wrapper. [Glendale, CA: Roy A. Squires, 1971]. * That Son of  Richard III: A Birth 
Announcement. No 23 of  400 copies. Signed by Bradbury on label affixed to colophon. [Glendale, 
CA]: Roy A. Squires, 1974. * That Ghost, That Bride of  Time: excerpts from a play-in-progress 
based on the Moby Dick mythology... No. 373 of  400 copies. Inscribed and signed by Bradbury in 
the colophon. [Glendale, CA]: Roy A. Squires, 1976. * The Dragon. Illustrations by Ken Snyder. 
Copy I of  300 copies. Signed by Bradbury on limitation-page. [Round Top, NY]: Bill Munster, [1988]. 
Together, 5 booklets. Wrappers.

Various places: Various dates

 All in fine condition, three with envelopes that are a bit worn.
(300/500)

42. BraDBury, ray. Five titles by Ray Bradbury published by Creative Eduction, each signed. Comprises: * The 
Other Foot. * The April Witch. * The Veldt. * The Fog Horn. * The Smile.Together, 5 volumes. First 
4 illustarted by Gary Kelley. Cloth, jackets. First Separate Editions, 1st 4 also First Illustrated Editions.

Mankato, MN: Creative Education, 1987 & 1991

Each signed by Bradbury on the front free endpaper, Fog Horn inscribed as well. Fine 
condition.

(300/500)

43. BraDBury, ray. The Golden Apples of  the Sun. Gray cloth, dust jacket. First Edition.
Garden City: Doubleday & Company, 1953

Inscribed “Stan!” and signed by the author on front free endpaper. Bradbury’s fourth book. 
 Light soiling to jacket, ½” hole in rear fold, a few small chips to folds and spine ends; slight 
rubbing to volume spine ends, faint tanning to text; very good in like jacket.

(200/300)

44. BraDBury, ray. The Golden Apples of  the Sun. Illustrated by Joe Mugnaini. Blue boards, spine 
lettered in silver, pictorial jacket. First British Edition.

London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1953

Signed by Bradbury on the front free endpaper, dated 1/26/03. Some chipping and wear to 
jacket including 1x1” piece missing from top left of  front panel, with matching faded spot to 
cover, a few other faded spots to cover, lower corners a bit bumped; offset to endpapers, about 
very good in like jacket.

(150/250)

45. BraDBury, ray. The Halloween Tree. [4], 145 pp. Illustrated by Joseph Mugnaini. 9x6½, black cloth, 
orange vignette on front cover, spine lettered in silver and orange, pictorial jacket. First Edition.

New York: Knopf, [1972]

Signed by Bradbury on the front free endpaper. A bit of  shelf  wear, jacket price clipped, top 
and bottom edges of  covers with slight sunning; near fine in

(150/250)

46. BraDBury, ray. I Sing the Body Electric!. Blue cloth, lettered in silver, top page edge stained light 
blue, pictorial jacket. First Edition.

New York: Knopf, 1969

Signed by Bradbury on the front free endpaper, dated 1/26/03. A touch of  sunning to top and 
bottom edges of  covers; near fine to fine in like jacket.

(200/300)
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FIRST AND 45TH ANNIVERSARY ILLUSTRATED MAN
47. BraDBury, ray. The Illustrated Man. Tan linen, dust jacket. First Edition.

New York: Doubleday, 1951

Bradbury’s third book. Signed by Bradbury on the front free endpaper. Bleiler 256; Currey p.56. 
 Jacket spine a little faded, some edge wear, verso tape repair at spine foot, price partially clipped; 
volume with tape stains to covers, about very good in like jacket.

(600/900)

48. BraDBury, ray. The Illustrated Man: the 45th Anniversary Edition. Introduction by Wiliam F. Nolan. 
Afterword by Ed Gorman. Black cloth, spine lettered in gilt, jacket, felt-lined box. Copy PC of  600 
copies.

[Springfield, PA]: Gauntlet Publications, 1996

Signed on the limitation-leaf  by Bradbury, Nolan and Gorman. Fine in fine jacket and box.
(200/300)

MARTIAN CHRONICLES SIGNED BY BRADBURY
49. BraDBury, ray. The Martian Chronicles. Light green cloth, dust jacket. First Edition.

Garden City: Doubleday, 1950

Signed by Bradbury on the front free endpaper. Many stories 
in this “half-cousin to a novel” were previously published in 
Science Fiction periodicals, including Usher II. Bleiler 255; 
Currey p.56. A hint of  fading to jacket spine, tiny chip to spine 
foot, price clipped; slight fading to volume spine, near fine in 
like jacket.

(1000/1500)

50. BraDBury, ray. The Martian Chronicles. Illustrated by Joseph 
Mugnaini. Black cloth, speckled with white, glassine dust jacket, 
matching board slipcase. No. 617 of  2,000 copies.

Avon, CT: Limited Editions Club, 1974

Signed by the author and illustrator at the limitation. A touch of  
wear to slipcase and glassine, volume fine.

(300/500)

51. BraDBury, ray. A Medicine for Melancholy. Black cloth, stamped in silver, pictorial jacket designed 
by Joseph Mugnaini [misprinted Joe Mugniani]. First Edition.

Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1959

Inscribed “Mac!, Ray Bradbury, 6/12/88” on front free endpaper. Mac is actor Macdonald 
Carey, best known for his role as the patriarch Dr. Tom Horton on NBC’s soap opera Days 
of  our Lives.  Light shelf  wear to jacket, small stain to lower right corner of  front panel; a few 
light, barely visible stains to volume front cover; very good in like jacket.

(300/500)

Bids may be placed during the auction using the Real-Time Bidder 
on our website at www.pbagalleries.com

Lot 49
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52. BraDBury, ray. The October Country. Illustrated by Joe Mugnaini. Dull red cloth, spine lettered in 
black, jacket. First Edition.

New York: Ballantine Books, [1955]

Signed by Bradbury on the front free 
endpaper. This is Currey’s “B” binding in 
its first state, with the Ballantine Books 
monogram at spine foot printed upside 
down. There were only fifty copies of  
the “A” binding (red cloth with spine 
lettered in gold) produced, and most 
copies issued came in the “C” binding 
of  red paper boards, although there is 
no priority established among the three 
bindings. Currey p.57. Some very faint 
dust soiling to jacket, a few tiny edge 
tears; a touch of  rubbing to volume spine 
ends, light offset to endpapers; near fine 
in like jacket.

(500/800)

53. BraDBury, ray. R is for Rocket. Blue boards, color pictorial jacket. First Edition.
New York: Doubleday, [1962]

Signed by Bradbury on the front free endpaper. Currey p.57. Jacket with some rubbing and wear 
to extremities, price clipped; faint offset to endpapers, near fine in very good jacket.

(200/300)

54. BraDBury, ray. The Ray Bradbury Chronicles. 7 volumes. Comic Book style color illustartions 
throughout by various artists. 26x17 cm. (10¼x6¾”), cloth, jackets. Each one of  1200 or fewer 
copies. First Editions.

New York: NBM: Mantier, Beal, Minoustchine, [1992]

Each volume signed by Ray Bradbury and various of  the artists of  these Bradbury stories 
in comic book format. The artists include Kent Williams, John Van Fleet, Ralph Reese, Al 
Williamson, Mark Chiarello, James Sherman, Wally Wood, and many others, 42 signatures in all 
with some duplication. Fine condition in fine jackets.

(600/900)

55. BraDBury, ray. S is for Space. Blue cloth, jacket. First Edition.
New York: Doubleday, 1966

Signed by Bradbury on the front free endpaper; ink name of  Deb Renner above the signtaure - 
this has lightly offset to front pastedown and the front flap of  jacket.. Jacket with some wear to 
extremities, a few closed tears the longest being 3”; to top left of  front panel, ½” square missing 
from top right of  rear panel; light spotting to covers, rubbing to extremities; about very good in 
like jacket.

(150/250)

56. BraDBury, ray. S is for Space. Blue boards, spine lettered in silver, jacket. First British Edition, first 
impression.

London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1968

Signed by Bradbury on the front free endpaper. Fine in like jacket.
(200/300)

Lot 52
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57. BraDBury, ray. Seven Illustrated and/or Children’s Books by Ray Bradbury, each signed. Includes: * Switch 
on the Night. Illustrated by Madeleine Gekiere. Library binding. [NY]: Pantheon Books, [1955]. * 
Fever Dream. Illustrated by Darrel Anderson. Jacket. NY: St. Martin’s Press, [1987]. * The Toynbee 
Convector. Illustrated by Anita Kunz. Atlanta: Turner Publishing, [1992]. * Switch on the Night. 
Illustrated by  Leo & Dianne Dillon, signed by them on title-page along with signed inscription by 
Bradbury. NY: Knopf, [1993]. * Dogs Think Every Day is Christmas. Illustrated by Louis Reinoehl 
Max. Jacket. Salt Lake City: Gibbs-Smith, [1997]. * With Cat for Comforter. Illustrated by Louis 
Reinoehl Max. Jacket. Salt Lake City: Gibbs-Smith, [1997]. * Ahmed and the Oblivion Machines. 
Illustrated by Chris Lane. Jacket. NY: Avon Books, [1998]. Together, 7 volumes. Cloth or boards. 
Those without jackets not so issued.

Various places: Various dates

Each signed by Ray Bradbury, three on affixed labels, the others directly in the book. Near fine 
to fine condition.

(300/500)

58. BraDBury, ray. Seven volumes by or about Ray Bradbury. Includes: * Bradbury, Ray, Arthur C. Clarke, 
et al. Mars and the Mind of  Man. NY: Harper & Row, [1975]. * Nolan, William F. The Bradbury 
Companion. Slipcase (not issued with jacket). Detroit: Gale Research, 1975. * Nolan, William F. & 
William K. Schafer. California Sorcery. With contribution by Bradbury. One of  1500 copies, signed by 
Nolan & Schafer (but not Bradbury). [Abingdon, MD]: Cemetery Dance Publications, 1999. * Weist, 
Jerry. Bradbury: An Illustrated Life - A Journey to Far Metaphor. [NY]: William Morrow, [2002]. 
* Weller, Sam. The Bradbury Chronicles. Signed by Well in addition to Bradbury. [NY]: William 
Morrow, [2005]. * Bradbury Speaks: Too Soon from the Cave, Too Far from the Stars. [NY]: William 
Morrow, [2005]. * Bradbury. Match to Flame: The Fictional Paths to Fahrenheit 451. Edited by 
Donn Albright & Jon Eller. No. 613 of  750 copies. Colorado Springs: Gauntlet Publications, 2006. 
Together, 7 volumes. Cloth &/or boards with jackets except as noted,

Various places: Various dates

Signed by Bradbury except as noted, some on affixed labels. Near fine to fine conditon.
(250/350)

59. BraDBury, ray. Seven volumes by Ray Bradbury. Includes: * The Haunted Computer and the Andriod 
Pope. Signed by Bradbury on front free endpaper. Publicity photo of  Bradbury laid in. NY: Knopf, 
1981. * The Toynbee Convector. Signed by Bradbury on front free endpaper. NY: Knopf, 1988. * 
A Graveyard for Lunatics: Another Tale of  Two Cities. Signed by Bradbury on label affixed to front 
free endpaper. London: Grafton Books, [1990]. * Yestermorrow: Obvious Answers to Impossible 
Futures. Signed by Bradbury on label affixed tofront free endpaper. Santa Barbara: Capra Press, 
1991. * The Halloween Tree. Inscribed on front free endpaper, “For Bob, Combined All Hallows & 
Xmas Wishes! 1993! Ray Bradbury,” with a sketch of  a jack-o-lantern. 8th ptg. NY: Knopf, [1972]. 
* From the Dust Returned. Signed by Bradbury on label affixed to half-title. NY: Morrow, [2001]. 
* Uncorrected proof  of  preceding. Wrappers. Together, 7 volumes. Cloth &/or boards with jackets 
except as noted. First Editions except as noted.

Various places: Various dates

 Overall in fine condition.
(300/500)

The auction begins at 11:00 am Pacific Time 
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60. BraDBury, ray. Seven volumes by Ray Bradbury, all signed/limited editions. Includes: * The October 
Country: The 40th Anniversary Edition. Introduction by Dennis Etchison & Afterword by Robert 
R. McCammon, signed by them in addition to Bradbury. No. 434 of  500 copies. Springfield, PA: 
Gauntlet Publications, 1997. * Something Wicked This Way Comes. Afterwords by Joe Lansdale 
& Peter Crowther, signed by them in addition to Bradbury. No. 58 of  500 copies. Springfield, PA: 
Gauntlet Publications, 1999. * A Chapbook for Burnt-out Priests, Rabbis, and Ministers. No. 212 of  
350 copies. Slipcase. Baltimore: Cemetery Dance Publications, 2001. * They Have Not Seen the Stars. 
No. 129 of  200 copies. Slipcase (not issued with jacket). Lancaster, PA: Stealth Press, [2002]. * It Came 
from Outer Space. No. 587 of  750 copies. 4to. [Colorado Springs]: Gauntlet Publications, 2004. * 
The Halloween Tree. No. 275 of  750 copies. Oblong 4to. [Colorado Springs]: Gauntlet Publications, 
2005. * Somewhere a Band is Playing. No. 242 of  500 copies. Colorado Springs: Gauntlet Press, 2007. 
Together, 7 volumes. Cloth or boards with jackets.

Various places: Various dates

Each signed by Ray Bradbury on the limitation-page. Fine condition.
(700/1000)

61. BraDBury, ray. The Silver Locusts. Boards, spine lettered in silver, jacket. First U.K. Edition.
London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1951

First British edition of  The Martian Chronicles. Jacket rear panel with soiling, a bit of  rubbing 
to extremities, minor scuff-mark to front panel; volume spine a bit faded, near fine in like jacket.

(200/300)

62. BraDBury, ray. Six volumes by Ray Bradbury printed at the Lord John Press. Includes: * Twin Hieroglyphs 
That Swim the River Dust. Cloth-backed boards. No. 398 of  300 copies. 1978. * This Attic Where 
the Meadow Greens. Cloth-backed boards. No. 132 of  300 copies. 1979. * Death Has Lost Its Charm 
for Me. Boards. 1987. * The Climate of  Palletes. Miniature book, 7.5x5 cm.. cloth-backed boards. No. 
114 of  150 copies. 1989. * Witness and Celebrate. No. 74 of  100 copies. Leather-backed cloth. 2000. 
* Unlimited issue of  preceding. Cloth. 2000. Together, 6 volumes.

Northridge, CA: Lord John Press, Various dates

Each signed by Bradbury. Fine condition.
(400/600)

63. BraDBury, ray. Something Wicked This Way Comes. Mustard-colored cloth, lettered in black, pictorial 
jacket. First Edition, First printing.

New York: Simon & Schuster, 1962

Signed by Bradbury on the title-page. States first printing on the copyright page. Currey, 58; 
Jones & Newman, 164. Some edge and extremity wear to jacket, short tear with repair on verso; 
volume spine ends slightly crimped, faint bump to one corners; near fine in very good jacket.

(300/500)

Absentee bids are accepted by phone.  
Please call us at 415-989-2665 prior to the auction.
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64. BraDBury, ray. Something Wicked This Way Comes. Boards, spine lettered in silver, jacket. First 
British Edition.

London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1963

Laid in is a card inscribed and signed by Ray Bradbury. The card is a business card, with 
Bradbury’s Cheviot Drive, Los Angeles, address, with his profession “Interior Design & Idea 
Consultant, United States Government Pavilion, New York World’s Fair.” The inscription 
in red felt pen reads “Nov. 1975. For Alan Wade to put in his book! With good wishes! Ray 
Bradbury.” Some faint dust soiling to jacket rear panel, very light foxing which is mostly visible 
on the verso; lower corner of  front cover with tiny nick, light foxing to fore-edge of  text block, 
bookseller’s sticker on front pastedown, ownership signature (Peter Hammersly?) on front free 
endpaper, else near fine in like jacket.

(300/500)

65. BraDBury, ray. The Stories of  Ray Bradbury. Cloth, dust jacket. First Edition.
New York: Knopf, 1980

Signed by Bradbury on label affixed to front free endpaper. Jacket with a touch of  extremity 
wear, price clipped; near fine in like jacket.

(100/150)

66. BraDBury, ray. Two fine press limited edition volumes by Ray Bradbury. Includes: * Beyond 1984: 
Remembrance of  Things Future. No. 271 of  350 copies designed by Ronald Gordon at the Oliphant 
Press & printed at the Harbor Press. NY: Targ Editions, [1979]. * Forever and the Earth: Radio 
Dramatization. No. 29 or 300 copies designed by Richard Bigus. [Athens, OH]: Croissant Company, 
[1984]. Together, 2 volumes. Cloth-backed boards. First Editions.

Various places: [1979 & 1984]

Each signed by Ray Bradbury. Both in fine condition.
(200/300)

67. BraDBury, ray. Two volumes by Ray Bradbury, large format & illustrated. Include: * The Mummies of  
Guanajuato. Photography by Archie Lieberman. Signed by Bradbury on label affixed to front free 
endpaper. Abrams, 1978. * The Ghosts of  Forever. Illustrated by Aldo Sessa. Rizzoli, 1980. Together, 
2 volumes. 35.5x27.5 cm. (13¾x10¾”) or smaller, cloth, jackets. First Editions.

New York: 1978 & 1980

 Near fine to fine condition.
(250/350)

IMPORTANT GATHERING OF CHARLES BUKOWSKI
68. Bukowski, cHarles & neeli cHerry, eDitors. Laugh Literary and Man the Humping Guns – complete, 
all 3 issues. Vol. I, Nos. 1-3. (8vo), original saddle stitched wrappers in yellow and orange. Also, a 
duplicate of  issue No. 3. Together 4 volumes.

Los Angeles: Laugh Literary, 1969-1971

Complete set of  all 3 issues published of  this periodical  founded in 1969 and co-edited by 
Bukowski and Neeli Cherkovski. Intended as an alternative to Black Mountain School / Review. 
Both admitted they made up names and wrote poetry for periodical since it was so difficult to 
get good poetry from contributors. Issue No. 2 signed by Bukowski on the title leaf. Dorbin 
C438-39, E67. Light wear to wrappers, some staining in issue No. 2.; very good and better.

(250/350)

69. Bukowski, cHarles anD sHeri martinelli. Beerspit Night and Cursing: The Correspondence of  Charles 
Bukowski and Sheri Martinelli, 1960-1967. 380, [2] pp.Red cloth-backed pictorial boards, paper spine 
label, clear acetate jacket. No. 245 of  526 copies. First Edition.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 2001

With an original serigraph print by Bukowski inserted at front. Fine.
(150/250)
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70. Bukowski, cHarles anD steve ricHmonD. The Earth Rose 1: Fuck Hate. 4 pages on a folded sheet. 
43x28 cm. (17x11”).

Santa Monica: Earth Rose, 1966

Includes Bukowski’s poem “Freedom” as well as contributions by Steve Richmond and John 
Buckner. Published by Steve Richmond, leading to obscenity charges and arrest in Santa Monica 
for him. Often encountered signed by one or both men, this copy unsigned. Creased, light wear 
and soiling, .50 price in red ink on front; very good.

(100/150)

71. (Bukowski, Charles) . A Bukowski bibliography & 6 others on his writings. Includes: * Dorbin, Sanford. 
A Bibliography of  Charles Bukowski. Cloth-backed boards, acetate jacket. No. 13 of  350 numbered 
copies. Signed by Bukowski and Dorbin. 1969. * Fox, Hugh. Charles Bukowski: A Critical and 
Bibliographical Study. (4to) wrappers. Signed by the author. 1969. * Barker, David. Charles Bukowski: 
A Bibliographic Price Guide for Collectors and Dealers. Wrappers. No. 36 of  200 copies, signed by 
the author. 1983. * Bukowski-Lujon Press Catalog Number One. House of  Books, New Orleans. 
Wrappers. [no date]. * The Book-Mart. Wrappers. With an article on collecting Bukowski periodicals. 
July, 1983. * Under the Influence: A Collection of  Works by Charles Bukowski Illustrated with 
original drawings by the author and photographs by Michael Montford. With a Preface by Al Fogel. 
Jeffrey H. Weinberg Books, Catalog 25. No. 39 of  300 copies. 1984. * Charles Bukowski, 1920-1994. 
The Collection of  his Friend, The Photographer Michael Montfort. Simon Finch, Catalog 54. 2002. 
Together 7 volumes.

Various places: Various dates

 Some light wear; very good and better.
(300/500)

72. (Bukowski, Charles) calDwell, erskine. Typed Letter, signed, regarding Bukowski. Typed letter, 
signed, on Caldwell’s personal Memorandum stationery.

January 10, 1985

In full: “Dear Sam Smith, I don’t read many writers and Bukowski evidently is not among 
the few. Maybe Im, missing something but it can’t be helped. And thanks for your interesting 
letter. Sincerely, Erskine Caldwell.” With original mailing envelope. Fine.

(100/150)

73. (Bukowski, Charles) cHerkovski, neeli. Hank: The Life of  Charles Bukowski. 337 pp. (8vo), red 
cloth-backed boards, paper spine label. No. 57 of  200 copies. First Edition.

[Santa Rosa]: [Black Sparrow Press], [1991]

Random House sheets bound up into a Black Sparrow Press binding. Signed by the author and 
Bukowski on the limitation page bound after front free endpaper. Publisher’s announcement 
laid in. Spotting to edges of  page block; else fine.

(150/250)

Phone bidding is available during our auctions
Please call 415-989-2665 for more information prior to the auction.
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74. (Bukowski, Charles) . Collection of  periodicals and anthologies with contributions by Bukowski or reviews of  
his works. Includes:  * Quagga. Vol. 1, No. 2. 1960. * Olé. Vol. 1, No. 1. * Olé anthology. 1967. * Oro 
Madre, No. 10. * Oro Madre, Vol. 2, Nos. 3/4. * Unmuzzled Ox. Vol. 1, No. 4. * Unmuzzled Ox. 
Vol. 2, No. 3. * Unmuzzled Ox. Vol. 4, No. 2. * Second Coming. Vol. 2, No. 3. * Second Coming. 
Vol. 5, No. 1. * Longshot. Vol. 7. * Frank. No. 8/9. * Black Ace, Book 1 & Book 2. * Epos. Vol. 16, 
No. 2. * Down Here. Number 1. * Down Here. Number 2. * Water Row Review 1. * Midwest 4.  * 
Poets of  Today. Fourth Printing. [1969]. * Event. Vol. 2, No. 2. * Tendril. No. 11. * San Francisco 
Review 1.  * Coastlines. No. 14-15. * Vagabond. No. 5. * Four Poets. Synaesthesia Press Chapbook 
#2. * Sisyphus Leaves. Sisyphus Lives 2. * Blow 6. * The Review of  Contemporary Fiction. Vol. 5, 
No. 3. * Northwest Review. Vol. 6, No. 4. Ex-library copy. * Stonybrook 3/4. * What There is Left 
to Understand.  * The Cockroach Hotel by the Willie. * Open City. No. 61. * Beat Scene, Issue 12. 
* Film Comment. Vol. 23, No. 4. * Harrison Street Review 3. * The American Poetry Review. Vol. 
4, No. 2. * NOLA Express. No. 113. * NOLA Express. No. 136 * Poetry Now. Vol. 1, No. 6. * Los 
Angeles Free Press. Vol. 9, No. 7. * Los Angeles Free Press. Vol. 10, No. 1. * The Kindred Spirit. Vol. 
7, No. 3. * Small Press Review. Vol. 4, No. 4. * Evergreen Review. No. 50. * Evergreen Review. No. 
74. * Arete. Vol. 2, No. 1. * Arete. Vol. 2, No. 3. * Arete. Vol. 2, No. 5. * Twisted Image. With Wanted 
poster insert. Together 51 items.

Various places: Various dates

 Condition varies; overall very good or better.
(400/600)

75. (Bukowski, Charles) crosBy, caresse, eDitor. Portfolio III [With: 20 Tanks from Kasseldown]. With 
30 (of  31) broadsides for Portfolio III by Black Sun Press, numbered one to twenty-eight, twenty-
nine [“Book Reviews” by Selden Rodman] unnumbered (as issued), plus “Cover Leaf ”. Lacking the 
“Foreleaf.” Broadsides in various sizes all loose in the original 17x12¼” yellow paper covers (front 
lettered in red). First Edition, one of  about 1000 copies.

[Washington, D.C.]: Black Sun Press, Spring, 1946

Includes Bukowski’s first separately published work, “20 Tanks from Kasseldown”. His first 
book was not published until 1960, nearly fifteen years later. Edited by Caresse Crosby. Other 
broadside authors include: Henry Miller, Kay Boyle, Jean Genet, Harry Crosby, Hans Richter, 
etc. Krumhansl 1; Fogel 1. Portfolio well worn, old tape repairs; broadsides with some light wear 
at edges, otherwise near fine in a fair portfolio.

(500/800)

FIRST BIBLIOGRAPHYOF BUKOWSKI, 1 OF 50 WITH A WATERCOLOR PAINTING
76. (Bukowski, Charles) DorBin, sanforD. A Bibliography of  Charles Bukowski - with an original watercolor 
painting by Bukowski. With an original watercolor painting by Bukowski, signed “Buk” tipped-in 

on preliminary leaf. Also, a tipped-in facsimile frontispiece of  
Bukowski’s second separate publication, a broadside printing “His 
Wife, The Painter.” (8vo), decoratively patterned coarse golden 
linen-backed orange boards, paper spine label, original acetate. No. 
18 of  50 hand-bound copies with an original painting by Bukowski. 
First Edition.

Los Angeles: Black Sparrow Press, 1969

Signed by Charles Bukowski and Sanford Dorbin in the 
colophon. Bukowski’s important first bibliography. Morrow & 
Cooney 75.b. Small chip and short tear to acetate jacket; volume 
fine.

(1200/1800)

Lot 76
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77. (Bukowski, Charles) glaZier, loss peque&ntilDe;o, eDitor. All’s Normal Here: A Charles 
Bukowski Primer. 110, [2] pp. Illustrated from drawings throughout by Bukowski, plus from a photo 
of  the author and editor. 4to. Pictorial wrappers. 

[Fremont, CA]: [Ruddy Duck Press], [1985]

 Small bump to spine heel; very good.
(100/150)

78. (Bukowski, Charles) . Lot of  miscellaneous Bukowski related items. Includes: * Playbill for “How to Be 
a Great Writer!” Wrappers. 1985. * Bukowski, Charles. Three Poems. Wrappers. 1992. * Winans, A.D. 
Remembering Bukowski. Wrappers. Signed. 1999. * Remembering Hank on His 80th Birthday. [2000] 
* Black Sparrow Press 35th anniversary post card. 2001. * TLs from Jonathan Williams on Jargon 
Society letterhead, regarding Lujon Press. * TLs from John Martin on Black Sparrow Press letterhead, 
regarding Bukowski bibliography. Postcard “Chilled Green” laid in. 1971. * ALs from S. Clay Wilson, 
on reverse of  price list, regarding illustrations from Oui Magazine and Bukowski. 1987. * War All the 
Time. Prospectus for A. Poet #5 1984. * I Saw a Tramp Last Night. Post card. 2009. * Thomas, John. 
Nothing Special. Freethought Flyer #18. 2001. * Bukowski, Charles. Warm Light. On rear of  a Black 
Sparrow Press book mark. Together 12 items.

: Various dates

 Near fine to fine.
(150/250)

OVER 100 ISSUES OF WORMWOOD REVIEW
79. (Bukowski, Charles) malone, marvin, eDitor. 104 issues of  Wormwood Review - all with contributions 
by Bukowski, several signed. 104 issues. Original wrappers. 

Stockton,CA: Wormwood Review, 1962-1996

Issue numbers: 7, 8, 11-16, 18-
22, 24, 29-32, 33, 37-51, 53, 55, 
57, 60-62, 64-66, 68, 71-74, 76-
78, 80, 82, 84, 85, 87, 88-142, 
including several issues counting 
as 2 numbers. A complete set of  
Wormwood review issues with 
contributions by Charles Bukowski. 
Issue number 7 signed by Marvin 
Malone and A. Sypher on rear 
wrapper and with an inscription 
inside the front cover explaining 
the Malone has assembled this 
collection for a collector, Issue 8 
signed by art director A. Sypher. 
All issues #94 and on, signed by 
the poet contributing the center 

section including Charles Bukowski in #95, Bukowski and Marvin Malone in #100, Bukowski in 
#110/111 & 122/123. A few with light wear; overall near fine to fine.

(1500/2000)

80. (Bukowski, Charles) montfort, micHael. Bukowski: 24 Photographs, 1977-1987. Unpaginated. 
Introduction and poem by Bukowski. (4to) pictorial wrappers. One of  470 copies. First Edition.

[Hollywood]: [Michael Montfort], [1987]

Krumhansl 104. Fine.
(100/150)

Lot 79
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81. (Bukowski, Charles) . Notes from Underground - Issues 1, 2, & 3. 3 volumes. Illustrated from photos, 
drawings, etc. 11x8½, original pictorial wrappers; issues one and two with black cloth strip over spine; 
issue three covers illustrated in color by Grimshaw. First printings.

San Francisco: Underground Press, 1964, 66, 69

Scarce periodical with contributions by Bukowski and others. Number 1 includes The Night 
They Took Whitey, The Swan, Insomnia and 6 A.M. by Bukowski; also “The First Third” by 
Neal Cassady, “Letter from Jack” by Jack Kerouac. Number 2 includes A Nice Place & All the 
White Rats by Bukowski; also, five recipes from the psychedelic cookbook. Number 3 includes 
Bukowski’s important first appearance of  “Should We Burn Uncle Sam’s Ass?”. Some wear and 
soiling to wrappers; very good.

(200/300)

82. (Bukowski, Charles) . Thirteen volumes by, about, or with contributions by Charles Bukowski. Includes: 
* Penguin Modern Poets 13. Wrappers. [1969]. * Mad Windows. Cloth, dust jacket. 1969. * A 
Bukowski Sampler. Wrappers. [1971]. * We’ll Take Them. Sparrow 72. Wrappers. 1978. * Sherman, 
Jory. Bukowski: Friendship, Fame & Bestial Myth. Wrappers. One of  500 copies. [1981]. * Barker, 
David. Charles Bukowski Spit in My Face. Wrappers. One of  100 copies. 1982. * Blazek, Doug, ed. A 
Bukowski Sampler. Wrappers. 1983. * Weinberg, Jeffrey. Writers Outside the Margin. Wrappers. 1986. 
* Barker, David. Buk at Big L.A. Poetry Blowout. Wrappers. Original watercolor by Barker at front. 
No. 27 of  50 copies. [1987]. * Miller, John, ed. Los Angeles Stories. Wrappers. [1991]. * A Couple 
of  Winos. Wrappers. 1991. * Harrison, Russell. Against the American Dream: Essays on Charles 
Bukowski. Cloth-backed boards. No. 71 of  100 numbered and signed copies. 1994. * Locklin, Gerald. 
Charles Bukowski: A Sure Bet. Boards. 1996. Together 13 volumes.

Various places: Various dates

 Very good and better.
(250/350)

83. (Bukowski, Charles) . A Tribute to Jim Lowell. (4to), original stapled wrappers, front wrapper with 
the “Ghost Press Cleveland Two Dollars” rubberstamped sticker on front cover. With 5 silkscreen 
plates by T.L. Kryss,  photograph of  Jim Lowell on the rear cover. One of  500 copies.

Cleveland: Ghost Press, 1967

Produced to raise funds for the defense of  Asphodel Bookshop owner Jim Lowell, who was 
arrested along with D.A. Levy on obscenity charges resulting from the confiscation of   Charles 
Bukowski’s “The Genius of  the Crowd”. Contributors include Charles Bukowski, Lawrence 
Ferlinghetti, Denise Levertov, Charles Olson, Marvin Malone, D.A. Levy, Hubert Selby, Jr., 
Michael McClure, Dave Cunliffe, and many others. Light wear and soiling to wrappers; very 
good.

(150/250)

84. (Bukowski, Charles) weinBerg, Jeffrey, eDitor. Writers Outside the Margin - 1 of  12 hardcover copies. 
 Illustrations from photographs and drawings (including front cover illustration by Bukowski). (8vo), 
publisher’s maroon cloth-backed marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt, marbled endpapers. Copy 5 of  
12 specially hand-bound in hardcover with wrappers bound in, as issued, with limitation label affixed 
before title. First Edition.

Sudbury, MA: Water Row Press, 1986

Signed by Bukowski on the front wrapper.  Slight edge wear; about fine.
(300/500)

85. Bukowski, cHarles. 5 Bukowski Post Cards. Five photo postcards, in original unopened glassine 
envelope with printed label.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, [c.1986]

A scare ephemeral Bukowski item; five photos of  the poet. Light wear to envelope; about fine.
(150/250)
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86. Bukowski, cHarles. 86’d. Illustrated broadside. 16½x11½.
Pasco, WA: Nitty-Gritty, 1975

Originally distributed in the premier issue of  Nitty-Gritty magazine. With a horizontal fold, as 
all copies have. The drawing by B. Allen shows Bukowski drinking a bottle of  beer. Signed by 
Bukowski beneath the illustration. Fine.

(150/250)

87. Bukowski, cHarles. Aftermath of  a Lengthy Rejection Slip. Single sheet folded to make 4 pages. 
15x10½” printed on stiff  blue-gray paper with facsimile autograph letter from Whit Burnett to 
Bukowski on cover. Copy ‘Z’ of  26 lettered copies. First Separate Edition.

No place: Blackrose Editions, 1983

Signed, with small sketch of  a dog and the little man and bottle at bottom of  first page. 
Krumhansl 85. A few small faint spots to front; near fine.

(400/600)

BUKOWSKI’S FIRST APPEARANCE IN PRINT
88. Bukowski, cHarles. Aftermath of  a Lengthy Rejection Slip 
[in] Story: The Magazine of  the Short Story - Vol. XXIV, No. 
106. 6-page article within the magazine (which is 104 pp.). 
23.5x17.3 cm. (9¼x6¾”), original red and white wrappers, 
printed in black and red.

New York: Story Magazine, Inc., March-April, 1944

The article printed over 6 pages at the magazine’s “end 
pages,” marks Bukowski’s first appearance in print. 
Dorbin D1. Wrappers worn, old tape repairs, dampstain 
in lower margin throughout; good.

(1200/1800)

89. Bukowski, cHarles. All the Assholes in the World and Mine. [26], [2 (blank)] pp. + endpapers. 
(8vo), original saddle stitched tan wrappers with wrap-around illustration in black from drawing by 
Bukowski, mimeographed text, as issued. One of  [no more than] 400 copies published by poet 
Douglas Blazek. First Edition.

Bensenville, IL: Open Skull Press, [1966]

Dorbin A10; Fogel 23; Krumhansl 23. Small bump at head of  spine; near fine.
(500/800)

90. Bukowski, cHarles. Alone in a Time of  Armies. [6] pp. (12mo) light blue printed boards, plain light 
blue paper jacket. No. 63 of  200 copies. First Edition.

Santa Barbara: Black Sparrow Press, 1985

Signed by Bukowski at the colophon. Krumhansl 94b. Fine.
(150/250)

Lot 88
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91. Bukowski, cHarles. At Terror Street and Agony Way. [6], 89 pp. Half  title and final leaf  with 
facsimile of  a Bukowski letter, in blind, as issued. 8vo. Red wrappers, white card-stock paper cover 
label lettered in black. First Edition, Second Issue. One of  747 copies.

Los Angeles: Black Sparrow Press, 1968

An additional front cover label laid in. Krumhansl 27b. Wrappers edge worn and lightly spotted; 
very good.

(150/250)

40 MINUTES OF BUKOWSKI READING HIS POEMS
92. Bukowski, cHarles. At Terror Street and Agony Way - original tape recording. A 7.5 i.p.s. 5 inch reel-
to-reel audio tape of  Bukowski reading selected poems from the book. Placed inside a specially 
hand-made two-part circular plastic box with photo of  Bukowski on front cover and his name in red, 
white, blue and black colored affixed plastic letter pieces, printed circular limitation card affixed to 
rear plastic box half. No. 50 of  50 copies only, signed by Bukowski. First Edition.

Los Angeles: Black Sparrow 
Press, 1968

“Duration of  side one is 
19 minutes 45 seconds 
and ends with title only of  
35 seconds. Duration of  
side two is 20 minutes 35 
seconds. Author identifies 
himself  and the work 
following the third poem 
on side one” – Krumhansl 
27 (see note). Lacking the 

plastic letters ‘e’ and ‘i’ from the author’s name on box top, crack in plastic top; tape not played, 
but believed to be in fine working order.

(700/1000)

93. Bukowski, cHarles. Bone Palace Ballet: New Poems. (8vo) grey cloth-backed boards, acetate jacket. 
No. 187 of  400 numbered copies.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1997

With an original serigraph print by Bukowski inserted at front. Fine.
(100/150)

94. Bukowski, cHarles. Bring Me Your Love. Illustrated by R. Crumb.10½x7½, dark blue denin-backed 
illustrated cream-tan boards, paper spine label, publisher’s acetate. No. 269 of  361 copies (11 of  
which were originally not for sale), hand-bound by Earle Gray, designed by Barbara Martin and 
printed by Graham Mackintosh. First Edition.

Santa Barbara: Black Sparrow Press, 1983

Signed by the author and artist in the colophon. With the publisher’s folding prospectus 
“Broadside/Flyer No. 11,” laid in. Krumhansl 79.b. Fine.

(300/500)

95. Bukowski, cHarles. Bukowski at Bellevue, Spring 1970. VHS videotape. Plastic box with paper label. 
No 91 of  100 copies.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1988

Signed by Bukowski on label affixed to inside of  box.  Tape not viewed but appears fine.
(200/300)

Lot 92
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96. Bukowski, cHarles. The Captain is Out to Lunch and the Sailors Have Taken Over the Ship. 144, [1] pp. 
(8vo) red cloth-backed boards, paper spine label, acetate jacket. No. 206 of  426 copies bound by Earle 
Gray and with an original signed serigraph. First Edition thus.

Santa Rosa, CA: Black Sparrow Press, 1998

With a signed color serigraph print portrait of  Bukowski by Robert Crumb; plus other black 
and white drawings by Crumb. This title first published the prior year in an edition of  187 
copies. Krumhansl 156c. Fine.

(150/250)

97. Bukowski, cHarles. Cold Dogs in the Courtyard. Original decorative tan saddle stitched wrappers, 
printed in black. One of  500 copies. First (and only) Edition.

[Chicago]: [Literary Times-Cyfoeth], [1965]

Scarce and early Bukowski chapbook, before his Black Sparrow Press days. Dorbin A7; 
Krumhansl 16; Fogel 16. Fine.

(300/500)

98. Bukowski, cHarles. Confessions of  a Man Insane Enough to Live with Beasts. [47], [5 (blank)] pp. 
Mimeographed text on various colored paper. (8vo), original saddle stitched pictorial pale pink 
wrappers. One of  500 copies. First Edition.

Bensenville, IL: Mimeo Press / Publishers of  Ole, 1965

Bukowski’s first book of  prose. Dorbin A8; Krumhansl 17. Wrappers a touch sunned at edges; 
still about fine.

(300/500)

99. Bukowski, cHarles. Crucifix in a Deathhand. 101 pp. With preliminary leaves of  various colors and 
differing widths. Illustrations by Noel Rockmore. 12¼x8¼, original pictorial wrappers with folding 
flaps, pages and covers printed on heavy stock paper, original wrap-around paper band printed on 
white paper. One of  3100 copies hand printed on hand-made paper, designed, printed and bound by 
Louise and Jon Webb. First Edition.

[New Orleans] / New York: A Loujon Press Award Book / Lyle Stuart Inc., [1965]

Signed by Charles Bukowski and dated 3-15-65 in silver ink on page facing colophon. Gypsy 
Lou series #2. Krumhansl 15. A touch of  wear to extremities; near fine.

(300/500)

100. Bukowski, cHarles. Crucifix in a Deathhand. 101 pp. With preliminary leaves of  various colors and 
differing widths. Illustrations by Noel Rockmore. 12¼x8¼, original pictorial wrappers with folding 
flaps, pages and covers printed on heavy stock paper, original wrap-around paper band printed on 
orange paper. One of  3100 copies hand printed on hand-made paper, designed, printed and bound 
by Louise and Jon Webb. First Edition.

[New Orleans] / New York: A Loujon Press Award Book / Lyle Stuart Inc., [1965]

Signed by Charles Bukowski and dated 3-10-65 in red ink on page facing colophon. Gypsy Lou 
series #2. Krumhansl 15. A touch of  wear to extremities; still fine.

(300/500)
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ILLUSTRATED BLACK SPARROW RARITY, 1 OF 50 COPIES
101. Bukowski, cHarles. Dear Mr. Bukowski. With 12 total 
leaves, 10 with illustrations from drawings by Bukowski, 
color silk-screened by Ray Hartman, 1 introduction leaf  to 
Buk by Cindy (but really written by Buk), and colophon leaf, 
all lettered in black. 8½x6½, loose inside original orange 
envelope with printed drawing Oliver Wendell Holmes 
postage stamp and Bukowski address at 69 Cachinnation 
Row, Catatonia City, 00100, brown ribbon tie, all as issued. 
No. 18 of  50 copies printed by Garage Graphics in San Luis 
Obispo. First Edition.

[Santa Barbara]: [John Martin / Black Sparrow Press], 
[1979]

Signed by Bukowski in the colophon. Fogel 65; 
Krumhansl 66. Minor edge wear to original envelope, else 
fine.

(2500/3500)

102. Bukowski, cHarles. Eight Black Sparrow Press New Years Greetings by Bukowski - Each one of  26 
lettered copies. Includes: * Between the Earthquake, the Volcano and the Leopard. 1994. * Confession 
of  a Coward. 1995 * The Laughing Heart. 1996. * A New War. 1997. * To Lean Back Into It. 1998. * 
The Singer. 1999. * Pink Silks. 2001. * The Simple Truth. 2002. Together 8 volumes, all in the original 
boards, plain paper dust jackets. Each is one of  26 lettered copies.

: Black Sparrow Press, Various dates

 Fine.
(500/800)

103. Bukowski, cHarles. Face of  a Political Candidate on a Street Billboard. Broadside poem. 14x8½, 
printed on goldenrod paper. No. 42 of  50, signed by Bukowski in black.

[Los Angeles]: The Old Marble Press, 1975

“An unknown number of  copies were published sometime in 1975. 50 copies signed by the 
author and numbered 1-50 were published” . The imprint “The Old Marble Press” is fictitious, 
the broadside actually published by John Martin’s Black Sparrow Press. Krumhansl 52; Fogel 50. 
 Fine.

(250/350)

104. Bukowski, cHarles. Factotum. Orange cloth-backed decorative olive boards, paper spine label, 
acetate cover. No. 133 of  250 copies, designed by Barbara Martin. First Edition.

Santa Barbara: Black Sparrow Press, 1975

Signed by Bukowski in the colophon. Author’s second novel. Krumhansl 51.c. Light wear to 
acetate; slight lean to spine; near fine.

(500/800)

Phone bidding is available during our auctions
Please call 415-989-2665 for more information prior to the auction.

Lot 101
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105. Bukowski, cHarles. Fire Station. Title page printed on smaller red sheet. Illustration by Bukowski. 
(8vo) original red wrappers with embossed gold “fire pole,” lettered in black, deckled fore-edge. One 
of  about 1000 copies designed, printed & bound by Noel Young and Graham Mackintosh. First 
Edition.

Santa Barbara: Capra Press, 1970

Krumhansl 34.a; Fogel 34. Fine.
(100/150)

SCARCE EARLY BUKOWSKI, ONE OF FOGEL’S TOP 20
106. Bukowski, cHarles. Flower, Fist and Bestial Wail. [28] pp. (8vo) 
pictorial wrappers. First Edition. 

[Eureka, CA]: Hearse Press, [1960]

Bukowski’s rare first book. One of  only 200 copies published, in 
November 1960 by E.V. Griffith. One of  Al Fogel’s top 20 Bukowski 
rarities. Krumhansl 3. Some light soiling and browning to wrappers; a 
touch of  browning at page edges; very good.

(4000/6000)

107. Bukowski, cHarles. Four advance copies of  works by Charles Bukowski. Includes: * The Flash of  
Lightning Behind the Mountain. Wrappers. Uncorrected Proof  copy. [New York]: Ecco, [2004]. * 
Run With the Hunted. Plain wrappers, typed label on front. Harper Collins imprint on title page, 
Black Sparrow imprint and “Advance Copy” stamped on front wrapper. [New York] Harper Collins, 
[1993].  * Septuagenarian Stew. Stories and Poems. Wrappers. Uncorrected Proof  copy. Santa Rosa: 
Black Sparrow, 1990. * [another copy]. Together, four volumes.

Various places: Various dates

 Very minor wear; about fine.
(200/300)

108. Bukowski, cHarles. Fourteen Black Sparrow Press New Years Greetings by Bukowski. Includes: * A 
Love Poem. 1979. * One For The Old Boy. 1984. * Luck. 1987. * The Movie Critics. 1988. * We Ain’t 
Got No Money, Honey, But We Got Rain. 1990. * In the Morning and At Night and In Between. 
1991. * Now. 1992. * Those Marvellous Lunches. 1993. * Between the Earthquake, the Volcano and 
the Leopard. 1994. * Confession of  a Coward. 1995. * The Laughing Heart. 1996. * To Lean Back 
Into It. 1998. * The Stinger. 1999. * Pink Silks. 2001. Together 14 volumes, all first edition, wrapper-
bound issues.

: Black Sparrow Press, Various dates

 Fine
(200/300)

Bids may be placed during the auction using the Real-Time Bidder 
on our website at www.pbagalleries.com

Lot 106
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BUKOWSKI BROADSIDE PRINTED BY PHILIP KLEIN
109. Bukowski, cHarles. The Girls/ For the Mercy-Mongers. Broadside. 37x25 cm. (14½x10”). From a 
run of  30 copies printed by Philip Klein, this copy out-of-series and not numbered or signed.

Los Angeles: Black Sparrow Press, July, 
1966

The fourth of  the Bukowski broadsides 
printed by Philip Klein for the Black 
Sparrow Press. One of  Al Fogel’s top 
20 Bukowski rarities. BSP 4; Krumhansl 
22. Edges browned and with some light 
chipping, small spot of  soiling in lower 
right margin; very good.

(1000/1500)

110. Bukowski, cHarles. Heat Wave - One of  about 20 review copies. 71 pp. Vignette illustrations by Ken 
Price. One color serigraph by Price laid in. (Folio) pictorial tan cloth. Compact Disc of  Bukowski 
reading his poetry in sleeve mounted to inside of  front cover. One of  about 20 copies prepared for 
review.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1995

Scarce review issue. The published edition contained 15 original serigraph prints by Price and 
was available in issues of  170 numbered copies and 26 lettered copies. Various publisher’s 
ephemera laid in. Fine.

(500/800)

111. Bukowski, cHarles. Horsemeat Pferdefleisch. 47 pp. Photographs by Michael Montfort. (Folio), 
brown cloth, pictorial dust jacket. First German Edition.

[Munich]: Albrecht Knaus, [1987]

Signed on the title page by both Bukowski and Michael Montfort. Book and jacket fine.
(250/350)

112. Bukowski, cHarles. Hot Water Music. Dark blue-purple corduroy-backed boards, paper spine 
label, acetate. No. 89 of  400 special hardcover copies. First Edition.

Santa Barbara: Black Sparrow Press, 1983

Signed by Bukowski at the colophon. Krumhansl 80.d. Foxing to edges of  page block and to a 
few leaves at front; near fine.

(300/500)

Lot 109
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113. Bukowski, cHarles. Hot Water Music - One of  30 copies for Canadian reviewers. Black cloth-backed 
boards, paper spine label, acetate. First Trade Edition.

Toronto & Santa Barbara: Paget Press, 1983

One of  30 copies with the Paget Press imprint for solicitation of  Canadian reviews. Krumhansl, 
80c (note). Fine.

(300/500)

WITH ORIGINAL PAINTING BY BUKOWSKI
114. Bukowski, cHarles. Hot Water Music - with an original painting by Bukowski. With original oil 
painting by Charles Bukowski, signed “Buk” tipped-in following title, with wax-paper guard. (8vo), 

striped red cloth-backed boards, paper spine label, acetate cover. No. 97 
of  100 hand-bound copies with an original painting, printed by Graham 
Mackintosh & Edwards Brothers, designed by Barbara Martin & bound 
by Earle Gray. First Edition.

Santa Barbara: Black Sparrow Press, 1983

Krumhansl 80.e. Some wrinkling to pages preceding painting due to 
the irregular surface of  the oils; some spotting and foxing on page 
following painting, foxing to edges of  page block; near fine.

(3000/5000)

115. Bukowski, cHarles. If  You Let Them Kill You, They Will. [10] pp. (12mo) red cloth-backed printed 
boards, plain paper jacket. Copy 197 of  200 numbered copies. First edition.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1989

Signed by Bukowski at colophon. Issued as A New Year’s Greeting from Black Sparrow Press 
for 1989. Krumhansl 111b. Fine

(150/250)

116. Bukowski, cHarles. In the Shadow of  the Rose. 85, [2] pp. (4to) black cloth-backed boards, plain 
turquoise paper jacket. No. 533 of  750 copies. First Edition.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1991

Signed by Bukowski at the colophon. Publisher’s announcement laid in. Krumhansl 122a. Fine.
(200/300)

117. Bukowski, cHarles. The Last Night of  the Earth Poems. 405, [4] pp. (8vo) red cloth-backed pictorial 
boards, paper spine label. No. 204 of  225 numbered copies. First Edition.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1992

With an original signed silkscreen print inserted at front. Signed by Bukowski at colophon, with 
a sketch of  little man and bottle. Krumhansl 129d. Spotting to top edge of  page block; near 
fine.

(300/500)

PBA Galleries has an in-house shipping department 
ensuring your items arrive safely at reasonable cost.  

Lot 114
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118. Bukowski, cHarles. Living on Luck: Selected Letters 1960s-1970’s, Volume 2. 283 pp. Edited by 
Seamus Cooney. Illustrations from drawings, letters, etc. (8vo), yellow cloth-backed color illustrated 
boards, paper spine label, acetate cover. No. 166 of  200 copies. First Edition.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1995

Signed by Bukowski on special leaf  tipped-in following title page, as issued, with an added 
sketch by him of  a small dog. Laid in is a ticket to Female Mud Wrestling at the Hollywood 
Tropicana, August 10-12, 1986. Bukowski has ued the ticket as a postcard with the message 
reading: “Sam, I was 41 years old and hadn’t been to bed with a woman for four years. Until 
last night. She’s circled on the other side. C. Bukowski”. A young blonde woman is circled in a 
photograph on the ticket. Fine.

(500/800)

119. Bukowski, cHarles. Love is a Dog from Hell. (8vo) purple corduroy-backed boards, paper spine 
label, acetate cover. No. 50 of  300 copies. First Edition.

Santa Barbara: Black Sparrow Press, 1977

Signed by Bukowski at the colophon. Krumhansl, 60c. Small bump to upper corner of  front 
cover, spotting to top edge of  page block; near fine.

(400/600)

120. Bukowski, cHarles. Luck. [13] pp. 4x4”, black cloth-backed printed boards. No. 86 of  200 
numbered copies. First Edition.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1987

Signed by Bukowski at the colophon with a sketch of  little man and bottle. Issued as A New 
Year’s Greeting for Black Sparrow Press, 1987. Krumhansl 102b. Fine.

(150/250)

121. Bukowski, cHarles. The Movie: “Barfly”. Illustrations from photographs. (8vo),  Decorative blue 
cloth-backed pictorial boards, paper spine label, acetate cover. Copy 263 of  400 numbered copies. 
First Edition.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1987

Signed by Bukowski in the colophon. Krumhansl 103.c. Foxing to edges of  page block; near 
fine.

(150/250)

122. Bukowski, cHarles. The Night Torn Mad with Footsteps: New Poems. With original color silkscreen 
by Buk tipped in at front. (8vo), cloth-backed boards, acetate dust jacket. No. 336 of  500 numbered 
copies. First Edition.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 2001

A posthumous work of  previously uncollected poems. Fine.
(150/250)

123. Bukowski, cHarles. Notes of  a Dirty Old Man. 255 pp. 6¾x4¼, pictorial wrappers. First Edition.
North Hollywood, CA: Essex House, [1969]

A paperback original of  this classic Bukowski erotic title. A touch of  edge wear, cup ring stain 
on rear wrapper; very good.

(100/150)

124. Bukowski, cHarles. One for the Old Boy. [10] pp. (12mo) yellow printed boards. From an edition of  
226 numbered and lettered  copies thus bound, this copy out-of-series and designated “Presentation 
Copy” at colophon. First Edition.

Santa Barbara: Black Sparrow Press, 1984

Signed by Bukowski at the colophon. Issued as a New Year’s Greeting from Black Sparrow 
Press for 1984. Krumhansl 86c (note). Fine.

(150/250)
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125. Bukowski, cHarles. Open All Night, New Poems. (8vo) blue cloth-backed boards. No. 186 of  400 
numbered copies. First Edition.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 2000

With an original serigraph print by Bukowski inserted at front. Fine.
(150/250)

126. Bukowski, cHarles. Pig In A Pamphlet 12. 10 pp. 14.1x10.8 cm. (5½x4¼”), red printed wrappers. 
First Edition.

[Pittsburgh, PA]: [Pig In A Poke Press], [1985]

Signed by Bukowski with a sketch of  a little man on front blank leaf. Krumhansl 96. Fine.
(150/250)

127. Bukowski, cHarles. Play the Piano Drunk Like a Percussion Instrument - Broadside announcement. 
 Broadside prospectus, 38.1x25.4 cm (15x10”), printed on lightweight yellow paper. Copy ‘E’ of  
presumably 26 lettered copies.

Santa Barbara: Black Sparrow Press, [1979]

Signed by Bukowski in lower margin. Krumhansl notes copies numbered 1-100 but makes no 
mention of  lettered copies. Krumhansl 68a. A touch browned at edges; fine.

(300/500)

BUKOWSKI’S 2ND BOOK – SPECIAL ISSUE OF EPOS DEVOTED TO HIM
128. Bukowski, cHarles. Poems and Drawings - In Epos: A Quarterly of  Poetry, Extra Issue, 1962. 26 pp. 
Stiff  yellow wrappers. One of  about 500 copies printed. First Edition.

Crescent City, Florida: EPOS, 1962

Bukowski’s second book. A special issue of  “Epos: A Quarterly of  Poetry”, devoted entirely to 
Bukowski. Krumhansl 7; Dorbin A2. Light wear and soiling to wrappers, small stain near letter 
‘E’ on front wrapper and faintly on first two leaves; slight ripple along top edge of  pages; very 
good.

(700/1000)

129. Bukowski, cHarles. Poems Written Before Jumping Out an 8 Story Window. 8vo. Pictorial light blue 
wrappers. Second printing.

[Salt Lake City]: Litmus, [1975]

Expanded edition with added letters from Bukowski to publisher Charles Potts. Wrappers with a 
bit of  browning, near fine.

(150/200)

130. Bukowski, cHarles. Poems Written Before Jumping Out of  an 8 Story Window. [31] pp. Stiff  pictorial 
wrappers. One of  about 400 copies. First Edition.

[Berkeley]: [Poetry X/Change], [1968]

Krumhansl 28a. Light wear along spine fold; near fine.
(300/500)

131. Bukowski, cHarles. Pulp. With original silkscreen tipped in after title page. (8vo), black cloth-
backed illustrated boards, paper spine label. No. 250 of  300 copies. First Edition.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1994

Signed by Bukowski on second inserted leaf  at front, as issued. Krumhansl, 139d. Fine.
(300/500)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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132. Bukowski, cHarles. Reach for the Sun: Selected Letters Volume 3, 1978-1994. Cloth-backed boards. 
No. 156 of  350 numbered copies with an original serigraph by Bukowski.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1999

 Book and jacket fine.
(150/250)

133. Bukowski, cHarles. The Roominghouse Madrigals. With an original color silk screen print, signed 
and dated 2-13-88 by Bukowski, tipped-in following title leaf. (8vo), gray cloth-backed pictorial boards, 
paper spine label, acetate cover. No. 83 of  150 copies hand-bound by Earle Gray. First Edition.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1988

Signed by Bukowski at the colophon. Original prospectus and a post card from John Martin of  
Black Sparrow Press laid in. Krumhansl 108.d. Spotting to edges of  page block; near fine.

(400/600)

SCARCE MIDWEST POETRY CHAPBOOK OF BUKOWSKI
134. Bukowski, cHarles. Run with the Hunted. 32 pp. (8vo), red wrappers, front cover printed in black. 
First Edition. One of  approximately 300 copies printed.

Chicago: Midwest Poetry Chapbooks, [1962]

Author’s scarce third chapbook. Dorbin A4; Krumhansl 9; Fogel 8 
- “A collection of  poems, constituting the author’s fourth published 
book.” Light wear to wrappers, minor bump to top corner; near fine.

(1500/2000)

135. Bukowski, cHarles. Run with the Hunted: A Charles Bukowski Reader. [8], 497 pp. Edited by John 
Martin. 8vo. Cloth-backed boards, acetate jacket. Copy No. 153 of  300 numbered copies. First 
Edition.

[New York]: HarperCollins, [1993]

Signed by Bukowski at the limitation statement. Title page imprint states “HarperCollins” but 
imprint on front cover is “Black Sparrow Press.” Publisher’s announcement laid in. Fine.

(200/300)

136. Bukowski, cHarles. Same Old Thing, Shakespeare Through Mailer. 11x8½, one sheet leaf  printed in 
black on both sides.

Storrs, CT: Wormwood Review Press, 1963

The Wormwood Review, between issues # 11 and #13, put together a special promotional 
mailer with this Bukowski’s poem. According to Krumhansl 500 were published and issued 
gratis sometime in 1963. A letter from Wormwood Review publisher, Marvin Malone to a 
Bukowski collector is included. Fogel 9; Krumhansl 11.  A touch browned at edges; fine.

(300/500)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com

Lot 134
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137. Bukowski, cHarles. Screams from the Balcony: Selected Letters, 1960-1970. 372, [3] pp. (8vo) reddish-
brown cloth-backed pictorial boards, paper spine label, acetate dust jacket. No. 274 of  300 copies. 
First Edition.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1993

With an original signed silkscreen plate inserted at front. Signed by Bukowski on second 
inserted leaf, as issued. Krumhansl 137d. Fine.

(300/500)

138. Bukowski, cHarles. Septuagenarian Stew: Stories & Poems. 375, [4] pp. (8vo) blue cloth-backed 
boards, paper spine label. No. 245 of  500 copies. First Edition.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1990

Signed by Bukowski at the colophon, with a small sketch of  little man and bottle. Krumhansl 
114c. Fine.

(200/300)

139. Bukowski, cHarles. Septuagenarian Stew: Stories & Poems. 375, [4] pp. (8vo) red cloth-backed 
boards, paper spine label. No. 5 of  225 copies. First Edition.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1990

With an original signed silkscreen inserted at front. Signed by Bukowski at colophon. 
Krumhansl 114e. Fine

(400/600)

140. Bukowski, cHarles. Seven Black Sparrow Press New Years Greetings by Bukowski - Each one of  250 or 
fewer numbered copies. Includes: * Between the Earthquake, the Volcano and the Leopard. 1/200. 1994. 
* Confession of  a Coward. 1/250. 1995. * A New War. 1/200. 1997. * To Lean Back Into It. 1/200. 
1998. * The Stinger. 1/150. 1999. * Popcorn in the Dark. 1/150. 2000. * The Simple Truth. 1/150. 
2002. Together 7 volumes, all in the original boards. First Edition, numbered hardcover issues.

Black Sparrow Press, Various dates

 Fine.
(250/350)

141. Bukowski, cHarles. Seven Bukowski Broadsides. Includes: * His Wife the Painter. Reduced size 
facsimile, prepared for Dorbin’s bibliography. 1969 * Factotum. Broadside/Flyer No. 7. 1975. * 
Hot Water Music. Broadside/Flyer No. 10. 1983. * Playing it Out. 1983. * Talking To My Mailbox. 
Broadside/Flyer No. 13. 1984. * The Bluebird. 1991. * A Bukowski Poetry Contest. 1999. Together 
7 broadsides.

Various places: Various dates

 Fine.
(200/300)

142. Bukowski, cHarles. Seventeen Charles Bukowski first editions, wrapper-bound issues. Includes: * 
Mockingbird Wish Me Luck. (Wrappers soiled, bookplate.) 1972. * South of  No North. Stories of  
the Buried Life. 1973. * Factotum. 1975. * Play the Piano Drunk Like a Percussion Instrument Until 
the Fingers Begin to Bleed a Bit. (Crease to front wrapper.) 1979. * Dangling in the Tournefortia. 
1981. * Ham on Rye. 1982. * War All The Time. Poems, 1981-1984. 1984. * The Roominghouse 
Madrigals. Early Selected Poems, 1946-1966. 1988. * Septuagenarian Stem. Stories & Poems. 1990. * 
The Last Night of  the Earth Poems. 1992. * Screams From the Balcony, Selected Letters 1960-1970. 
1993. * Pulp. 1994. * Reach For the Sun. Selected Letters, 1978-1994. 1999. * What Matters Most is 
How Well you Walk Through the Fire. 1999. * [Another copy]. * Beerspit Night and Cursing. The 
Correspondence of  Charles Bukowski and Sheri Martinelli, 1960-1967. 2001. * The Night Torn 
Mad With Footsteps. New Poems. 2001. Together 17 volumes, including 1 duplicates. All first trade 
paperback editions.

Black Sparrow Press, Various dates

 Light wear; very good and better.
(400/600)
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143. Bukowski, cHarles. Shakespeare Never Did This - 3 different issues. With: * First hardcover issue, 
black cloth, pictorial jacket. 1 of  300 copies. [Krumhansl 69b]. * First softcover issue, pictorial 
wrappers, approx. 4700 copies. [Krumhansl 69a]. * First Black Sparrow Press trade edition. Cloth-
backed boards. 1 of  1000 copies. 1995. [Krumhansl 143b.] Together, 3 volumes. Oblong. Illustrated 
from photographs by Michael Montfort. First Editions Thus.

[San Francisco]: City Lights, [1979]

The 1995 Black Sparrow edition contains 11 poems not in the earlier edition. Light wear; near 
fine to fine.

(300/500)

144. Bukowski, cHarles. South of  No North: Stories of  the Buried Life. Decorative red and black linen-
backed boards, paper spine label, acetate cover. No. 37 of  300 numbered and signed hardcover 
copies. First Edition.

Los Angeles: Black Sparrow Press, 1973

Signed by Bukowski at the colophon. Krumhansl 45.b; Morrow & Cooney 165.b; Fogel 43. 
 Acetate worn at top of  spine and corners; volume fine.

(500/800)

145. Bukowski, cHarles. There’s No Business - 2 issues. With: No. 255 of  400, hand-bound by Earle 
Gray, signed by Bukowski & Crumb, decorative purple cloth spine.  * And, 1st hardcover trade 
edition, one of  550, yellow cloth spine. Together, 2 volumes. Illustrated by R. Crumb. 10½x7½, 
original cloth-backed illustrated pink boards, spine labels, acetates. First Editions.

Santa Barbara: Black Sparrow Press, 1984

Each volume with the prospectus, Broadside/Flyer No. 12, laid in. Krumhansl 87 b & c. Trade 
issue with small stain at head of  spine; else fine.

(200/300)

146. Bukowski, cHarles. Three first editions by Charles Bukowski - hardcover trade issues. Includes: * Love is 
a Dog From hell. Corduroy-backed boards, acetate jacket. One of  750 copies. 1977. * Women. Black 
boards, dust jacket. First English Edition. London: Allen, 1981. * Betting on the Muse. Poems & 
Stories. Grey cloth-backed boards, acetate jacket. One of  1000 copies. 1996. Together, three volumes.

Black Sparrow Press (most), Various dates

 First title with some spotting to edges of  page block; near fine and better.
(200/300)

147. Bukowski, cHarles. Three Paget Press editions of  works by Charles Bukowski. Includes:  * Barfly. 
Wrappers. Price list laid in. [1984] * The Bukowski/Purdy Letters, 1964-1974. Wrappers. 8 pp 
wrapper-bound publisher’s prospectus, with order form, included. [1983]. * The Day it Snowed in 
L.A. Wrappers. [1986] Together, three volumes, first Canadian trade editions, paperback issues.

Sutton West, Ontario: Paget Press, Various dates

 Fine.
(100/150)

148. Bukowski, cHarles. Three Poems. [4] pp. (4to) illustrated cream boards. First Trade Edition.
Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1992

One of  only 103 copies of  the first trade edition, of  which 19 were signed (this copy unsigned). 
There were also 26 lettered copies. Fine.

(200/300)

PBA Galleries has an in-house shipping department 
ensuring your items arrive safely at reasonable cost.  
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149. Bukowski, cHarles. Weather Report - signed broadside. 55.6x25.3 cm. (22x10”). No. 81 of  125 
signed and numbered copies, hand printed on Aquarius Cover and signed by Bukowski.

Cambridge, Mass.: Pomegranate Press, 1975

Signed at the bottom by Charles Bukowski. There were an additional 20 unsigned copies and 26 
lettered copies signed by Bukowski and Karyl Klopp. Fine.

(300/500)

150. Bukowski, cHarles. What Matters Most is How Well You Walk Through the Fire. 409, [4] pp. (8vo) 
red cloth-backed printed boards, paper spine label, clear acetate jacket. No. 355 of  400 numbered 
copies. First Edition.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1999

With an original serigraph print by Bukowski inserted at front. Light wear to acetate; volume 
fine.

(150/200)

151. Bukowski, cHarles. You Get So Alone at Times That It Just Makes Sense. 313 pp. 8vo. Gray cloth-
backed pictorial boards, paper spine label, clear acetate jacket. No. 251 of  400 signed and numbered 
copies. First Edition.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1986

Signed by Bukowski at the colophon. Krumhansl, 100c. Some spotting to edges of  page block; 
near fine.

(200/300)

152. Bukowski, cHarles. You Get So Alone at Times That it Just Makes Sense. 313, [4] pp. (8vo) purple 
cloth-backed boards, paper spine label, clear acetate jacket. No. 66 of  100 copies. First Edition.

Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1986

With an original silkscreen print inserted at front. Signed by Bukowski at the colophon with a 
small sketch of  little man and bottle. Krumhansl 100d. Spotting to top edge of  page block; near 
fine.

(400/600)

153. Bukowski, cHarles. You Kissed Lilly. Illustrated with drawings by the author. (8vo) purple cloth-
backed orange boards, paper spine label, white jacket. No. 79 of  200 copies. First Edition.

Santa Barbara: Black Sparrow Press, 1978

Signed by Bukowski at the colophon, as issued. Krumhansl 61a. Book and jacket fine.
(250/350)

TARZAN & OTHERS FROM EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS
154. (Burroughs, Edgar Rice) HogartH, Burne. The Golden Age of  Tarzan, 1939-1942. xix, [3], 154 
pp. Edited by Maurice Horn. Introductory essay by Burne Hogarth and Maurice Horn. Illustrated 
throughout from the original comics, printed in colors. (Large folio) 20x15, decorative golden boards 
stamped in brown, lettered in blue, publisher’s golden slipcase. No. 1103 of  2000 hand-numbered 
copies. First Edition.

New York: Chelsea House Publishers, 1977

Signed by Burne Hogarth on the limitation/title page. Classic collection of  Sunday comic strips 
from the Tarzan series. Light wear to slipcase; volume fine.

(400/600)
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155. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. At the Earth’s Core. Illustrations by J. Allen St. John. Gray-green cloth, 
lettered in black. First Edition.

Chicago: McClurg, 1922

David Innes and Abner Perry discover a strange inner world of  cave men and savage reptiles. 
Heins AEC1. Spine leaning and frayed at ends, bookplate, hinges cracking; good.

(100/150)

156. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Back to the Stone Age. Illustrations by John Coleman Burroughs. Blue 
cloth, dust jacket. First Edition.

Tarzana: Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc., [1937]

In the prehistoric world of  the eternal sun, adventurer Lt. Wilhelm von Horst discovers love. 
Heins BSA1. Jacket price-clipped, light edge wear with one small tear at top edge; volume spine 
ends and corners rubbed a bit, name in ink on front free endpaper; all very good.

(250/350)

157. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Escape on Venus. Illustrations by John Coleman Burroughs; map 
endpapers. Blue cloth lettered in red, color pictorial jacket. First Edition.

Tarzana: Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc., [1946]

After endless struggles to escape imprisonment, Carson and Duare at last find their home and 
peace. Heins EV1; Zeuschner 126. Jacket with light wear at edges and folds; a few small spots to 
cloth; crease to upper corner of  a few leaves at rear; near fine in a like jacket.

(300/500)

FIRST EDITION OF GODS OF MARS
158. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. The Gods of  Mars. Frontispiece by Frank E. Schoonover. Red cloth 
lettered in black. First Edition.

Chicago: McClurg, 1918

John Carter returns to Mars to find his son and expose the false religion of  Issus. Heins GM-1; 
Zueschner 75. Soiling to cloth; some smudge marks in margins; very good.

(500/800)

159. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. The Land That Time Forgot. Illustrations by J. Allen St. John. Green cloth 
lettered in blue. First Edition.

Chicago: McClurg, 1924

Adventures on a South Sea island forgotten by time and overrun with prehistoric beasts and 
evolutionary tribes. Heins LTF1; Zeuschner 250. Spine ends and corners worn, hinges cracked 
with amateur repairs, light soiling to cloth; very good.

(100/150)

160. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Llana of  Gathol. Illustrations by John Coleman Burroughs. Blue cloth 
lettered in orange, jacket. First Edition.

Tarzana: Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc., [1948]

This copy is “one of  the few survivors of  a near-disastrous fire that occurred in our store-room 
on Saturday, May 3, 1958. The fire started as a result of  the spontaneous combustion of  old 
Tarzan motion pictures printed on nitrate film...,” with printed label to that effect mounted on 
the front pastedown. Llana faces numerous perils with the help of  her grandfather, John Carter. 
Heins LG1; Zeuschner 280. Jacket with just slight wear; book and jacket fine.

(400/600)
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161. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. The Master Mind of  Mars. Illustrations by J. Allen St. John, including 
frontispiece. Orange cloth, lettered in green. First Edition.

Chicago: McClurg, 1928

Transported to Mars, Captain U. Paxton meets and ancient doctor who has discovered 
immortality. Heins MMM1; Zeuschner 315. Light wear, bookplate; paper a bit browned; very 
good.

(200/300)

162. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Pellucidar: A Sequel to “At the Earth’s Core”. Illustrations by J. Allen St. 
John. Red cloth lettered in black. First Edition.

Chicago: McClurg, 1923

David uses Perry’s inventions to battle against the Mahar reptiles and rebuild his empire. Heins 
P1; Zeuschner 388. Spine faded and frayed, some light wear and soiling, bookplate; good.

(100/150)

FIRST IN THE CARSON OF VENUS SERIES
163. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Pirates of  Venus. Illustrations by J. Allen St. John. Blue cloth lettered in 
red, color pictorial jacket. First Edition.

Tarzana: Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc., [1934]

This is the first of  the Venus series, in which Carson Napier ventures to Venus, where he meets 
the stunning Princess Duare. Heins PV1; Zeuschner 406. Light spotting to cloth; very good in a 
fine jacket.

(500/800)

164. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. The Return of  Tarzan. With pictorial headpieces by J. Allen St. John. 
Dark green cloth lettered in gilt. First Edition.

Chicago: McClurg, 1915

Tarzan returns to the jungle to save Jane from the lost city of  Opar and marry her. The author’s 
second book and second Tarzan novel. Heins RT1; Zeuschner 446. Light wear and soiling to 
cloth, some loss of  gilt lettering on spine, hinges cracked; very good.

(300/500)

165. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Savage Pellucidar. Illustrations by J. Allen St. John. Blue cloth lettered in 
dark blue, jacket. First Edition.

New York: Canaveral Press, 1963

First of  the Canaveral printings of  Burroughs’ stories not previously published in book form. 
The illustrations are those done by J. Allen St. John for the magazine appearances in the 1940’s. 
Heins SP1; Zeuschner 472. Jacket lightly worn at edges; fine in a near fine jacket.

(250/350)

166. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Tanar of  Pellucidar. Frontispiece by Paul F. Berdanier. Blue cloth lettered 
in black. First Edition.

New York: Metropolitan Books, [1930]

The empire is threatened with destruction by a race of  fierce pirates who have captured David. 
Heins TP1; Zeuschner 520. Spine leaning, light wear, partial cup ring on front, bookplate; very 
good.

(100/150)

The Buyer’s Premium will be 20% for bids up to $100,000

and 15% for that portion over $100,000.
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167. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Tarzan and the Ant Men. Frontispiece by J. Allen St. John. Brown cloth 
lettered in dark brown. First Edition.

Chicago: McClurg, 1924

Tarzan crashes in The Great Thorn Forest, and has adventures with a race of  18-inch men. 
Contains a 4-page supplement entitled How Burroughs Wrote the “Tarzan Tales” by Robert 
H. Davis. It was Davis who “discovered” Burroughs in 1911 and accepted his early efforts for 
publication with All-Story Weekly. Heins AM1; Zeuschner 532. Extremities worn, cloth splitting 
along rear spine edges; very good.

(100/150)

168. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Tarzan and the Jewels of  Opar. Illustrated with 8 plates by J. Allen St. John. 
Original gilt-lettered green cloth. First Edition.

Chicago: McClurg, 1918

Tarzan narrowly escapes being sacrificed by a queen after being captured in an ancient city by 
hairy beast men. Heins T61; Zeuschner 598. Slight lean to spine, light wear at edges; very good.

(150/250)

169. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Tarzan and the Lion Man. Frontispiece by J. Allen St. John. Tan-gray 
boards lettered in blue, jacket.

Tarzana: Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc., [1948]

Tarzan encounters a movie safari and a bizarre city of  talking gorillas run by a mad scientist. 
This copy is “one of  the few survivors of  a near-disastrous fire that occurred in our store-room 
on Saturday, May 3, 1958. The fire started as a result of  the spontaneous combustion of  old 
Tarzan motion pictures printed on nitrate film...,” with printed label to that effect mounted on 
the front pastedown. Heins T19.6; Zeuschner 632. Fine in a fine jacket.

(250/350)

170. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Tarzan and the Lost Empire. [6], 313 pp. Frontispiece by A.W. Sperry. 
Orange cloth lettered in black on spine and front cover, jacket. First Edition, first printing.

New York: Metropolitan Books, [1929]

Tarzan stumbles across an ancient Roman province lost in Africa while searching for a missing 
explorer. Heins T14.1; Zeuschner 638. Lightly rubbed at jacket and volume edges; near fine.

(400/700)

FIRST BOOK AND FIRST IN THE EPIC SERIES
171. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Tarzan of  the Apes. Title-page illustration by Fred J. Arting. Red cloth 
lettered in gilt on front cover and spine. First Edition, First Printing.

Chicago: A.C. McClurg & Co., 1914

Burroughs’ first book, and the first volume in his signature 
series, in which Tarzan, the son of  an English nobleman, 
is raised in the jungle by a she-ape, falls in love with Jane 
Porter, and journeys to America to find her. This is the first 
binding, with A.C. McClurg set in one line in spine imprint, 
no acorn device, and the first printing (or state), with “W.F. 
Hall Printing Co./ Chicago” on copyright page set in two 
lines of  Old English type. Heins gives the binding with the 
acorn device on the spine priority, but investigations since 
he wrote his bibliography reveal that not to be the case. 
Heins TA-2; Zeuschner 696; Peter Parley to Penrod, p. 
134. Light wear to cloth, small hole along front spine edge, 
endpapers replaced; very good.

(1000/1500)

Lot 171
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172. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Tarzan the Magnificent. Illustrations by John Coleman Burroughs. Blue 
cloth lettered in orange. First Edition.

Tarzana: Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc., [1939]

Tarzan enjoys the company of  a tribe of  warrior women and encounters two rare gems with 
mysterious hypnotic powers. Heins T25.1; Zeuschner 749. This copy with the ownership 
signature of  author and bookseller Larry McMurtry. Spine a bit faded, light edge wear, faint 
staining to covers; very good.

(300/500)

173. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Tarzan the Untamed. With 9 plates after drawings by J. Allen St. John, 
including frontispiece. 8vo. Light green cloth, stamped in brown on cover and spine. First Edition.

Chicago: A.C. McClurg & Co., 1920

A vengeful Tarzan unleashes his jungle cunning against the Germans in Africa during World 
War 1. Heins TU1; Zeuschner 768. Spine ends frayed, splitting along front joint, hinges cracked; 
good.

(100/150)

174. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Tarzan Triumphant. Frontispiece by Studley Burroughs. Tan-gray boards 
lettered in blue, jacket.

Tarzana: Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc., [1948]

Tarzan deals with Russian revenge, raiding shiftas, and a lost cult of  religious fanatics. Heins 
TT17.6; Zeuschner 788. Jacket with some chipping to edges, sticker residue on spine; light 
dampstaining to top edge of  page block and to top edge of  frontispiece and title page; very 
good in a like jacket.

(150/250)

175. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Tarzan Triumphant. Illustrated with 5 plates by Studley O. Burroughs. 
Blue cloth lettered in red, top edge stained red, color pictorial jacket. First Edition.

Tarzana: Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc., [1932]

Tarzan deals with Russian revenge, raiding shiftas, and a lost cult of  religious fanatics. First 
edition in the blue cloth and the “$2.00” price on the jacket spine. Heins TT17.1; Zeuschner 
783. Jacket with a bit of  edge wear; cloth with a few bumps and tiny tears at edges, rubbed at 
spine ends and corners; very good volume in very good jacket.

(200/300)

176. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Tarzan’s Quest. Frontispiece by J. Allen St. John. Tan-grey boards 
lettered in blue, jacket.

Tarzana: Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc., [1948]

Tarzan rescues Jane from a tribe of  bestial white men who have found the secret of  eternal 
youth. Heins T22.5; Zeuschner 798. Some small chips to jacket edges, crease on rear panel; fine 
in a very good jacket.

(150/250)

177. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. Thuvia, Maid of  Mars. Illustrations by J. Allen St. John. Green cloth 
lettered in black with black circle design on front cover. First Edition.

Chicago: McClurg, 1920

John Carter’s son, Cathoris, battles green men and phantom bowmen to rescue a royal maiden. 
Heins TMM-1; Zeuschner 802. Light extremity wear, lacking front free endpaper, hinges 
cracked; very good.

(150/250)

Phone bidding is available during our auctions
Please call 415-989-2665 for more information prior to the auction.
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178. BurrougHs, eDgar rice. The Warlord of  Mars. Frontispiece by J. Allen St. John. Red cloth 
stamped in gilt. First Edition, First Printing.

Chicago: McClurg, 1919

John Carter attempts to rescue Dejah Thoris. First printing with imprint of  W.F. Hall on 
copyright page and with the publisher’s imprint at base of  spine set in 3 lines. Heins M3.1; 
Zeuschner 829. Spine faded, wear to edges, some soiling pages a bit browned at edges; good.

(150/250)

179. [BurrougHs, william] lee, william, pseuD.. Junkie. Paperback original. 6¼x4”. Bound dos-a-
dos with “Narcotic Agent” by Maurice Helbrant. First Edition.

New York: Ace Double Books, 1953

Near fine copy of  Burroughs’ first and perhaps most notorious book, in the “Ace Double” 
format. Maynard & Miles A1a. Very lightly rubbed wrapper extremities; small star rubberstamp 
on inside cover of  Narcotic Agent; near fine.

(300/500)

POSTCARDS FROM TRUMAN CAPOTE
180. capote, truman. Three autograph postcards signed by Truman Capote, to Burt Eikleberry. Includes: 
Postcard sent from Playa de Aro, Spain, 2 Oct. 1960.  * Postcard sent from Munich, West 
Germany, though Capote give a return address in Switzerland. 29 Dec. 1960.  * Postcard sent from 
Bridgehampton, New York, June 8, 1963.

Various places: 1960-1963

Burt Eikleberry, a student at Oklahoma State and then the University of  Kansas, wrote 
several times to Truman Capote, and received these postcards in response, as described in a 
detailed letter of  provenance from Eikleberry. The first replies to a letter Eikleberry wrote 
after reading the short story “A Christmas Memory,’ in Breakfast at Tiffany’s: “Thank you for 
your very kind and generous letter. You might like ‘Children on Their Birthdays’ which is in 
‘A Tree of  Night’...” From Switzerland, Capote responds to a query about the availability of  
two of  Capote’s books: “...The books you mention, ‘The Grass Harp,’ and ‘A Tree of  Night’ 
are being reprinted next year; but are now available by writing ‘The New American Library’ 
(paperback)...” The final postcard, written some three years after the others, is in answer to a 
query about when Capote would publish something new, and Eikleberry had not mentioned 
that he had written Capote previously: “Dear Sir, are you pretending not to be the same Mr. E. 
who used to write me from Oklahoma (which is where I bought this particular card on a recent 
cross country trip). The record was made by United Artists Records and can be ordered from 
them. The book can be ordered from the Gotham Book Mart in N.Y. I am writing a book with 
a Kansas background. Regards - T.C.” The book turned out to be In Cold Blood. The postcard 
Capote bought in Kansas shows a piglet nursing, with mother pig pleading “Suck, Damn It! 
Don’t Blow.” This turned up as a caption on a sweatshirt in Music for Chameleons. Very good 
or better condition.

(500/800)

181. cassaDy, neal. Drive Five. [12] pp. Self  wrappers. First Edition.
Pleasant Hill, OR: The Archive Institute, [1974]

“A transcription of  the Drive Alive tape used as the soundtrack for the the movie: Neal Cassady 
in the Backhouse (Fall of  ‘65).” Issued by the Intrepid Trips Information Service. Scarce. A 
touch browned and lightly wrinkled; very good.

(100/150)

Absentee bids are accepted by phone.  
Please call us at 415-989-2665 prior to the auction.
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182. [catHer, willa] mcclure, s.s.. My Autobiography. xii, [2], 266 pp. Plates from photographs. 
Gilt--lettered cloth, pictorial cover label, jacket. First Edition, first printing, second issue, in first issue 
jacket.

New York: Frederick A. Stokes, [1914]

S.S. McClure’s rise from his Northern Ireland childhood to founder of  McClure’s Magazine, 
ghostwritten by Willa Cather, whom McClure credits in the introductory note, “I am indebted to 
the cooperation of  Miss Willa Sibert Cather for the very existence of  this book.” First printing 
with “September 1914” on copyright page (versus the second printing, which, due to a printer’s 
error, is dated “May 1914”). Second issue, with corrected p.239 tipped in. In the first printing 
dust jacket with $1.75 on the front panel (versus $2.00 on the second printing). Jacket chipped 
at corners, less so at spine ends, some soiling, spine faded, a few archival tape repairs on verso; 
volume spine gilt dull, else very good or better in like jacket.

(300/500)

183. cHanDler, raymonD. The Long Goodbye. Blue and green cloth lettered in dark green, top page 
edge stained green, color pictorial jacket. First American Edition.

Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1954

The return of  Phillip Marlowe. Bruccoli A10.2.a. Jacket edge worn, split along front spine fold; 
cloth soiled; good.

(100/150)

184. clancy, tom. Patriot Games - Uncorrected Proof. Blue paper wrappers. Uncorrected Proof  copy. 
First Edition.

New York: G.P. Putnam’s, [1987]

Promotional letter from the publisher laid in. Basis for the 1992 film, starring Harrison Ford as 
Jack Ryan. Wrappers edges lightly worn; very good.

(100/150)

185. [cocteau, Jean]. A White Paper. Original green wrappers. First Edition Thus.
Paris: Olympia Press, [1957]

Cocteau’s thinly-veiled autobiographical novel. First published in 1928 in an edition of  only 
21 copies. A landmark work of  gay literature, supressed by French authorities in 1959. Scarce. 
 Wrappers with light edge wear; very good.

(150/250)

186. (Crumb, R.) . Four volumes illustrated by R. Crumb. Includes: * Bukowski, Charles. Bring Me Your 
Love. Illustrations by R. Crumb. Wrappers. Santa Barbara: Black Sparrow, 1983. * Bukowski, Charles. 
There’s No Business. Illustrations by R. Crumb. Wrappers. Santa Barbara: Black Sparrow, 1984. 
* Crumb, R. The Yum Yum Book. Pictorial boards, dust jacket. San Francisco: Scrimshaw Press, 
[1975]. * Weaver, Ken. Texas Crude. Illustrations by R. Crumb. Wrappers. New York: Dutton, [1984]. 
Together 4 volumes.

Various places: Various dates

 Light wear; very good and better.
(100/150)

187. (Deadwood Dick) wHeeler, eDwarD l.. Eleven volumes from The Deadwood Dick Library. Includes: 
* Vol. 2, No. 1. The Double Daggers. (Chipped, tape repairs) * Vol. 3, No. 1. The Buffalo Demon. * 
Vol. 4, No. 1. Buffalo Ben. * Vol. 5, No. 1. Wild Ivan. * Vol. 6, No. 1. Death-Face, The Detective. * 
Vol. 7, No. 1. The Phantom Miner. * Vol. 8, No. 1. Old Avalanche. * Vol. 9, No. 1. Bob Woolf, The 
Border Ruffian. * Vol. 10, No. 1. Omaha Oll, The Masked Terror.  * Vol. 11, No. 1 Jim Bludsoe Jr. * 
Vol. 12, No. 1. Deadwood Dicks Eagles. Together 11 issues.

Cleveland, Ohio: Arthur Westbrook Co., 1899

The complete set contains 64 titles, though each complete in itself.  First issue worn and 
chipped, tape repairs to 3 issues; paper browned; very good.

(100/150)
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188. (Detective) goulD, cHester. The Exploits of  Dick Tracy, Detective / The Case of  ‘The Brow’. 76 pp. 
Comic book format. 7x10” in illustrated boards.

New York: Gordon Books, 1946

A World War II espionage story published immediately after the War, its mention of  “the secret 
of  the Atomic Bomb” failing to excite peacetime readers who had tired of  wartime spy stories. 
This was apparently the only volume of  a projected series that was never issued. Not listed in 
OCLC or the Library of  Congress catalogue. Bumped and rubbed at edges; very good.

(150/250)

189. Dickens, cHarles. Works of  Charles Dickens - The Illustrated Sterling Edition in 15 volumes. 15 volumes. 
Each volume approximately 700 pages. Illustrated by various artists. (8vo) green cloth with gilt Art 
Nouveau decoration, top edges gilt.

Boston: Dana Estes, [c.1890]

 Lightly rubbed at extremities; very good.
(400/600)

190. Dreiser, tHeoDore. Moods: Cadenced & Declaimed. Illustrated with drawings by Hugh Gray 
Lieber, including frontispiece. (8vo), original cloth-backed boards, dust jacket. First Trade Edition.

New York: Boni & Liveright, 1928

First published in an edition of  500 copies in 1926. Jacket lightly worn; corners bumped, spine 
ends rubbed; book and jacket very good.

(150/200)

191. eliot, t.s.. Shakespeare and the Stoicism of  Seneca. 17, [1] pp. (8vo) later green cloth, spine lettered 
in gilt, original wrappers bound in. First Edition.

London: Shakespeare Association, 1927

An address read before the Shakespeare Association, 18 March, 1927. Spine sunned, bound with 
a number of  blank leave to add bulk to the volume; very good.

(100/150)

FAULKNER ON WINNING NATIONAL BOOK AWARD
192. faulkner, william. Address of  William Faulkner, National Book Award. Two mimeograph pages. 
11x8½”, stapled at upper left corner. 

New York: January 25, 1955

Rare mimeograph press release of  the text of  
Faulkner’s address upon receiving the National 
Book Award for his novel, “Fable”. Serendipity-
Peterson, A38.1. Scarce. Creased from mailing; 
else fine.

(1000/1500)

Lot 192
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SEE THE MOVIE, BUY THE BOOK
193. fitZgeralD, f. scott. The Great Gatsby. Dark green cloth, spine lettered in gilt, lettering on front 
cover blind-stamped. First Edition, Second Issue.

New York: Scribner’s, 1925

First edition of  F. Scott Fitzgerald’s great masterpiece: considered the epitome of  the Jazz Age 
in American literature. Second issue with “sickantired” on p. 205, lines 9-10, plus the other 5 
textual variations noted by Bruccoli. Bruccoli A11.I.b. A bit of  wear to edges, slight lean to 
spine, front hinge cracked; very good.

(400/700)

194. fitZgeralD, f. scott. [Works] Seven volumes by F. Scott Fitzgerald - Easton Press “Collector’s Edition”. 
 Seven volumes. Illustrated. (8vo) various colors of  full leather, elaborately decorated, all edges gilt.

Norwalk, CT: Easton Press, [1991]

The publisher’s “Collector’s Edition”. Titles include: Tender Is The Night, The Great Gatsby, 
Babylon Revisited, Tales Of  The Jazz Age, Beautiful & Damned, The Last Tycoon and The Far 
Side. A handsome shelf  of  books. Fine.

(600/900)

195. forD, ricHarD. The Ultimate Good Luck. Black cloth, dust jacket. First Edition.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1981

Signed by the author on the title-page. Ford’s second novel, a hard-boiled thriller involving 
American expatriates in Mexico. Jacket lightly worn; near fine.

(150/250)

196. gernsBack, Hugo. Ralph 124C 41+: A Romance of  the Year 2660. Grey cloth, dust jacket. Second 
Edition.

New York: Frederick Fell, [1950]

Forewords by Lee de Forest and Fletcher Pratt. First published in serial form in “Modern 
Electrics” magazine in 1911 and in book form in 1925. A cornerstone of  modern science 
fiction. Inscribed by the author on the front free endpaper. Light wear to jacket and volume; 
both very good.

(200/300)

197. ginsBerg, allen. Composed on the Tongue. (8vo) original wrappers. First Edition. Review slip laid 
in.

Bolinas, CA: Grey Fox Press, [1980]

Also included is an original, unpublished, photocopy of  textual typescript, a 2 page Autograph 
Letter , signed, to Grey Fox Press editor Don Allen. In 1983 Ginsberg approached editor 
Donald Allen to publish a revised, second edition of  the book Composed OnThe Tongue and 
sent him a letter to that effect, with the changes that he had in mind. In the two page als on 
Naropa stationery, dated October 7, 1983, he suggests an updated biographical sketch, a small 
bibliography and “the only extra thing I wd like noticed is the First Blues phono. album as 
listed under poetry (might best be listed separately under recording”. I still have to read thru 
Composd On Tongue to make chapter headings, Allen”. He goes on to the second page with 
“also needs index. What would that cost to make? I’d be glad to use up future royalties on that”. 
Ginsberg then goes on in approximately 65 words to have part of  an Airplane Dreams poem 
included in this revision, “otherwise the discussion (bulk of  Composed) has no home reference 
and gets to be groundless and a bit impractical – dead end”.  A post script references Irving 
Rosenthal in N.Y. signed OK – Allen . With the letter are 4 pages of  typescript photocopy of  
the new chapter headings he proposes, as well as 2 pages of  corrections he wants for copyright 
and contents pages.  Importantly, Grey Fox press never did a revised edition so these chapter 
headings, which are each long paragraphs and have a few minor holograph corrections by Don 
Allen remain unpublished. Provenance: Estate of  publisher. Fine.

(400/600)
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198. Haley, alex. Roots. Cloth-backed boards, dust jacket. First Trade Edition.
Garden City: Doubleday, 1976

Autograph sentiment, signed by Haley, tipped to front free endpaper. Author’s Pulitzer Prize 
winning book, which traces his African lineage. Basis for the ground-breaking multi-part 
television mini-series. Jacket a bit browned, lightly worn at edges; fine in a near fine jacket.

(200/300)

199. Hemingway, ernest. [Works] Fourteen works by Ernest Hemingway - Easton Press “Collector’s Edition”.. 
 14 (of  19) volumes. (8vo) similarly bound in full brown leather, lettered and decorated in gilt and 
black, varying embossed vignettes on front covers, all edges gilt.

Norwalk, CT: Easton Press, [1990]

From the publisher’s “Collector’s Edition”. Titles include: For Whom the Bell Tolls, The Sun 
Also Rises, In Our Time, Green Hills of  Africa, Willer Take Nothing, Islands in the Streams, 
Death in the Afternoon, The Fifth Column, The Torrents of  Spring, The Dangerous Summer, 
Men Without Women, Across the River and Into the Trees, The Garden of  Eden, & By-Line. A 
handsome shelf  of  books. Fine.

(500/800)

GNOME PRESS CONAN
200. HowarD, roBert e., & otHers. Set of  the seven Gnome Press Conan volumes, 
in jackets. Includes: * Conan the Conqueror. [1950]. * The Sword of  Conan. 
[1952]. * King Conan. [1953]. * The Coming of  Conan. [1953]. * Conan the 
Barbarian. [1954]. * Tales of  Conan. With L. Sprague de Camp. 1st binding. 
[1955]. * Nyberg, Bjorn & L. Sprague de Camp. The Return of  Conan. 
[1957]. Together, 7 volumes. Cloth or boards, jackets. First Editions

New York: Gnome Press, [1950-1957]

A complete set of  the Gnome Press Conan books. Some edge wear 
to jackets and edge wear to volumes, last 3 contents with darkening as 
commonly occurs; generally very good or better.

(1000/1500)

201. Jones, James. Four novels by James Jones. Includes: * Some Came Running. [1957]. * The Pistol. 
[1958]. * The Thin Red Line. [1962]. * Whistle. [1978]. Together, four volumes in the original bindings, 
all with dust jackets. First Editions.

Various places: Various dates

Jones won the 1952 National Book Award for his first published novel, From Here to Eternity. 
 All with some light wear; overall very good.

(200/300)

202. Jones, James. From Here To Eternity - “Presentation Edition”. Black cloth, dust jacket. No. 1175 of  
the “Presentation Edition”. First Edition.

New York: Scribner’s, 1951

Signed by Jones on the limitation-page. First state jacket with photograph of  Jones on the rear 
panel. Jones’ first book, winner of  the National Book Award, made into the movie starring 
Montgomery Clift, Burt Lancaster, Ernest Borgnine, and Frank Sinatra one year after its 
publication. Jacket chipped, price clipped from front flap, foxed; cloth soiled, ink name on front 
free endpaper, erasure on rear free endpaper; good.

(150/250)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com

Lot 200
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203. Joyce, James. Ulysses. (8vo) full turquoise morocco, stamped in gilt and black, top edge gilt, 
clamshell box. No. 103 of  1760 copies.

London: Folio Society, 1998

 Fine
(400/600)

204. keats, JoHn. The Poems of  John Keats. 2 volumes. (8vo) period three-quarter green morocco and 
cloth, spines ruled and lettered in gilt, raised bands, top edges gilt. 

New York: Brentano’s, [1928]

A handsomely bound set; a reprint of  the 1915 edition. Chronologically arranged, and with a 
preface by Sidney Colvin. Spines a bit sunned, lightly rubbed; very good.

(200/300)

205. kerouac, Jack. Good Blonde & Others. (8vo), green cloth with paper labels mounted front and 
rear. First Edition, a unique copy.

San Francisco: Grey Fox Press, [1993]

This work was published in 1993 in paper, with 50 numbered hardback copies, plus 10 lettered 
hors de commerce copies. This hardbound copy was a sample copy made up by the binder for 
Don Allen, the book’s editor and proprietor of  Grey Fox Press. The present design was not 
used and the 50 published copies were bound in cloth with a stamped cover, entirely different 
than this copy. This is the only copy that exists bound in this manner with a printed cover. 
Provenance: From the estate of  publisher, Don Allen Fine.

(250/350)

BEAT BOOK THAT SENT MILLIONS ON THE ROAD
206. kerouac, Jack. On the Road. Black cloth lettered in white, top page edge stained red, facsimile 
jacket supplied. First Edition.

New York: Viking, 1957

Front flap of  jacket with “Facsimile Dust Jackets L.L.C.” Paul Elder’s of  San Francisco small 
bookseller label on rear pastedown. Charters A2. Faint wear to cloth, spine ends a bit crimped, 
appears to be occasional and tiny white coloring to lettering; previous owner’s signature and San 
Francisco address dated 1957 on the front free endpaper; near fine in a fine facsimile jacket.

(800/1200)

207. kerouac, Jack. Three periodicals and anthologies with contributions by Kerouac. Includes: * Chicago 
Review. Summer 1958. Includes Kerouac’s Meditation in the Woods. Wrappers. 1958. * Beatitude 
Anthology. Wrappers. Includes an excerpt from Kerouac’s Book of  Dreams. [1960]. * New American 
Poetry, 1945-1960. Includes Kerouac’s Mexico City Blues: 12 Choruses. Wrappers. [1960]. Together, 
three volumes. 

Various places: Various dates

Other contributors include: William Everson, Gregory Corso, Robert Creeley, Allen Ginsberg, 
Philip Lamantia, Denise Levertov, Michael McClure, Charles Olson, Gary Snyder, and many 
others. Light wear; very good or better.

(150/200)

208. kinsella, w.p.. Shoeless Joe Jackson Comes to Iowa. Black cloth, dust jacket. First Canadian Edition.
[Ottawa]: [Oberon Press], [1980]

One of  only a few hundred copies, primarily for distribution to libraries. The title story from 
this collection of  short stories was later expanded to the novel “Shoeless Joe” which would 
itself  become the basis for the 1989 film “Field of  Dreams” starring Kevin Costner. Jacket 
lightly edgeworn, short tear and crease on front panel, rubberstamp of  the Canada Council of  
the Arts on front free endpaper; otherwise fine in a very good jacket.

(200/300)
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209. kipling, ruDyarD. The Dipsy Chanty and Other Selected Poems. 92, [1] pp. (8vo) original green limp 
suede, embossed in blind and lettered in gilt on front, silk pastedowns. No. 18 of  80 hand-illumined 
copies. 

East Aurora, NY: Roycroft, 1899

Signed by Hubbard at limitation. Eight watercolor marginal drawings. Mentioned by Roycroft 
bibliographer Paul McKenna but he had not examined a copy. McKenna 39. Binding sunned 
and lightly rubbed; internally fine.

(300/500)

210. kipling, ruDyarD. Out of  India. Things I Saw, and Failed to See, in Certain Days and Nights at Jeypore 
and Elsewhere. 340 pp. 18x12.5 cm. (7x4½”), blue-grey cloth pictorially stamped in green, brown and 
gilt. First Edition.

New York: G.W. Dillingham, 1895

According to Kipling, the work is a “hash-up of  old newspaper articles written when he was 
twenty,” and that he had nothing to do with it. Livingston 118. Ink ownership signature of  May 
F. Haskell to front free endpaper dated 1895, and again at the top of  the first text page. Faint 
foxing and a bit of  extremity rubbing to covers, small ink blot to rear cover; 1”; closed tear to 
pp. 115-116 just intruding into text; very good.

(100/150)

211. kipling, ruDyarD. With the Night Mail: A Story of  2000 A.D.. [8], [3]-77 leaves + [9] mock ad 
leaves. Text printed on rectos of  leaves only. Four color plates including frontispiece, illustrated by 
Frank Leyendecker and H. Reuterdahl. 19x13 cm. (7½x5”), dark blue cloth, decorated in gilt and 
silver, lettered in gilt, color illustrated endpapers. First American Edition.

New York: Doubleday, 1909

The only science fiction novel by the author, the story of  a future world governed by the Aerial 
Board of  Control. Livingston 318. A touch of  rubbing to extremities, fine or nearly so.

(150/250)

212. larDner, ring w.. You Know Me Al: A Busher’s Letters. 247 pp. Red cloth with cover vignette in 
black and gilt, lettering in gilt. First Edition.

New York: George H. Doran Company, [1916]

Classic baseball tale told in letters of  a young pitcher trying to get both his ball-playing 
career and his life off  the ground. Spine faded, vertical crease, leaning a bit, some rubbing to 
extremities, portion of  cover gilt dull; very good.

(300/500)

213. le carre, JoHn. Four novels by John Le Carre. Includes: * The Little Drummer Girl. Blue paper 
wrappers. Uncorrect Proofs. [1983]. * The Russia House. Cloth, dj. Bookplate signed by the author 
affixed to front free endpaper. Second Printing. 1989. * The Secret Pilgrim. Cloth, dj. Signed by the 
author on front flyleaf. 1991. * The Night Manager. Cloth, dj. Signed by the author on the title page. 
1993. Together, four volumes, three signed by the author.

New York: Knopf, Various dates

 All with some light wear, Russia House with remainder marking on bottom edge of  page block; 
very good and better.

(100/150)

High resolution color images of  each lot are available online. 
Please visit www.pbagalleries.com
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COME TO LUNCH WITH JACK LONDON, GEORGE STERLING AND OTHERS
214. lonDon, Jack. Autograph Letter signed by Jack London with his initials, to Mrs. Robert Hill of  Eldridge, 
Sonoma County, California. 5 pages, in ink, on rectos o f5 sheets. 15.5x20.5 cm. (6x8”). With original 
mailing envelope addressed by Jack London (worn).

Glen Ellen: Aug. 15, 1912

Jack London invites Mrs. Hill and her husband to a “pick-up lunch” at Glen Ellen, to “talk 
over, and look over, curios for the exhibit. Also, you will meet George Sterling and his wife, 
“Grizzly” Bierce (brother to Ambrose), “Grizzly’s” son & son’s wife, etc., who are here in a sort 
of  informal house party... Please let me know yes or no, because my boy Nakata & I are running 
the house in Mrs. London’s absence (and doing quite well at it)...” Paper browned, brittle, 
starting to split at a few folds (horizontal and vertical); about very good.

(500/800)

215. lonDon, Jack. The Game. 182 + [6] ad pp. Illustrated with 6 color plates, including the frontispiece 
by Henry Hutt and T.C. Lawrence. Decorative gray-green cloth, spine lettered in gilt, front cover 
lettered in red, cover stamped in white and brown, top edge gilt. First Edition, Second Issue.

New York: Macmillan, 1905

Second issue with the magazine rubberstamp on the copyright page. BAL 11886; Sisson & 
Martens, p. 23. Light wear to cloth, spine leaning; very good.

(200/300)

216. lonDon, Jack. The God of  His Fathers & Other Stories. [10], 299 pp. Dark blue ribbed cloth 
decorated & lettered in gilt, blue cloth slipcase. First Edition.

New York: McClure, Phillips, 1901

London’s second book - more tales of  the Klondike after “The Son of  the Wolf.” BAL 11870; 
Woodbridge 4; Sisson & Martens, p. 3. Rubbed extremities; the name Ethel Hunley Coldwell in 
ink on front free endpaper; very good.

(200/300)

217. lonDon, Jack. South Sea Tales. v, [1], 327, [3] + [6] ad pp. Color frontispiece by Anton Fischer. 
Blue cloth lettered in white, front cover illustration in dark green, black & white. First Edition.

New York: Macmillan, 1911

BAL 11932; Sisson & Martens, p. 59. With the bookplate of  Frederick W. Skiff. Finger soiling 
and rubbing to covers; some yellow stains at margins of  a few early leaves; else contents near 
fine; very good.

(250/350)

FIRST ISSUE OF LONDON’S THEFT
218. lonDon, Jack. Theft: A Play in Four Acts. xii, [2], 272, [blank] pp. Maroon cloth with white cloth 
spine, lettered in white on front cover, in black on spine, top edge gilt. First Edition, First Issue.

New York: Macmillan, 1910

First issue with one blank leaf  in rear. Scarce: only 990 copies printed. BAL 11919; Woodbridge 
80; Sisson & Martens, p. 49. Flaking to title lettering and box border on front cover, a touch of  
extremity wear; hinge before title-page just starting to crack, else very good, a nice, clean, square 
copy.

(800/1200)
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219. lonDon, Jack. Twelve volumes of  Jack London. Includes: * Moon Face. Blue decorative cloth. First 
Edition. Macmillan, 1906. * The Star Rover. Tan decorative cloth. First Edition. Name in ink on front 
free endpaper and title page. Macmillan, 1915. * The Call of  the Wild. Green illustrated cloth. 6th 
Printing. Macmillan, 1904. Bookplate of  Euena McCrea. * Before Adam. Tan illustrated cloth. First 
Edition. Macmillan, 1907. * The Abysmal Brute. Green decorated cloth. Century, 1913. * White Fang. 
Gray cloth, dust jacket. Regent Press, [1914]. * The Game. Yellow cloth, dust jacket. M.A. Donohu, 
[1913]. * Children of  the Frost. Green cloth, dust jacket. M.A. Donohue, [1913]. * When God Laughs 
and Other Stories. Red cloth, dust (heavily worn). International Fiction Library, [1911]. * The Sea-
Wolf. Tan cloth, dust jacket. Grosset & Dunlap, [1931]. * Jack London: The Call of  the Wild; The 
Cruise of  the Dazzler. Cloth. Platt & Munk, [1960]. * Tales of  the North. Boards, dust jacket. 

Various Places: Various date

 
(300/500)

220. lonDon, Jack. Two novels by Jack London. Includes: * John Barleycorn; Or, Alcoholic Memoirs. 
Green cloth. First English Edition. London: Mills & Boon, [1914]. * The Little Lady of  the Big 
House. Pictorial blue cloth. First Edition. NY: Macmillan, 1916. Together, two volumes.

Various Places: Various dates

 Light wear, first title with browned endpapers; very good.
(100/150)

221. lonDon, Jack. The Valley of  the Moon. [6], 530, [2] + [4] ad pp. Color frontispiece by George 
Harper. Orange cloth lettered in cream on front cover, in gilt on spine; cover illustrated in purple, 
blue and orange. First Edition.

New York: Macmillan, 1913

London’s most successful romantic novel, set in the Sonoma Valley. BAL 11947; Sisson & 
Martens, p. 73. Rubbed edges, cover/spine illustrations rubbed; a bit foxed; very good.

(200/300)

222. lonDon, Jack. White Fang. x, 327, [4] ad pp. 8 plates by Charles Livingston Bull. (8vo) original 
pictorial pale green cloth stamped in black, white and gilt. First Edition.

New York: Macmillan, 1906

Second issue according to BAL and Woodbridge, with the tipped-in title page; Merle Johnson, 
however, states that the title page was always on a stub, or at least all the copies he examined. 
BAL 11896; Sisson & Martens, p. 29. Light wear and soiling to cloth, front hinge repaired, name 
erased from front free endpaper; very good.

(200/300)

223. lopeZ, Barry Holstun. Giving Birth to Thunder, Sleeping with His Daughter, Coyote Builds North 
America. Blue cloth, spine lettered in silver, pictorial jacket. First Edition.

Kansas City: Sheed Andrews and McMeel, Inc., [1977]

Signed by the author on the title page; his scarce second book. Minor edge wear to jacket; fine.
(150/250)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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224. luDlum, roBert. Five volumes by Robert Ludlum. Includes: * The Scarlatti Inheritance. With printed 
acetate jacket. Autograph note from the author, on his personalized memo paper, laid in. [1971]. * 
[Another copy]. Lacking jacket. * The Chancellor Manuscript. Faux-leather backed boards, dj. 1977. 
* The Holcroft Covenant. Cloth, dj. Label inscribed by the author affixed to half  title. [1978]. * 
The Bourne Identity. Cloth, dj. Label inscribed by the author affixed to front free endpaper. [1980]. 
Together, four volumes, 3 with the author’s signature. First Editions.

Various places: Various dates

 All with some light wear, spines leaning; very good.
(100/150)

225. mccaffrey, anne. Two volumes by Anne McCaffery, and a bibliography of  her work. Includes: * 
Dragondrums. Cloth, jacket. NY: Atheneum, 1979. * Moreta: Dragonlady of  Pern. Felt-covered 
boards, slipcase with large color pictorial label. Deluxe limited edition signed by McCaffrey. San 
Francisco: Brandywine Books, 1984 * Hargreaves, Mathew D. Anne Inez McCaffrey: Forty Years 
of  Publishing. An International Bibliography. Green cloth lettered in gilt, photo-pictorial cover 
label. One of  500 coipes, signed by McCaffrey & Hargreaves on limitation leaf. Seattle: Michael D. 
Hargreaves, 1992. Together, 3 volumes. First Editions.

Various places: Various dates

 First with some extremity wear to jackets, volume spine leaning, else very good; others fine.
(200/300)

COLLECTION OF LARRY MCMURTRY
226. mcmurtry, larry. All My Friends are Going to be Strangers. Black cloth, spine lettered in red, jacket. 
First Edition.

New York: Simon & Schuster, [1972]

Author’s sixth book. Slight sunning to top edges of  covers, small soilmark to fore-edge of  text 
block; near fine in like jacket.

(120/180)

227. mcmurtry, larry. Eight volumes by Larry McMurtry & one about him, including proof  copies. Includes: 
* In A Narrow Grave: Essays on Texas. Corrected Reprint. Signed by McMurtry on the title-page. 
Cloth, jacket. Austin: Encino Press, [1968]. * Moving On. Half  cloth & boards, jacket. 1st Ed. NY: 
Simon & Schuster, [1970]. * Somebody’s Darling. Cloth, jacket (some extremity rubbing; remainder 
mark on lower edge of  text block.) 1st Ed. NY: Simon & Schuster, [1978]. * Desert Rose. Half  cloth 
& boards, jacket. 1st Ed. (remainder mark on lower edge of  text block.) NY: Simon & Schuster, 
[1983]. * Pretty Boy Floyd. With Diana Ossana. Signed by McMurtry on the front flyleaf. Wrappers. 
Limited Edition Special Advance Reader’s Excerpt, Not for Resale, Uncorrected Proof. NY: Simon & 
Schuster, [1994]. * Spendors & Miseries of  being an Author-Bookseller. Wrappers. 1 of  1750 copies. 
Chicago: ABAA, 1995. * Paradise. Wrappers. Advance Uncorrected Proof. NY: Simon & Schuster, 
[2001]. * Books: A Memoir. Wrappers. Advance Uncorrected Reader’s Proof. NY: Simon & Schuster, 
[2008]. * Busby, Mark. Larry McMurtry and the West: An Ambivalent Relationship. Cloth-backed 
boards. 1st Ed. Denton: Univ. of  North Texas Press, [1995]. Together, 9 volumes.

Various places: Various dates

 Very good to fine condition.
(300/500)

The auction begins at 11:00 am Pacific Time 
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MCMURTRY’S FIRST BOOK
228. mcmurtry, larry. Horseman, Pass By. Cloth-backed boards, pictorial dust jacket. First Edition.

New York: Harper & Brothers, [1961]

Author’s first book. Jacket lightly rubbed mostly 
at folds, joints and extremities, price clipped; light 
bump to volume lower right corner, very good or 
better in like jacket.

(500/800)

229. mcmurtry, larry. It’s Always We Rambled: An Essay on Rodeo. Light green boards. No. 187 of  300 
copies designed, printed and bound by Noel Young (in Santa Barbara). First Edition.

New York: Frank Hallman, 1974

Signed by McMurtry in the colophon. Fine
(500/800)

230. mcmurtry, larry. The Last Picture Show. Tan cloth, spine lettered in red, pictorial jacket. First 
Edition.

New York: Dial Press, 1966

Signed by McMurtry on the front free endpaper, above which is the ownership inscription of  
Andy Hanson, Dallas, Texas. The first volume of  McMurtry’s trilogy set in a small, dusty, Texas 
town and the basis for the 1971 Peter Bogdanovich film starring Cybill Shepherd. Jacket with a 
little wear to extremities; volume with light stain to rear cover, flecked staining to top- and fore-
edge of  text block; else very good in near fine jacket.

(400/600)

INSCRIBED BY MCMURTRY
231. mcmurtry, larry. Leaving Cheyenne. Beige-cream cloth, pictorial jacket. First Edition.

New York: Harper & Row, [1963]

Inscribed “To Maggie” and signed by McMurtry on the front free 
endpaper. McMurtry’s second book. Later issue jacket with the price 
clipped from upper corner of  front flap and a circular $4.95 sticker at the 
lower corner. Slight shelf  wear, volume lower corners faintly bumped; near 
fine to fine in like jacket.

(500/800)

Lot 228

Lot 231
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232. mcmurtry, larry. Lonesome Dove. Cloth-backed boards, spine lettered in gilt, jacket. First 
Edition, first printing.

New York: Simon and Schuster, [1985]

Author’s Pulitzer Prize-winning epic masterpiece of  the American West. This is the first 
printing, with “none” (later changed to “done”) on p.621, line 16. Faint foxing to edges of  text 
block; near fine or better in like jacket.

(200/300)

233. mcmurtry, larry. Terms of  Endearment. Cloth-backed boards, spine lettered in gilt, pictorial 
jacket. First Edition.

New York: Simon & Schuster, [1975]

The modern classic and basis for the award winning film, starring Jack Nicholson and Shirley 
Maclaine. Slight shelf  wear to jacket; volume leaning a bit, mild tanning to contents, very good 
or better in near fine jacket.

(200/300)

234. mcmurtry, larry. Two signed/limited editions by Larry McMurtry. Includes: * Cadillac Jack: A 
Novel. No. 27 of  250 copies.[1982]. * The Desert Rose: A Novel. Nol 148 of  250 copies. [1983]. 
Together, 2 volumes. Cloth, slipcases.

New York: Simon & Schuster, [1982 & 1983]

Each signed by McMurtry in the colophon; Cadillac Jack additionally signed by him on the front 
free endpaper. Minor fading to Desert Rose slipcase; else fine.

(300/500)

235. [mcmurtry, larry] ray, opHelia, pseuD.. Daughter of  the Tejas. Gray cloth, spine lettered in dark 
brown, pictorial jacket with white background. First Edition, first printing.

Greenwich, CT: New York Graphic Society, [1965]

McMurtry’s ghostwritten juvenile. Tiny rubmark to jacket spine, still fine in fine jacket.
(200/300)

236. miller, Henry. Notes on ‘’Aaron’s Rod’’ and Other Notes on Lawrence from the Paris Notebooks. (8vo), 
calf-backed pictorial boards, acetate jacket, slipcase. Copy “J” of  26 lettered copies with special sheet 
signed by Henry Miller laid inside pocket at rear. First Edition.

Santa Barbara: Black Sparrow Press, 1980

Shifreen and Jackson A229a. Fine
(150/250)

FIRST IN O’BRIAN’S AUBREY-MATURIN SERIES
237. o’Brian, patrick. Master and Commander. 384 pp. (8vo) original cloth, dust jacket. First American 
Edition.

Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott, [1969]

First American Edition, preceding the first British Edition.Jacket with price ($6.95) intact. The 
first of  O’Brian’s epic 20-volume Aubrey-Maturin series of  novels about the Royal Navy during 
the Napoleonic Wars. Master and Commander was the only one of  the series published in the 
US before its publication in Britain. Jacket lightly foxed, a touch rubbed at extremities; a touch 
of  wear to volume; near fine volume in very good jacket.

(600/900)

238. patcHen, kennetH. Sleepers Awake. (8vo) original red cloth, spine lettered in gilt. No. 135 of  148 
copies. First edition.

[New York]: [Padell Book Company], [1946]

Signed by Patchen at the colophon. The “black paper edition” with the colophon printed on a 
smaller leaf  of  black paper and mounted at rear.  Light wear and fading to cloth; very good.

(300/500)
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239. peake, mervyn. The Gormenghast Trilogy: Titus Groan; Gormenghast; Titus Alone. Three volumes. 
Illustrations by the author.  Dark blue cloth, spines lettered in gilt, color pictorial jackets from 
paintings by Robert Pepper. First American Editions.

New York: Weybright and Talley, [1967]

First American editions of  Peake’s acclaimed gothic trilogy first published in Britain 1946-1959. 
 Slight sunning to jackets, a hint of  tanning to text; near fine.

(200/300)

240. roHmer, sax. Tales of  East and West. Black cloth, pictorial dust jacket. First Edition.
New York: Doubleday, Doran, 1933

“Thirteen little masterpieces of  death and fear and terror.” Short stories by the creator of  
master criminal Fu Manchu. Scarce in the original dust jacket. Jacket edge worn with some small 
chips and short tears; light wear to volume; book and jacket very good.

(200/300)

241. roHmer, sax. Tales of  Secret Egypt. 313 pp. (8vo) green cloth, lettered in blue, dust jacket.
New York: Robert M. McBride, 1919

Scarce work in a jacket. This jacket expertly restored. Large chip at spine heed, yellowed spine, 
rubbed edges, expertly restored jacket at flap folds and spine on verso; near fine volume in a 
very good jacket.

(200/300)

242. roHmer, sax. Twenty-one novels by Sax Rohmer. Includes: * Shadow of  Fu Manchu. Oange cloth, dust 
jacket. Herbert Jenkins, [1949]. * The Yellow Claw. Orange cloth. McBride, Nast & Company, 1915. 
With book order form from publisher laid in. * The Mystery of  Dr Fu-Manchu. Red gilt-decorated 
cloth. Second Edition. Methuen & Co., [1913]. * Death Points a Finger. Black cloth.  Mystery League, 
1933. * Moon of  Madness. Orange cloth, dust jacket. Doubleday, Doran, 1928. * Bat Wing. Red 
cloth. Doubleday, 1921. * The Return of  Dr. Fu-Manchu. Brown cloth. Robert M. McBride, 1916. * 
The Mask of  Fu Manchu. Orange cloth. Cassell, [1933]. * Seven Sins. Blue cloth, dust jacket. Cassell, 
[1947]. * The Insidious Dr. Fu-Manchu. Green cloth, dust jacket (corners clipped). 5th Printing. A.L. 
Burt, [1920]. * The Trial of  Fu Manchu. Black cloth, dust jacket. A.L. Burt, [1934]. * The Hand of  
Fu-Manchu. Green cloth, dust jacket (corners clipped). 2nd Printing. A.L. Burt, [1917]. * The Island 
of  Fu Manchu. Brown cloth, dust jacket. Sun Dial Press, [1942]. * Fu Manchu’s Bride. Black cloth, 
dust jacket. A.L. Burt, [1933]. * Dope. Green cloth, dust jacket. A.L. Burt, [1919]. * 2 copies of: 
The Day the World Ended. Black cloth, dust jacket. One with a A.L. Burt dust jacket. One with ex-
library  marks. Crime Club, 1930. * The Dream Detective. Red cloth. Doubleday, 1925. * The Quest 
of  the Sacred Slipper. Green cloth, dust jacket. A.L. Burt, [1914]. * The Mystery of  Dr. Fu-Manchu. 
Black cloth, dust jacket. Tom Stacey, [1972]. * The Golden Scorpion. Black cloth, dust jacket. Tom 
Stacey, [1972].

Various places: Various dates

21 novels by the creator of  Dr. Fu-Manchu. Some wear to each, jackets with light chipping; light 
edge wear; mostly very good.

(400/600)

243. saroyan, william. Three works by William Saroyan. Includes: * Dear Baby. Cloth, dust jacket. 
First Edition. [1944]. * Get Away Old Man. Cloth, dust jacket. First Edtion. [1944]. * An Act or Two 
of  Foolish Kindness. Cloth-backed boards. No. 183 of  300 copies, signed by the author and the 
illustrator, Helen Seigel. 1977. Together 3 volumes.

Various places: Various dates

 Jackets with some light wear; volumes fine.
(100/150)
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244. sHaara, micHael. The Killer Angels. Illustrated with maps. Two-toned blue boards, spine lettered 
in gilt, jacket. First Edition, First Printing.

New York: David McKay, [1974]

Winner of  the Pulitzer Prize in 1975, this is the author’s second novel, and was the basis for the 
1993 film “Gettysburg” starring Martin Sheen. First printing in two-tone blue boards and no 
edition/printing statement. Jacket and volume with only light wear; small bump to lower edge 
of  rear board, tape stains to endpapers; book and jacket near fine.

(500/800)

245. stegner, wallace. The Spectator Bird. Cloth-backed boards, dust jacket. First Edition.
Garden City: Doubleday, 1976

Inscribed by Stegner on the front free endpaper. Stegner’s novel “Angle of  Repose” won the 
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, 1972. Jacket with some chipping and short tears at edges; light wear to 
volume, foxing to page edges and endpapers; very good.

(100/150)

STEINBECK’S GRAPES ILLUSTRATED BY THOMAS HART BENTON
246. steinBeck, JoHn. The Grapes of  Wrath. 2 volumes. Illustrated with lithographs by by Thomas 
Hart Benton. Rawhide spine and grass cloth, slipcase. 523 of  1146 copies, designed by George Macy.

New York: Limited Editions Club, 1940

Signed by the illustrator at the colophon.  Slipcase splitting along corner, light wear; volumes 
fine.

(500/800)

247. steinBeck, JoHn. [Works] Eight titles by John Steinbeck - Easton Press “Collector’s Edition”. 8 volumes. 
(8vo), uniformly bound in full blue leather, elaborately decorated in gilt and red, ‘JS’ monogram at 
center of  front boards, all edges gilt.

Norwalk, CT: Easton Press, [1997]

The publisher’s “Collector’s Edition”. Titles include: Tortilla Flat, Cannery Row, The Winter of  
Our Discontent, The Grapes of  Wrath, The Red Pony, East of  Eden, Of  Mice and Men, and 
The Pearl & The Long Valley (in one volume). A handsome shelf  of  books. Fine.

(500/800)

248. stepHens, James. The Insurrection in Dublin. [2], xv, [1], 148 + [8] ad pp. 18.8x12.5 cm. (7½x5”), 
blue cloth lettered in gilt. First American Edition.

New York: Macmillan, 1916

Advance review copy with perforated stamp on title-page. Account of  the Easter Rebellion by 
the Irish man of  letters James Stephens, best known for The Crock of  Gold. Faint stain to front 
cover, spine a little dull with slight rubbing; very good or better.

(100/150)

249. stevenson, roBert louis. Works of  Robert Louis Stevenson - Valima Edition in 9 volumes. 9 volumes. 
Each volume approximately 500 pages. Illustrated with sepia illustrations by various artists. (8vo) 
green cloth, gilt-lettered spines. Valima Edition.

New York: Collier, [1912]

 Light wear to volume edges, one small gouge to spine of  Volume VIII; very good.
(200/300)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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250. stowe, Harriet BeecHer. Uncle Tom’s Cabin; Or, Life Among the Lowly. 2 volumes. 312; 322 pp. 
(8vo) 7½x4¾, original red cloth stamped in gilt on spine and covers, all edges gilt. First Edition, Early 
Printing. “Fifteenth Thousand”.

Boston: John P. Jewett & Company, 1852

In addition to being one of  the most influential books ever written, Uncle Tom’s Cabin was also 
one of  the most popular; as Sabin notes, “During [1852] there were numerous reissues from the 
plates of  the first edition, also in two volumes, with the addition of  the words ‘Tenth’ to ‘One 
Hundred and Twentieth Thousand.” Spines leaning, cloth chipped at foot of  spines, light edge 
wear, 1852 ownership signature on endpapers; light foxing; very good.

(500/800)

251. swift, JonatHan. [Gulliver’s Travels], i.e.: A Voyage to Brobdingnag made by Lemuel Gulliver in the Year 
mdccii [&] A Voyage to Lilliput by Dr. Lemuel Gulliver mdcic. Together, 2 volumes. 18½x13 & 3½x2½, 
cloth-backed pictorial map boards, in single slipcase with two compartments. One of  1500 copies 
printed by Aldus Printers, designed by Bruce Rogers.

New York: Limited Editions Club, 1950

Initialed by Bruce Rogers in the colophon. Light wear to slipcase, a bit of  spotting to cloth; very 
good.

(150/250)

HUNTER S. THOMPSON’S OBITUARY FOR DEAD LSD ADVOCATE
252. tHompson, Hunter s.. Mistah Leary, He Dead. Chapbook. 2 pages of  text by Hunter S. Thompson. 
With a tipped-in simulated acid blotter sheet, scored with several sectioned off  tabs, each showing a 
portrait of  Timothy Leary printed in purple and lettered on the bottom “Caution: Do Not Drop,” 
following the colophon. (16mo), original hand-made and hand-sewn paper light blue-gray wrappers 
with folded printed flaps, hand-made semi-translucent rice paper flyleaves (at front and rear), Gonzo 
emblem embossed on rear inside folding flap. No. 276 of  300 copies. Printed by hand at The New 
Orleans School of  GlassWorks and Printmaking Studio. First Edition.

New Orleans / San Francisco: X-Ray Book Co., 1996

Hunter Thompson’s obituary for LSD advocate and hippy guru, Timothy Leary, originally 
written by Hunter S. Thompson for Rolling Stone magazine. Front inside covers printed 
“Woody Creek, Colorado, June 9, 1996.” Fine.

(500/800)

TWO FIRST EDITIONS OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN
253. twain, mark. Adventures of  Huckleberry Finn (Tom Sawyer’s Comrade). 366 pp., blank leaf. Double 
frontispiece (including portrait), plus numerous wood engravings throughout. 8½x6½, original 
decorative green cloth, stamped and lettered in gilt and black. First American Edition.

New York: Charles L. Webster, 1885

First edition of  the quintessential classic of  19th century American literature. The present 
copy exhibits the following issue points: title leaf  is a cancel with copyright notice dated 1884 
(second state, but the first state has only been seen in a prospectus and set of  advance sheets); 
the illustration captioned “Him and another Man” [p.13] listed as p.88 (first state); 11th line 
from bottom of  p.57 reads “...with the was...” (first state); p. 283 is a cancel leaf, with corrected 
engraving (third state), the final 5 in p.155 is replaced and is slightly larger than the rest (third 
state); leaf  23-8 is present as a blank, first state of  the portrait frontispiece with imprint of  
the Heliotype Printing Company, and the tablecloth clearly visible. BAL 3415; Peter Parley to 
Penrod, p. 75. Heavy wear all over, spine repaired all over, corners worn; hinges repaired, lacks 
rear free endpaper, name in ink on front free endpaper; heavy edge wear to several early leaves, 
including chips and tears, dampstaining, lighter dampstains and marks to margins of  many 
leaves within; good.

(500/800)
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254. twain, mark. Adventures of  Huckleberry Finn (Tom Sawyer’s Comrade). 366 pp., blank leaf. Double 
frontispiece (including portrait), plus numerous wood engravings throughout. 21.4x16.5 cm. 
(8½x6½,”) original decorative green cloth, stamped and lettered in gilt and black. First American 
Edition.

New York: Charles L. Webster and 
Company, 1885

A landmark of  American literature, this 
copy exhibiting the following issue points: 
title leaf  is a cancel with copyright notice 
dated 1884 (second state, but the first 
state was only seen in a prospectus and 
set of  advance sheets); the illustration 
captioned “Him and another Man” 
[p.13] listed at p.88 (first state); 11th line 
from bottom of  p.57 reads “...with the 
was...” (first state); p. 283 is a cancel, with 
corrected engraving (third state); the final 
5 in p.155 is not present (first or second 
state, sequence undetermined); leaf  23-8 
is present; first state of  the frontispiece 
portrait (imprint of  Heliotype Printing 
Co., tablecloth clearly visible). BAL 3415. 
 Spine head rubbed, foot frayed, corners 
just showing, small nick to lower edge of  
front cover, light rubbing to cover edges 
ad other shelf  wear; else very good or 
a bit better, a nice, square copy in nicer 
condition than usually found.

(2000/3000)

FIRST PRINTING OF TOM SAWYER, IN RARE BINDING STATE WITH GILT EDGES
255. twain, mark. The Adventures of  Tom Sawyer. [1]-XVI, [17]-[275], [1], + [4] ad pp. Illustrated. 
21.5x16.5 cm. ( 8½x6½”), original blue cloth stamped in gilt and black. First Edition, First Printing.

Hartford: American Publishing Company, 1876

First printing of  Mark Twain’s Tom Sawyer, in 
the rare binding state with gilt edges. Printed 
on wove paper, with pp. [ii-iii] blank and the 
preliminary pages properly paginated. BAL 
3369. Rear cover stained, spine a bit darkened, 
repairs to ends, corners showing; some soiling 
within, front hinge neatly repaired, pp.[x]-19 
stained (mostly pp. xii-[17]), overall very good.

(4000/6000)

256. twain, mark. Two works by Mark Twain. Includes:  * The Innocents at Home. Pictorial yellow 
wrappers. Later printing with Bradbury & Agnew imprint on final leaf  of  text. [c.1872] * The 
New Pilgrims Progress. Pictorial yellow wrappers. A slightly revised edition of  the second half  of  
Innocents Abroad. Second printing, with Bradbury & Agnew imprint on final leaf  of  text. BAL 3344. 
[1872]. Together, two volumes.

London: Routledge, [1872]

Scarce early English paperback editions of  works by Twain. Backstrips chipped and partially 
perished, wrappers and adjacent leaves detached on first title, both with some edge wear; very 
good.

(150/250)

Lot 254

Lot 255
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257. van Dine, s.s.. Six novels by S.S. Van Dine. Includes: * The Benson Murder Case. Half  morocco. 
1926. * The “Canary” Murder Case. Half  Morocco. 1927. * The Bishop Murder Case. Half  Morocco. 
1929. * The Kennel Murder Case. Half  Morocco. 1933. * The Kidnap Murder Case. Cloth, dj. 1936. 
* The Scarab Murder Case. Cloth. 1930.Also includes: * Wright, Willard Huntington. The Man of  
Promise. Cloth. Inscribed. Second Edition. 1930. Together 7 volumes.

New York: Scribners, Various dates

S. S. Van Dine was the pseudonym of  Willard Huntington Wright. Each volume with a 
presentation inscription to Dr. Jacob M. Lobsenz. Lobsenz was a long-time friend of  the author, 
and the character Markham was based on him. The author was known to address Lobsenz as 
“Markham” in at least one other inscription. Presentation copies of  the Philo Vance detective 
novels are scarce. Bindings worn, two of  the leather bound volumes with the front covers 
detached, some dampstaining; good only.

(300/500)

258. verne, Jules. A Journey to the Centre of  the Earth. viii, 413 + [6] ad pp. With 55 wood-engraved 
plates, included in the pagination. (8vo), original brick-red cloth pictorially stamped in gilt & black. 
Second American Edition.

New York: Scribner, Armstrong & Co., [1874-5]

Second American Edition of  Jules Verne’s second book. First published in French in 1864, the 
first English edition appeared in 1872 and the first American edition was issued in November 
1873, though dated 1874, this second edition undated.  Myers 35. Light wear and soiling to 
cloth; page edges uneven; very good.

(300/500)

JULES VERNE RARITY, A TWIST ON GLOBAL WARMING
259. verne, Jules. “Topsy-Turvy.”. 222, [2] pp. Illustrated. (8vo) original green cloth, spine gilt. First 
American Edition and first edition in English.

New York: J.S. Ogilvie, 
[1890]

Subtitled on the 
additional illustrated 
title page: “How the 
Americans bought the 
North Pole and planned 
to change the axis of  
the earth, making the 
arctic regions bloom, 
by the explosion 
of  a stupendous 
cannon.” Myers 53. 
Rare. Light spotting to 
cloth, hinges cracking; 
several leaves detached, 
chipped, brittle; good. 
Scarce in any condition.

(2000/3000)

 
Lot 259

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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AUTHOR’S FIRST BOOK IN RARE HARDCOVER ISSUE
260. wallace, DaviD foster. The Broom of  the System. Cloth-backed boards, dust jacket. First Edition.

[New York]: Viking, [1987]

Rare hard cover issue of  the author’s first book. Issued 
simultaneously with the Penguin paperback edition. Jacket 
with just a touch of  edge wear, bookplate with previous 
owner’s name blacked-out on front pastedown endpaper; 
volume fine in a nearly fine jacket.

(1000/1500)

TWO FROM H.G. WELLS
261. wells, H.g.. The First Men in the Moon. vii, 342 pp. 12 inserted plates. (8vo), original gilt stamped 
dark blue cloth. First English Edition.

London: George Newnes, 1901

First issue binding with black coated endpapers. A landmark science fiction story.  “After “The 
First Men in the Moon”, Wells’s science fiction novels are never quite the same.” - Bleiler 
(ed), Science Fiction Writers, p. 28; Currey p.518. Spine a bit faded, light wear to extremities; 
frontispiece partially detached; very good.

(500/800)

262. wells, H.g.. The Time Machine: An Invention. [viii], 216 
pp. 6¾x4½, original red cloth stamped in gilt. First American 
Edition, Second Issue.

New York: Henry Holt, 1895

With author’s name correctly spelled on title page, no ads at 
rear. Currey’s ‘B’ binding. Precedes the English edition by 
several months and with textual differences. Currey p.524. 
 Spine leaning, some light edge wear; very good.

(1000/1500)

Lot 260

Lot 262
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263. wilson, margaret. The Able McLaughlins. Gilt-lettered cloth, dust jacket. First Edition.
New York: Harper & Brothers, First edition of  ths Pulitzer Prize-winning novel, also winner of  
the Harper Prize Novel Contest. Presumed second issue jacket, with notice of  the Harper Prize 
printed at the top of  the front panel and the front flap, with $2.00 price present, but no Pulitzer 

Prize sticker or notice of  number of  copies printed. Jacket split into two pieces along rear joint and 
portion of  front joint, top 3/4&quot; missing from spine panel, small chips along front fold, small 

tape repairs/reinforcements on verso; volume spine faded, foxing to top of  text block; very good in 
good, scarce jacket.

(500/800)

Section II: Illustrated & Children’s Books - Oz
264. (Adams, Frank) . The History of  Sam the Sportsman (From an Old Chap Book). 12 full page color 
plates, including frontispiece, by Frank Adams. (4to) original cloth-backed boards, illustrated paper 
label on front, pictorial endpapers. First Edition Thus.

London: Blackie and Son, [c.1910]

 Small chip to front endpaper, previous owner’s name on rear endpaper; short repaired tear in 
margin of  frontispiece; still about near fine, better than typically encountered.

(100/150)

265. (Bookends) massey, ralpH allen. Pair of  Alice in Wonderland bookends. Pair of  bookends, with 
L-shaped granite base, and a resin (or bone?) sculpture. Each bookend unique with the figures of  
various characters in the tale of  Alice in Wonderland. No. 2 of  300 copies, each signed and numbered. 
19.5x12.5 cm (7¾x5”).
: A creation by Ralph Allen Massey. Figures include the Queen of  Hearts, Tweedle-Dee (or Dum?), 

the Cheshire Cat, and of  course, Alice herself.  Ralph Massey is a California artist, painting and 
sculpting professionally since 1961, plus he worked in prop and costume design for Hollywood 

productions such as Conan the Barbarian. He exhibits pieces at Huntington Botanical Gardens, The 
Margaret Harwell Art Museum, and The Long Beach Museum, among others. Fine.

(300/500)

266. Burnett, frances HoDgson. Little Lord Fauntleroy. xi, [1], 209, [1] + [14] ad pp. Illustrated with 
drawings by Reginald B. Birch. 21.2x16 cm. (8½x6¼”)), original pictorial blue cloth. First Edition.

New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1886

First issue, with The De Vinne Press imprint at verso of  last page of  text and number 14 
printed on the lower left margin of  page 209. Burnett’s first childrens novel, Little Lord 
Fauntleroy was originally published as a serial in the St. Nicholas Magazine between November 
1885 and October 1886, then as a book by Scribner’s in 1886. Burnett based Little Lord 
Fauntleroy’s character on her young son, Vivian. The accompanying illustrations by Reginald 
Birch set fashion trends, and the book was so popular that there was a craze of  mothers 
dressing their sons with velvet suits and lace collars based on Oscar Wilde’s attire, as well as 
looking like a hero. Little Lord Fauntleroy set a precedent in copyright law when in 1888 its 
author won a lawsuit against E. V. Seebohm over the rights to theatrical adaptations of  the 
work. The work spawned a number of  films, the most successful starring Freddie Bartholomew 
as Little Lord Fauntleroy, released in 1936. BAL 2064; Peter Parley to Penrod, p. 80. Some 
rubbing and aging to covers, spine a bit darkened; neat repair to front hinge, about very good.

(200/300)

267. carroll, lewis. Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. [xii], 192, [2] pp. Illustrations by John Tenniel. 
(8vo) original gilt stamped red cloth, all edges gilt. “Forty-First Thousand.”

London: Macmillan, 1874

First published in 1865. Light wear to cloth, front hinge starting; previous owner’s notes on 
endpapers and half  title; very good.

(200/300)
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268. (Clarke, Harry) poe, eDgar allan. Tales of  Mystery and Imagination. 412 pp. With 8 tipped-in 
color plates and 23 monochrome plates by Harry Clarke. (4to) original black cloth, paper label on 
front, pictorial jacket, original two-part box with pictorial label on top. First Tudor Edition.

New York: Tudor Pub. Co., 1933

Rare in the original two-part box. Box splitting along corners, several tape repairs; jacket with 
small chips, long tear along front spine fold, tape repairs on rear; volume fine, jacket and box 
very good.

(300/500)

269. (Clarke, Harry) walters, l.D’o., comp.. The Year’s At the Spring. Illustrated by Harry Clarke, 
including 24 plates, 12 of  which are in color. Introduction by Harold Monro. (4to) original green 
cloth, decorated in gilt. First Clarke Edition.

London: Harrap, 1920

An uncommon Clarke title. Light wear to extremities; very good.
(100/150)

270. (Cruikshank, George) . Two volumes with illustrations by George Cruikshank. Includes: * Ainsworth, 
William Harrison. The Miser’s Daughter. 20 steel engravings by George Cruikshank. (8vo) half  
brown morocco and marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt. London: Routledge, [No date]. * [Smedley, 
Frank E.] Frank Fairlegh; Or, Scenes from the Life of  a Private Pupil. 30 steel engravings by George 
Cruikshank. (8vo) half  polished green calf  and cloth, spine gilt, red leather label, all edges marbled. 
London: Virtue, 1866.Two volumes, each with engraving by Cruikshank. * Various places: Various 
dates

 Light wear, previous owner’s address label inside front covers; some foxing; very good.
(150/200)

BOOKS ILLUSTRATED BY EDMUND DULAC
271. (Dulac, Edmund) anDersen, Hans [cHristian]. Stories from Hans Andersen. Illustrated by 
Edmund Dulac with 28 tipped-in color plates. Pages with decorative borders printed in pale green. 
(4to) original gilt-pictorial tan cloth.

New York & London: Hodder & Stoughton, [1911]

Includes classic stories and illustrations; The Emperor’s New Clothes, The Mermaid, The Snow 
Queen, The Nightingale, etc. Light wear at edges, hinges shaken, previous owner’s name on 
endpaper; very good.

(250/350)

272. (Dulac, Edmund) apuleius, lucius. The Marriage of  Cupid and Psyche. Retold by Walter Pater. 
Color collotype plates after watercolors by Edmund Dulac. (4to), original full vellum, gilt-lettered; 
vellum slipcase also gilt-lettered. No. 1452 of  1500 copies.

New York: The Limited Editions Club, 1951

Signed by Dulac at the colophon. Some soiling and discoloration to slipcase; volume fine.
(200/300)

273. (Dulac, Edmund) omar kHayyam. Rubaiyat of  Omar Khayyam. Illustrated by Edmund Dulac with 
20 color plates, printed tissue guards. Text printed on rectos only with borders of  pale green. (4to), 
original tan cloth stamped in gilt, decorative endpapers.

London: Hodder & Stoughton, [c.1915]

 Minor wear; near fine.
(200/300)
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274. (Dulac, Edmund) poe, eDgar allan. The Bells and other Poems. Illustrated with 28 color plates by 
Dulac; printed tissue guards. (4to) original gilt-decorated green cloth, pictorial endpapers. First Dulac 
Trade Edition.

London, New York, Toronto: Hodder & Stoughton, [1912]

Beautiful illustrations accompanying the poetry of  Edgar Allan Poe. Light wear, previous 
owners bookplate and name on endpapers; very good.

(300/500)

275. (Dulac, Edmund) poe, eDgar allan. The Poetical Works of  Edgar Allan Poe. Unpaginated, 28 
color plates by Edmund Dulac. (4to) original blue cloth stamped in gilt and black. First Dulac Edition.

New York & London: Hodder and Stoughton, [c. 1912]

 Spine a bit faded, light edge wear; a few irregularities in the printing of  the type (i.e. 
overprinting of  two poems on same leaf); else very good.

(200/300)

DULAC’S SLEEPING BEAUTY, 1 OF 1000 COPIES
276. (Dulac, Edmund) quiller-coucH, a.t.. The 
Sleeping Beauty and other fairy tales from the Old French. 
 Illustrated by Edmund Dulac with 30 tipped-in 
color plates, tissue guards. (4to), original full brown 
morocco, elaborately gilt, top edge gilt, other edges 
uncut. From an edition of  1000 copies, this copy out-
of-series and numbered 0000.

London: Hodder & Stoughton, [1910]

Signed by Dulac at the limitation statement. A 
lavishly produced volume, arguably among Dulac’s 
best work. Extremities lightly rubbed, rear hinge 
cracked; very good.

(1500/2000)

277. Dulac, eDmunD. Edmund Dulac’s Picture-Book for the French Red Cross. Illustrated with 20 tipped-in 
color plates. 4to. Original decorative yellow cloth stamped in green, decorative jacket with color cover 
label.

London: For Daily Telegraph by Hodder & Stoughton, [c.1915]

Published to raise funds for the French Red Cross. Jacket worn at edges, split along spine fold, 
tape repairs on rear; endpapers darkened, foxing; very good.

(200/300)

278. Dulac, eDmunD. Lyrics, Pathetic & Humorous from A to Z. [1] + [24] color plates illustrated by 
Edmund Dulac, printed on versos only. (4to), original cloth-backed color pictorial boards, pictorial 
endpapers.

London: Frederick Warne, [1906]

Scarce work by the young Dulac, with amusing rhymes. “E” was an exquisite elf, “I” was an 
impudent imp, “L” was a lorn little lass, “R” was a rubicund rustic, etc. This edition is not dated, 
but each plate is dated 1906. Light wear to spine and boards; previous owner’s name and short 
repaired tear on title page; very good.

(400/600)

Lot 276
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279. (Flint, William Russell) malory, tHomas. Le Morte Darthur: The History of  King Arthur and of  his 
Noble Knights of  the Round Table. 2 volumes. With 36 color plates by William Russell Flint. (8vo) original 
blindstamped green cloth, spines lettered in gilt.

London: Jonathan Cape and the Medici Society Ltd., [1923]

A handsomely presented edition of  Sir Malory’s classic romance tales of  King Arthur, 
Guinevere, Lancelot and the Kights of  the Round Table. Spines sunned, corners rubbed, 
previous owner’s name on front and rear pastedowns, endpapers browned, light foxing to edges 
of  page blocks; very good.

(200/300)

280. giBson, cHarles Dana. The Gibson Book: A Collection of  the Published Works of  Charles Dana Gibson. 
 2 volumes. Unpaginated. (Oblong folio) 11¼x17, original red cloth stamped in gilt. First Collected 
Edition.

New York: Charles Scibner’s Sons, 1906

Contains the collected illustrations from eleven books by Charles Dana Gibson. Two loose 
prints laid in. Light wear to cloth; very good.

(250/350)

281. (Goble, Warwick) kingsley, cHarles. The Water-Babies: A Fairy Take for a Land-Baby. Illustrated 
with 32 tipped-in color plates by Warwick Goble; printed tissue guards. (8vo), original gilt-pictorial 
cloth, all edges gilt. First Goble Trade Edition.

London: Macmillan, 1909

One of  the illustrator most sought after works. Spine sunned, light edge wear, endpapers foxed; 
very good.

(200/300)

BOOKS BY OR ILLUSTRATED BY EDWARD GOREY
282. (Gorey, Edward) . Large collection of  Edward Gorey works. Includes mostly primary work (by Edward 
Gorey): * The Remembered Visit. Boards, dust jacket. Simon and Schuster, [1965]. * The Willowdale 
Handcar. Boards, dj. Dodd, Mead, [1979]. * 3 editions of: The Broken Spoke. Each in boards, dj. 
Dodd, Mead, [1976]; Ernest Benn, [1978]; Diogenes (in German), [1978]. * The Epiplectic Bicycle. 
Boards, dj (price-clipped. Dodd, Mead, [1969]. * The Gilded Bat. Boards, dj (price-clipped). Dodd, 
Mead, [1979]. * 2 copies of: The Loathsome Couple. Boards, dj. Dodd, Mead, [1977]. * 2 copies of: 
The Other Statue. Boards, dj. Simon and Schuster, [1968]. * 2 copies of: The Uter Zoo Alphabet. 
Boards, dj. Meredith Press, [1967. * The Blue Aspic. Boards. [Hawthorn, no date]. Copyright, 1968. * 
The Beastly Baby. Boards, dj. Peter Weed, 1962. * The Unstrung Harp; or, Mr Earbrass Writes a Novel. 
Boards, dj. Reprint. Harcourt, Brace, [1999]. * The Wuggly Ump. Boards, dj. J.B. Lippincott, [1963]. 
* 3 copies of: The Haunted Tea-Cosy. Boards, 2 in dust jackets: Harcourt, Brace, [1997]. 1 without 
a dust jacket: Bloomsbury, [1999]. * 3 copies of: The Headless Bust. Boards, djs. Harcourt, Brace, 
[1999]. * 2 copies of: The Glorious Nosebleed. Boards, djs. Dodd, Mead, [1974]. * The Awdrey-Gore 
Legacy. Boards, dj (price-clipped). Dodd, Mead, [1972]. * The same book as above, in German: Das 
Vermachtnis der Miss D. Awdrey-Gore. Boards, dj. Diogenes, [1974]. * Plus, a small group of  Gorey 
works in wrappers, many duplicating titles above.

Various places: Various dates

 Light extremity wear; very good or near fine.
(500/600)

Phone bidding is available during our auctions
Please call 415-989-2665 for more information prior to the auction.
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283. (Gorey, Edward) levine, rHoDa. Three Ladies Beside the Sea. 17.7x20 cm (7x8”) orange cloth, 
illustrated dust jacket. First Edition.

New York: Antheneum, 1963

Toledano B19. Jacket spine a touch yellowed and rubbed at ends; faint shelf  wear to volume; 
near fine.

(100/150)

284. (Gorey, Edward) . Small group of  works about or illustrated by Edward Gorey. Includes: * Gorey Posters. 
Wrappers. Harry N. Abrams, [1979]. * The Performing Arts at UCLA. Wrapper bound information 
booklet. 30 pp. Illustrated by Gorey. 1977-78 season. * Edward Gorey’s Dracula Toy Theatre. Miniature 
theatrical set, parts enclosed in box. Still in plastic wrap. Second Edition. Pomegranate Press. * Ross, 
Clifford and Karen Wilkin. The World of  Edward Gorey. Cloth, dust jacket. Inscribed by Ross. 
Harry N. Abrams, [1996]. * Dehn, Paul. Quake, Quake, Quake: A Leaden Treasury of  English Verse. 
Illustrated by Gorey. Cloth, dj. Simon and Schuster, 1961. * Tarcov, Edith. Rumpelstiltskin. Illustrated 
by Gorey. Cloth, dj. Four Winds Press, [1973]. * Moss, Howard. Instant Lives. Illustrated by Gorey. 
Cloth-backed boards, dj. Saturday Review Press / E.P. Dutton, [1974]. * Theroux, Alexander. The 
Strange Case of  Edward Gorey. Cloth-backed boards. 2nd ed. Fantagraphics Books, [2011].

Various places: Various dates

 Light extremity wear; many near fine.
(200/300)

285. (Gorey, Edward) wilson, eDmunD. The Rats of  Rutland Grange. Illustrated by Edward Gorey. 
16x22.5 cm (6¼x9”) original tan illustrated wrappers. First Trade Edition.

Gotham Book Mart, [1974]

Limited to 1,000 copies. Toledano B59c. Light finger soiling to wrappers; else fine.
(200/300)

286. gorey, eDwarD. The Black Doll: A Silent Film by Edward Gorey. 52 pp. (8vo) black boards, cover 
label with illustration of  the black doll, slipcase. No. 72 of  100 copies. First Edition.

New York: Gotham Book Mart, 1973

Text by Gorey though containing no illustrations other than the small cover label. Signed by 
Gorey at the colophon. Toledano A49b Slipcase and volume spine faded; near fine

(400/700)

287. gorey, eDwarD. Eight Amphigorey - various editions of  various Amphigorey titles, including two signed 
by Gorey. Includes: * Amphigorey. Wrappers. Signed on title page. Third Impression. Perigree Book, 
[1981]. * Amphigorey Too. Wrappers. Signed on title page. Second Paragon Printing. Paragon, [1982]. 
* Amphigorey Also. Boards, dust jacket. First Edition. Congdon & Weed, [1983]. * Amphigorey. 
Boards, dust jacket. First Edition. Putnam’s. [1972]. * 2 copies of: Amphigorey Too. Boards, dust 
jacket (1 is price-clipped). First Edition. Putnam’s, [1975]. One with a gift inscription on half  title page. 
* Amphigorey. Cloth-backed boards, dust jacket. Sixth Impression. Putnam’s, [1972]. * Amphigorey 
Also. Wrappers. Congdon & Weed, [1983]. Gift inscription on half  title.

Various places: Various dates

 Some light wear to jacket and volume edges; very good or near fine.
(300/500)

The auction begins at 11:00 am Pacific Time 
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288. gorey, eDwarD. The Fantod Works - ten volumes. 10 volumes with the following titles: The 
Abandoned Sock, The Disrespectful Summons, The Beastly Baby, The Lavender Leotard, Leaves 
from a Mislaid Album, The Epiplectic Bicycle, The Lost Lions, Les Passementeries Horribles, 
L’Heure Bleue, Die Fantod Werke (a German translation of  the each work within). 17x18 cm. 
(6¾x7”), illustrated wrappers, illustrated slipcase. First Edition.

[Zurich]: Diogenes, [1978]

The last book is a German translation of  the text of  each volume. Toledano A70. Slipcase edges 
rubbed; near fine volumes in very good slipcase.

(200/300)

289. gorey, eDwarD. The Listing Attic. Illustrations by Edward Gorey. 18.8x13 cm (7½x4¾”) pictorial 
boards, pictorial jacket. First Edition.

New York / Boston: Duell, Sloan and Pearce / Little, Brown and Company, [1954]

Gorey’s second book. Toledano A2a. Small chips and tears to jacket edges; volume extremities 
a touch rubbed; small sticker, rubberstamp, and number at top corner of  front free endpaper; 
near fine volume in a very good jacket.

(300/500)

290. gorey, eDwarD. Nine volumes signed by Edward Gorey.. Includes: By Edward Gorey: * The Water 
Flowers. Boards, dust jacket (price-clipped). Congdon & Weed, [1982]. * The Glorious Nosebleed. 
Boards, dust jacket. Second Printing. Dodd, Mead, [1974]. * The Epiplectic Bicycle. Boards, dust 
jacket. Peter Weed, [1969]. * The Headless Bust. Boards, dust jacket. Signed on a Harcourt Brace 
bookplate by Gorey, on front free endpaper. Harcourt Brace, [1999] * Category. Boards. Adama 
Books, [1973]. * The Hapless Child. Boards, dust jacket. Peter Weed, [1989]. * 2 copies of: The 
Hapless Child. Boards, dust jacket (1 is price-clipped). Dodd, Mead, [1980]. By other authors: * 
Neumeyer, Peter F. Why we Have Day and Night. Cloth, dust jacket (price-clipped).Young Scott 
Books, [1970].

Various places: Various dates

Each volume is signed by Edward Gorey (mostly on the title page). Light wear to edges of  
jackets and volumes; most are near fine.

(400/600)

291. gorey, eDwarD. The Remembered Visit. Color illustrated boards, dust jacket. First Edition.
New York: Simon and Schuster, [1965]

Toledano A19a. Jacket a touch yellowed and rubbed at edges; light rubbing and foxing at board 
edges; very good.

(100/150)

FIRST BOOK BOTH WRITTEN & ILLUSTRATED BY GOREY
292. gorey, eDwarD. The Unstrung Harp; Or, Mr. Earbrass Writes a Novel. Full-page illustrations by 
Edward Gorey. 18.7x13 cm. (7¼x5”), pictorial boards, pictorial jacket. First Edition.

New York / Boston: Duell, Sloan & Pearce / Little Brown, [1953]

Gorey’s first book in text and pictures. Toledano A1a. Jacket edges lightly rubbed; volume 
rubbed at extremities, small line of  cracking to front board; near fine.

(300/500)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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293. gorey, eDwarD. The Vinegar Works: Seven Volumes of  Moral Instruction. 7 volumes, of  the following 
titles: The West Wing, The Insect God, The Gashlycrumb Tinies, The Evil Garden, The Untitled 
Book, The Osbick Bird, and The Chinese Obelisks. 17x18 cm. (6¾x7”), illustrated wrappers, 
illustrated slipcase.

Zurich: Diogenes, [1972]

Toledano A47. Light extremity wear to slipcase; fine volumes in very good slipcase.
(200/300)

294. gorey, eDwarD. The Water Flowers. 15.4x17.5 cm (6x7”) boards, dust jacket. First Edition.
New York: Congdon & Weed, [1982]

Signed by Edward Gorey on the title page. Toledano A84a. Near fine.
(150/250)

295. Hawes, cHarles BoarDman. The Dark Frigate. [xii], 247, [1] pp. Illustrated. (8vo) original pictorial 
yellow cloth stamped in black, dust jacket. First Edition.

Boston: Atlantic Monthly Press, [1923]

The 1924 Newbery Award winner. Peter Parley to Penrod, p. 141. Jacket with a bit of  edge and 
corner wear, spine rubbed, split or splitting along flap folds, a few tape repairs on verso; volume 
near fine with light offset to endpapers, the scarce jacket very good.

(200/300)

LITHOGRAPHS OF HARLEM BY AL HIRSCHFELD
296. (Hirschfeld, Al) saroyan, william. Harlem as Seen by Hirschfeld. Illustrated with 24 tipped-in 
original lithographs. 6-page introduction by Saroyan. (Folio) original color pictorial cloth. No. 182 of  
1000 copies.

New York: Hyperion Press, 
1941

24 original lithographs by 
Hirschfeld, 19 of  which 
depict Harlem residents, 
the other five of  Balinese 
dancers. Hirschfeld (1903-
2003) was the revered 
master of  this type of  
joyful caricature. Inscribed 
by Hirschfeld on the half  
title: “To Joe Culliton with 
all best wishes. Hirschfeld. 
2/28/94.” Some wear 
and soiling to cloth, joints 
splitting, separation in 
gutters between free 
endpapers and flyleaves; very 
good.

(2000/3000)

Lot 296
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297. (Ives, Noble) . Cinderella or the Glass Slipper. [16] pp. (including wrappers and full page color 
illustrations). 6 full page color illustrations, plus illustrations within text, by Ives Noble. 30x25 cm 
(11¾x9¾”) color illustrated wrappers.

New York: McLoughlin Bros., 1912

 Spine heavily rubbed and worn, some darkening and finger soiling to covers, and to contents; 
some surface wear to gutter edge of  a few pages; very good.

(200/300)

298. (Kauffer, E. McNight) Defoe, Daniel. The Life and Strange Surprising Adventures of  Robinson Crusoe 
of  York Mariner. Illustrations by E. McKnight Kauffer, hand-colored by the pochoir process. (4to) 
original black cloth stamped in silver. No. 180 of  535 copies.

London: Frederick Etchells & Hugh Macdonald, 1929

Covers sunned at edges, light wear; internally fine, the illustrations vividly colored. Covers 
sunned at edges, light wear; internally fine, the illustrations vividly colored.

(150/250)

COLLECTION OF ROCKWELL KENT
299. (Kent, Rockwell) . Beowulf  - Illustrated by Rockwell Kent. Translated by William Ellery Leonard. 
Illustrated with 8 lithographs by Rockwell Kent. (Large 4to), original grey linen, stamped in white. 
No. 821 of  950 copies printed at the shop of  the Pynson Printers.

New York: Random House, 1932

With Kent’s “signature” thumbprint on the colophon. Prospectus laid in. Spine sunned, spine 
ends and corners rubbed, hinges shaken; very good.

(250/350)

300. (Kent, Rockwell) Boccaccio, giovanni. The Decameron of  Giovanni Boccaccio. 2 volumes. Translated 
by Richard Aldington. Illustrated by Rockwell Kent, including color plates. Maroon heavy buckram, 
gilt-lettered spine, slipcase with pictorial label. No. 135 of  1500 copies.

New York: Garden City, 1949

Signed by Kent at the limitation. Some wear and soiling to slipcase, corners cracking; spines a 
touch faded; volumes near fine in a very good slipcase.

(200/300)

301. (Kent, Rockwell) Butler, samuel. Erewhon. Illustrated with 2-color plates by Rockwell Kent, plus 
chapter head-pieces by him. 9½x7, printed silk over boards, slipcase. No. 177 of  1500 copies printed 
by the Pynson printers.

New York: Limited Editions Club, 1934

Signed by Kent in the colophon. Slipcase worn, soiled and with splitting at corners; volume 
spine faded; very good.

(100/150)

302. (Kent, Rockwell) Jones, Dan Burne. The Prints of  Rockwell Kent: A Catalogue Raisonné. xx, 219 pp. 
Foreword by Carl Zigrosser. Illustrations throughout from Kent’s lithographs, woodcuts, etc. (4to), 
cloth, decorative paper cover label, spine lettered in gilt, dust jacket. First Edition.

Chicago: The University of  Chicago Press, [1975]

The first definitive catalogue raisonné of  one of  the most popular print-makers of  his day. Light 
wear to jacket; fine in a near fine jacket.

(150/250)

Phone bidding is available during our auctions
Please call 415-989-2665 for more information prior to the auction.
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303. (Kent, Rockwell) melville, Herman. Moby Dick - finely bound. xxxi, 822 pp. Illustrated by Rockwell 
Kent. 17.5x13 cm (7x5¼”) in half  blue morocco and cloth, gilt decorated and lettered spine, top 
edges gilt. Binding by Henry Sotheran.

London: Cassell, [1930]

First Rockwell Kent-illustrated Edition, nicely bound. Fine.
(200/300)

304. (Kent, Rockwell) melville, Herman. Moby Dick; Or, The Whale. [xxxii], 822, [5] pp. Illustrated 
by Rockwell Kent. (8vo), original black cloth stamped in silver, pictorial dust jacket. First Kent Trade 
Edition.

New York: Random House, 1930

Small format, one-volume version of  the Lakeside Press three-volume limited edition.  Light 
wear to book and jacket, bookplate; both very good or better.

(300/500)

305. (Kent, Rockwell) roBinson, selma. City Child. 64, [1] pp. Illustrations by Rockwell Kent. (8vo) 
cloth-backed boards, paper spine label, slipcase. No. 217 of  300 copies.

New York: The Colophon Ltd., 1931

Signed by the author and with Kent’s heart-shape fingerprint at the colophon. Slipcase and spine 
a touch sunned; else fine.

(200/300)

306. (Kent, Rockwell) sHakespeare, william. The Complete Works of  William Shakespeare. 2 volumes. 
Illustrations by Rockwell Kent. (4to) 12½x9¼, blue cloth, vellum spine labels, slipcase. One of  750 
copies.

Garden City: Doubleday, Doran, 1936

Signed by Rockwell Kent at limitation in Volume 1. Slipcase split at edges; labels browned, light 
wear to cloth; else very good.

(300/500)

307. (Kent, Rockwell) sHakespeare, william. Venus and Adonis. Illustrated by Rockwell Kent. (4to) 
original calf-backed tan cloth, spine lettered in gilt. No. 313 of  1250 copies.

Rochester: Printing House of  Leo Hart, 1931

Signed by Kent at the colophon. Light wear to slipcase; spine faded and with some rubbing at 
heel; internally fine.

(200/300)

308. (Kent, Rockwell) voltaire, Jean francois marie arouet De. Candide. Illustrated by Rockwell 
Kent. (4to), original cream linen decorated in gilt. No. 1057 of  1470 copies.

New York: Random House, 1928

Signed by Rockwell Kent at the colophon. Spine sunned, light wear; very good.
(150/250)

309. kent, rockwell. After Long Years. 21 pp. Illustrated with woodcuts by Rockwell Kent. 8x5¾, 
marbled paper boards over brown cloth spine, spine lettered in gilt, original glassine. No. 163 of  250 
copies printed on hand-made paper by the Press of  A. Colish, Mount Vernon.

Ausable Forks, NY: Asgaard Press, 1968

Signed by Rockwell Kent in the colophon. Light chipping to glassine; else fine.
(200/300)
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310. kent, rockwell. After Long Years - inscribed. 21 pp. Illustrated with woodcuts by Rockwell Kent. 
8x5¾, marbled paper boards over brown cloth spine, spine lettered in gilt, original glassine. No. 24 of  
250 copies printed on hand-made paper by the Press of  A. Colish, Mount Vernon.

Ausable Forks, NY: Asgaard Press, 1968

Signed by Rockwell Kent in the colophon. This copy also signed by Sally and Rockwell Kent on 
the dedication leaf. Laid in is a typed letter regarding a 1969 Rockwell Kent exhibition, signed 
by R.V. West, Curator of  the Bowdoin College Museum of  Art. Light edge wear to glassine; 
volume slightly leaning, corners and ends a bit rubbed; gift inscription to half-title page; near 
fine in a very good glassine.

(250/350)

311. kent, rockwell. A Birthday Book. Illustrated with woodcuts by Rockwell Kent. 10x7, pictorial 
silk cloth, silk endpapers. No. 658 of  1850 hand-numbered copies by the Pynson Printers. First 
Edition.

New York: Random House, 1931

Signed by Kent in the colophon. Cloth lightly soiled; very good.
(150/250)

312. kent, rockwell. Rockwell Kent’s Greenland Journal. x, 302 pp. Illustrated by Rockwell Kent. With 
a portfolio of  6 original lithographs by Kent, one of  which is hand-signed. (8vo) white coarse cloth, 
gilt-lettered spine, slipcase with slot for extra suite of  prints. No. 241 of  1000 copies.

New York: Ivan Obolensky, [1962]

 Spine cloth foxed; else very good.
(200/300)

313. kent, rockwell. Rockwellkentiana. Few Words and Many Pictures. Bibliography and list of  prints 
by Carl Zigrosser. With 90 plates, including a color frontispiece, and many other illustrations. (4to), 
original pictorial blue cloth. First Edition.

New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1933

Inscribed by Kent on front free endpaper. Spine and board edges darkened; very good.
(200/300)

314. kent, rockwell. Salamina. xix, 336 pp. + plates. Illustrated with 22 full-page, including 
frontispiece and a double-page decorative map by the author. (8vo), blue cloth, spine decorated in 
silver, color pictorial jacket. First Edition.

New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1935

 Jacket lightly soiled, spine sunned, chipping at spine head; cloth lightly soiled; very good.
(100/150)

THREE LOTS OF RUDYARD KIPLING
315. kipling, ruDyarD. “Captains Courageous”: A Story of  the Grand Banks. viii, [2], 323 pp. Illustrated 
by I.W. Taber. Gilt-lettered pictorial green cloth, top edge gilt. First American Edition.

New York: Century, 1897

Livingston 138. Near fine with just a bit of  shelf  wear.
(200/300)

High resolution color images of  each lot are available online. 
Please visit www.pbagalleries.com
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316. kipling, ruDyarD. The Jungle Book [and] The Second Jungle Book. Comprises: The Jungle Book. [4], 
ix-xvii, [3], 303 pp. Illustrated by J.L. Kipling, W.H. Drake & P. Frenzeny, some full page, including 
frontispiece by W.H. Drake. Green  gilt-stamped cloth with elephant on front cover, 4 animals on 
spine, top edge gilt. 1894.  * The Second Jungle Book. [10], 324 pp. Illustrated by J. Lockwood 
Kipling. Terra cotta gilt-lettered blindstamped cloth , top edge gilt. 1895. Together, 2 volumes. First 
American Editions.

New York: Century, 1894, 1895

 Minor shelf  wear, 1st spine leaning; very good or better.
(300/500)

317. kipling, ruDyarD. Kim - American & English First Editions. Comprises: * Kim. [6], 460 pp. Green 
cloth, stamped in black, gilt-lettered on cover and spine, top edge gilt. New York: Doubleday, Page, 
1901. First Edition, First Issue. * Kim. [4], 413 + [2] ad pp. Red cloth, stamped and lettered in gilt, top 
edge gilt. London: Macmillan, 1901. First English Edition. Together, 2 volumes. Each illustrated with 
10 plates from photographs of  bas-reliefs by John Lockwood Kipling (Rudyard’s father).

New York & London: 1901

Kipling’s best-love novel, ranked #78 on the Modern Library 1998 list of  the 100 best English-
language novels of  the 20th century. The American edition is generally accepted as having 
preceded the English edition. This is the first issue of  the American edition, with rhymed 
chapter headings for chapters VIII and XIII only. Livingston 248 & 250. One-half  inch tear to 
cloth at spine head of  American edition, a bit of  corner wear; Englsh edition with foxing to 
endpapers and page edges, corners bumped; very good copies.

(200/300)

318. (Leech, John) smitH, alBert. The Physiology of  Evening Parties.. 71 pp. Illustrations by John Leech. 
(12mo) later half  calf  and cloth, spine lettered in gilt. Second Edition.

London: Richard Bentley, 1846

With a few additional illustrations and a letter from the author inserted at front. Armorial 
bookplate of  Campbell L. Hendriks; etched bookplate of  Frederick Hendriks by E. Evans. 
 Binding rubbed, hinges cracked; pages a touch browned; very good.

(150/200)

319. levenson, ranDal. In Search of  the Monkey Girl. 70 pp. Illustrations from photographs by Randal 
Levenson. Stories by Spalding Gray. (4to) original salmon cloth, slipcase. No. 41 of  110 copies 
(including 10 artist’s proofs).

[New York]: Aperture, [1982]

Signed by the author/photographs at the limitation statement. Photographs of  carnival 
sideshow freaks. Signed by sideshow promoter Walter L Wanous on the half  title. The original 
silver print photograph called for with this edition is not present. Fine.

(200/300)

LETTER-OPENER SCULPTURES OF LITERARY FIGURES BY RALPH MASSEY
320. massey, ralpH. Cast bronze figural letter-opener - Edgar Allan Poe. Cast bronze, approximately 9 
inches in length, weighs more than 1 pound. Polished blade topped with a figure of  Edgar Allan Poe, 
a raven perched on his left shoulder. Number 2 of  300. 
: Ralph Massey is a California artist, painting and sculpting professionally since 1961, plus he 
worked in prop and costume design for Hollywood productions such as Conan the Barbarian. He 
exhibits pieces at Huntington Botanical Gardens, The Margaret Harwell Art Museum, and The 
Long Beach Museum, among others. Lights signs of  usage; near fine.

(100/150)
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321. massey, ralpH. Cast bronze figural letter-opener - Lewis Carroll. Cast bronze, approximately 9½ 
inches in length, weighs more than 1 pound. Polished blade topped with a figure of  Lewis Carrol and 
several of  his characters, including Alice. Number 1 of  300. 
: Ralph Massey is a California artist, painting and sculpting professionally since 1961, plus he 
worked in prop and costume design for Hollywood productions such as Conan the Barbarian. He 
exhibits pieces at Huntington Botanical Gardens, The Margaret Harwell Art Museum, and The 
Long Beach Museum, among others. Fine.

(100/150)

322. massey, ralpH. Cast bronze figural letter-opener - Mark Twain. Cast bronze, approximately 9¾ inches 
in length, weighs approximately 1 pound. Polished blade topped with a figure of  Mark Twain, nude 
but for his collar, his hands covering his private bits. Number 1 of  300. 
: Ralph Massey is a California artist, painting and sculpting professionally since 1961, plus he 
worked in prop and costume design for Hollywood productions such as Conan the Barbarian. He 
exhibits pieces at Huntington Botanical Gardens, The Margaret Harwell Art Museum, and The 
Long Beach Museum, among others. Fine.

(100/150)

323. milne, a[lan] a[lexanDer]. The House at Pooh Corner. xi, [1], 178, [2] pp. Illustrated by Ernest H. 
Shepard. 7½x4¾, original rose cloth stamped in gilt, top edge gilt. First Edition.

London: Methuen, [1928]

The fourth and final volume in the Winnie-the-Pooh series. 4 page publisher’s advertisement 
for the present title and for the 3 earlier Christopher Robin books laid in. Spine sunned, cloth 
lightly worn, a few small spots, endpapers browned; two small pieces of  tape on the laid in 
advertisement; very good.

(300/500)

324. (Neilsen, Kay) quiller-coucH, artHur. The Twelve Dancing Princesses and Other Fairy Tales. 244 pp. 
16 tipped-in color plates by Nielsen. 9¼x6¼, original gilt-pictorial blue cloth.

New York: Doran, [c. 1923]

 Light wear to cloth; very good.
(150/250)

325. (Nielsen, Kay) quiller-coucH, artHur. In Powder & Crinoline: Old Fairy Tales. xii, [13]-164 pp. + 
plates. Illustrated with 24 tipped-in color plates by Kay Nielson including frontispiece; with printed 
tissue guards; plus numerous decorations and drawings. (4to), original grey cloth, front cover stamped 
pictorially in red after Nielson, spine decoratively tooled in gilt. First Trade Edition.

[London]: Hodder & Stoughton, [No date, c.1913]

An attractive collection of  fairy tales with superb color illustrations by Kay Nielson. A limited 
edition of  only 500 copies was also published in 1913 by Hodder & Stoughton. Some wear at 
edges, covers bowed; previous owner’s name on front endpaper; very good.

(500/800)

326. noBle-ives, saraH. The Story of  Teddy the Bear. [42] pp. Illustrated throughout including 5 color 
plates. 31x25 cm. (12¼x9¾”), color pictorial boards.

New York: McLoughlin Bros., [1907]

Saga of  a young bear by the name of  Teddy, whose sister was shot, and who was himself  
trapped, then adopted by a human family, before eventually being reunited with his mother; 
inspired by the Roosevelt bears. Wear to corners, cover edges rubbed, spine neatly repaired with 
paper tape; very good.

(100/150)
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OZ AND OTHER CREATIONS FROM THE MIND OF L. FRANK BAUM
327. (Oz) Baum, l. frank, et. al.. Nine Oz works. Includes: * The Yellow Knight of  Oz. First Edition, 
First Printing with “boldface” publisher’s imprint on spine. [1930]. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.112. 
* The Hungry Tiger of  Oz. With broken type on the word “two” on the last line of  p.252. Not 
among the earliest printings. First Edition. [1926]. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.252. * Tik-Tok of  Oz. No 
advertisement on verso of  half  title. With color caption plates. Later Edition. [c.1920s]. Bienvenue 
& Schmidt, p.59. * Glinda of  Oz.  No advertisement on verso of  half  title. Later Edition. [c.late 
1920s]. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.82. * Captain Salt in Oz. Later Edition, with 32-page gatherings. 
In a later dust jacket, with 38 titles listed on rear flap ending with The Hidden Valley of  Oz. Dj 
price-clipped. 1951]. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.118. * The Hungry Tiger of  Oz. Later Edition. [After 
1935]. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.108. * The Tin Woodman of  Oz. Later Edition (mid-to-later 1920s), 
Binding Variant A. [mid 1920s]. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.73. * The Wonder City of  Oz. First Edition, 
First Printing, with 16-page gatherings. [1940]. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.126 * Lucky Bucky in Oz. 
Later Edition. In dust jacket (price-clipped) that is also later listing 34 titles on rear flap ending with 
The Scalawagons of  Oz. [1944-6]. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.128.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, Various dates

 All with some wear, mostly mild; mostly very good.
(300/500)

MILITARY ABC
328. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. The Army Alphabet. Illustrated with 27 color plates (& color copyright 
page) by Harry Kennedy. Lettering by Charles Costello. 12¼x9¾, blue cloth-backed pictorial boards. 
First Edition.

Chicago: Geo. M. Hill, 1900

Written because of  the publicity generated by the 
encampment of  The Grand Army of  the Republic, this 
book ties military activities in with ABC’s. Bienvenue & 
Schmidt p.181. Rubbed edges, small tear at spine head; 
very good.

(800/1200)

329. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. Baum’s Snuggle Tales - two volumes. Includes: * The Magic Cloak and Other 
Stories. (Printed advertisement lists all six titles in the series).  Bookplate and name on front endpapers. 
[1916]. * The Gingerbread Man. Front free endpaper/advertisement leaf  not present. [1917].

Chicago: Reilly & Britton, [1916-1917]

Two volumes of  Baum’s Snuggle Tales, later issued as part of  the “Oz-Man Tales” series. 
 Moderate wear to board edges, especially to The Magic Cloak; very good.

(200/300)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com

Lot 328
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330. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. Dorothy and the Wizard in Oz. 257 pp. Illustrated with 16 color plates & 
numerous black and white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6½, light blue cloth, pictorial cover label 
with metallic gold background; inserted pictorial endpapers in black and yellow. First Edition, First 
Printing, Binding B.

Chicago: Reilly & Britton, [1908]

First state with advertisement on verso of  half-title listing three titles, The Land of  Oz, Ozma 
of  Oz, and John Dough and the Cherub; the color plates are captioned. In the secondary 
binding, with “Reilly &/ Britton” in upper and lower case at foot of  spine. Hanff  & Greene IV; 
Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.34. Spine ends frayed, edges worn, cloth soiled, front label scratched, 
hinges cracked; a few pages with evidence of  old tape repair, chip in margin of  pp.210/211; else 
good.

(200/300)

331. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. Dorothy and the Wizard of  Oz. Illustrated with 16 color plates & numerous 
black & white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6½, light blue cloth, pictorial cover label with metallic 
gold background; inserted pictorial endpapers in black & yellow. Second Printing, Binding C.

Chicago: Reilly & Britton, [1908, but c. 1911]

Second printing with 6 titles advertised on verso of  half  title, starting with The Emerald City of  
Oz. Binding C with the tin woodman illustration on the spine is not embellished in silver. The 
color plates are not captioned. Lightly rubbed at spine and corners, light spots of  soiling; very 
good.

(200/300)

332. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. Dot and Tot of  Merryland. Illustrated in color by W.W. Denslow. 8¼x6¼, 
yellow cloth pictorially stamped in gilt, red and brown. First Edition.

Chicago: George M. Hill Co., 1901

Intended as a companion to The Wonderful Wizard of  Oz, this was the final Baum/Denslow 
collaboration. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 192. Rubbed and bumped edges, light soiling and 
rubbing all over; hinges cracked; good.

(100/150)

FIRST PRINTING OF THE EMERALD CITY
333. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. The Emerald City of  Oz. 295, [1] pp. Illustrated with 16 color plates 
embellished with metallic green ink and numerous black & white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6½, 
light blue cloth, pictorial cover label embellished with metallic silver and green ink; pictorial endpapers 
in black and orange. First Edition, First Printing.

Chicago: Reilly & Britton Co., [1910]

First printing, in the primary binding featuring the elaborate cover label showing a number of  
characters traveling through the city, spine lettered in black with picture of  a rabbit in black and 
silver. The striking use of  metallic ink on the illustrations and cover label can only be found 
in this state. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 47. Rubbed, bumped at spine ends and corners, corners 
exposed (and part of  rear board at bottom exposed), light finger soiling; very good.

(700/1000)

334. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. The Emerald City of  Oz. 295, [1] pp. Illus. with 12 color plates & numerous 
black & white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6¾, light jade green cloth with color pictorial cover.

Chicago: Reilly & Britton, [c.1918-19]

With titles listed through Tin Woodman of  Oz on the verso of  the ownership page. No 
captions on the color plates. Spine imprint and publisher on title page reads Reilly & Britton. 
 Heavily worn at spine ends, a small tear at spine, some light soiling, rubbed cover label; hinges 
tender; good.

(100/150)
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335. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. Five later reprints - all but one from the “White Edition” reissue of  the Oz works. 
 Includes from the White Edition: * The Road to Oz. [1964-5]. * The Land of  Oz. [1965]. * The 
Scarecrow of  Oz. [1964]. * The Wizard of  Oz. [1965].Also: * The Emerald City of  Oz. Plain green 
cloth (no cover label), dust jacket. Reilly & Lee, [1959].

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1964-65]

Four of  the volumes are from the “White Edition” designed by Dick Martin, the book cover 
illustrations on white cloth, and adapted from various early John Neill illustrations. The Emerald 
City is not from this series, and is unusual in that it has no cover label illustration on cloth. This 
volume is dampstained on jacket and on bottom edge of  text block. Good only. Most with only 
light wear; mostly very good.

(200/300)

336. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. Glinda of  Oz. 279 + [1] pp. Illustrated with 12 color plates and numerous 
black & white drawings by John R. Neill. (8vo), tan, pictorial cover label; black & white pictorial 
endpapers. First Edition, First Printing.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1920]

Advertisement on verso of  half-title lists 13 titles through Glinda of  Oz. One of  the earliest 
copies of  the printing, with perfect type on p. 150. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.81. Lightly rubbed 
and bumped at volume extremities, light soiling; name in ink on front free endpaper and 
ownership leaf; very good.

(200/300)

337. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. John Dough and the Cherub. 314, [2] + [4] ad pp. Illustrated throughout with 
color and black & white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6½, pictorial tan cloth stamped in red, olive & 
black; color pictorial endpapers. First Edition, First Printing, Binding A.

Chicago: Reilly & Britton, [1906]

The detachable contest blank for “The Great John Dough Mystery,” is present at page 9. 
Printed on thin, mustard-colored paper. Also, page 275, line ten with the misprint “cage” instead 
of  “cave.” Bienvenue & Schmidt p. 227. Red stains on rear cover, cover and spine illustrations 
heavily rubbed away, spine ends and corners exposed; hinges tender, some red staining at 
corners of  endpaper; contents very good, binding good.

(200/300)

338. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. The Land of  Oz. 287 pp. Illustrated with 16 color plates and numerous 
black & white drawings by John R. Neill. 23x17.5 cm. (9x6½), red cloth stamped in navy blue, silver 
& green. First Edition, Second Printing.

Chicago: Reilly & Britton, [1904]

Binding D with cover title shortened to “The Land of  Oz”. Second printing with the line 
“Published, July, 1904” added below the copyright notice on verso of  title page, caption to 
illustration facing page 23 corrected to “Old Mombi...”. This copy with the endpapers applied 
in reversed orientation (i.e. Scarecrow and Tin Man in Wagon on the pastedown endpapers). 
Bienvenue & Schmidt p. 23. Spine sunned a bit, rubbing and bumping at edges, light soiling; else 
a bright and very good copy.

(100/150)

339. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. Little Wizard Stories of  Oz. 6 parts in 1, paginated separately, approx. 196 
pages in all. Illustrated with color plates by John R. Neill; ownership page designed by Maginel Wright 
Enright. 7½x5½, yellow cloth, spine lettered in red, color pictorial cover label. First Combined 
Edition, Second Printing.

Chicago: Reilly & Britton, [1914]

Second printing, printed on thicker, rougher stock, approximately 1-1/8” thick. Bienvenue & 
Schmidt p.88. Rubbed edges, light soiling; very good.

(100/150)
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340. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. The Lost Princess of  Oz. 312 pp. With 12 color plates and numerous black 
and white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6½, light blue cloth, pictorial cover label; black and white 
pictorial endpapers. First Edition, First Printing.

Chicago: Reilly & Britton, [1917]

First printing with the advertisement on verso of  ownership page listing 10 titles through The 
Lost Princess of  Oz, double-rules at top and bottom of  spine. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 71. 
 Spine yellowed, moderate rubbing at edges, light soiling, small spots of  surface wear to front 
label; a rubberstamp name repeated many times to first few leaves and endpapers (including 
title); good.

(200/300)

341. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. The Magic of  Oz. 265, [1] pp. Illustrated with 12 full-color plates and 
numerous black & white drawings by John R. Neill. (8vo), green cloth, pictorial cover label; black & 
white pictorial endpapers.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [c. 1923]

Later printing with no list of  titles on verso of  ownership leaf, plates relocated. Bienvenue & 
Schmidt, p.79. Lightly rubbed spine and corners; small bookplate on ownership leaf; very good.

(100/150)

342. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. The Magic of  Oz. 265, [1] pp. Illus. with 12 color plates and numerous black 
& white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6½, green cloth, pictorial cover label; black & white pictorial 
endpapers. First Edition, First Printing.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1919]

First printing with advertisement on verso of  ownership page listing 11 titles through The Tin 
Woodman of  Oz. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 79. Volume rubbed at edges, spine yellowed, soiling 
to rear cover; one color plate detached; very good.

(200/300)

343. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. The Master Key: An Electrical Fairy Tale. 245 pp. Illustrated with 12 color 
plates & black & white drawings by Fanny Y. Cory. 8x5¼, olive-green cloth, pictorial cover label. First 
Edition, Second State.

Indianapolis: Bowen-Merrill, [1901]

Second state in Binding ‘A’ with comma in last line on copyright page correctly set, directly to 
the right of  the ‘N’ in Brooklyn. Bienvenue & Schmidt p.196. A little rubbing to extremities 
including to “Bowen” in spine imprint, light stain to rear cover, faint rubbing to label; a few 
light fox marks within, small gold sticker to front endpaper, else very good.

(200/300)

BAUM’S NAVY ALPHABET
344. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. The Navy Alphabet. Illustrated with 28 color plates by Harry Kennedy. 
Lettering by Charles Costello. 12¼x10¼, blue cloth-backed pictorial boards. First Edition.

Chicago: George M. Hill Company, 1900

First and only edition. A companion volume to The Army 
Alphabet. Bienvenue & Schmidt p. 182. Edges worn, front hinge 
cracked; soiling to a few plates; very good.

(800/1200)

Lot 344
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345. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. The New Wizard of  Oz. 261 pp. Illustrated by W.W. Denslow including 16 
color plates. Green cloth pictorially stamped in black & orange. Third Edition.

Chicago: M.A. Donohue, [c.1913]

First printing on the Third Edition with Tin Woodman on rear cover (blank on later printing). 
Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.8. Some light wear to cloth, cup ring stain on rear cover, hinges 
cracked; long tear to one leaf  (pp.13/14); very good.

(100/150)

346. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. Ozma of  Oz. 270 pp. Illus. throughout with color & black & white drawings 
by John R. Neill. 9x6½, brown cloth with color pictorial cover label, spine stamped in black. First 
Edition, Fifth Printing.

Chicago: Reilly & Britton, [c.1918-19]

Fifth and final Reilly & Britton printing with Reilly & Britton imprint on title page but with 
Reilly & Lee Spine imprint; advertisement on p. 272 lists titles through Tin Woodman of  Oz. 
Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.31. Front cover label rippled and with a few small damp stains, light 
soiling; very good.

(200/300)

347. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. The Patchwork Girl of  Oz. 340, [2] + [6] ad pp. Illus. throughout with color 
& black & white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6½, light green cloth stamped in dark green, red & 
yellow; color pictorial endpapers. First Edition.

Chicago: Reilly & Britton, [1913]

First state of  p.35 with the “C” in “Chapter” overlapping the text; binding variant ‘A’ in light 
green (rather than tan) cloth. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 52. Spine and edges heavily rubbed 
(spine illustration hard to see), some soiling, bumping at edges, corners exposed; soiling to early 
leaves, name on ownership leaf; scattered marginal soiling to leaves; good.

(400/600)

348. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. The Patchwork Girl of  Oz. 340, [2] + [6] ad pp. Illustrated throughout with 
color & black & white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6½, light-tan cloth stamped in dark green, red & 
yellow; color pictorial endpapers. First Edition, Second State, Secondary Binding.

Chicago: Reilly & Britton, [1913]

First edition with 6 pages of  ads at end, including preliminary ad with photographs of  5 covers 
and commencing with “You Will be Glad to Know...”, followed by 5 pages of  synopses. This 
has the later state of  p.35 with the `C’ in “Chapter” corrected so that it does not overlap text. 
In the secondary binding of  light-tan cloth rather than light-green, which Hanff  & Greene note 
as scarcer than the primary binding. Hanff  & Greene VII; Bienvenue & Schmidt p.52. Heavy 
rubbing/fading to bottom corner of  both covers, rubbed extremities, light soiling; very good.

(200/300)

349. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. Rinkitink in Oz. 314 pp. Illus. with 12 color plates & numerous black & 
white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6½, light blue cloth, pictorial cover label; black & white pictorial 
endpapers. First Edition, First Printing.

Chicago: Reilly & Britton, [1916]

First printing with no advertisements on verso of  ownership page. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 
68. A color plate from another edition of  the work, laid in. Spine yellowed, soiled, and a touch 
frayed at ends, light finger soiling and rubbing elsewhere; very good.

(300/500)

High resolution color images of  each lot are available online. 
Please visit www.pbagalleries.com
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350. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. The Scarecrow and the Tin Woodman. 29, [3] pp. (including wrappers). Color 
plates. 16.5x12 cm (6½x4¾”) original color illustrated wrappers.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee Co., [c.1932]

The last three pages (including rear wrapper) are Jell-O advertisements, featuring the Scarecrow 
and the Tin Woodman. The rear outside wrapper simply illustrates the two holding a plate of  
Jell-O, viewed through a key-hole. Except for a small hole on title page, this book is fine.

(100/150)

351. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. The Scarecrow of  Oz. 288 pp. Illustrated with 12 color plates and numerous 
black & white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6½, green cloth, pictorial cover label; black & white 
pictorial endpapers.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [c. 1925-30]

Later printing with no list of  titles on verso of  half  title. Bienvenue & Schmidt p.64. Light 
soiling to cloth; very good.

(100/150)

352. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. The Sea Fairies. 239, [1] pp. Illustrated with 12 duotone plates with iridescent 
ink & numerous black & white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x61/2, green cloth, pictorial cover label; 
pictorial color endpapers. First Edition, First State.

Chicago: Reilly & Britton, [1911]

First state with front cover label illustrating the heads of  the 3 principal characters, the last two 
lines of  page 95 transposed, and lines 14 and 15 of  page 105 also transposed. This is the first 
volume in the “Trot” series, which Baum hoped would replace Oz in his readers’ affections. It 
did not, but the Sea Fairies is one of  his most imaginative books, especially with the marvelous 
iridescent plates. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 244. Rubbed and darkened at spine and edges, cover 
label rubbed, soiling; light marginal finger soiling scattered within; good.

(200/300)

353. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. Sky Island: Being the Further Exciting Adventures of  Trot and Cap’n Bill after 
Their Visit to the Sea Fairies. 287, [1] pp. Illustrated with 12 color plates and numerous black & white 
drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6½, red cloth, color pictorial cover label, spine stamped in black, color 
pictorial endpapers. First Edition.

Chicago: Reilly & Britton, [1912]

This, a sequel to The Sea Fairies, is considered one of  John R. Neill’s finest books, filled with 
vivid fantasy images. This copy with the color pictorial endpapers. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 247. 
 Light rubbing and bumping to extremities; name on ownership leaf; very good.

(200/300)

354. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. Tik-Tok of  Oz. 271, [1] pp. Illustrated with 12 color plates and numerous 
black & white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6½, medium-blue cloth, pictorial cover label; inserted 
color pictorial endpapers of  maps of  Oz. First Edition, First Printing.

Chicago: Reilly & Britton, [1914]

First printing, with advertisements on verso of  half-title listing 6 titles through The Patchwork 
Girl of  Oz, and with horizontal double rules at top and bottom of  spine. Bienvenue & Schmidt, 
p. 58. Lightly rubbed at extremities, light rubbing and soiling to cover label; name and message 
in ink on ownership leaf; very good.

(400/600)

Absentee bids are accepted by phone.  
Please call us at 415-989-2665 prior to the auction.
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355. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. The Tin Woodman of  Oz. 287, [1] pp. With 12 color plates and numerous 
black & white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6½, red cloth, color pictorial cover label; black & white 
pictorial endpapers. First Edition.

Chicago: Reilly & Britton, [1918]

The only printing with the Reilly & Britton imprint, all later printings by Reilly & Lee. Bienvenue 
& Schmidt, p. 75. Spine ends and corners rubbed, two tiny holes at front joint, a few marks/
spots of  soiling; name on ownership leaf; very good.

(300/500)

FIRST STATE OF THE WONDERFUL WIZARD
356. (Oz) Baum, l. frank. The Wonderful Wizard of  Oz. 261 pp. Illustrated by W.W. Denslow with 24 
tipped-in color plates including the title, plus numerous duotone illustrations in the text; pictorial 
pastedowns. 21.4x16 cm. (8¼x6½,”), light green cloth pictorially stamped in green and red. First 
Edition, First State, Second Binding.

Chicago: George M. Hill Co., 1900

First state of  the first edition of  the 
first Oz book, in binding state B 
(Geo. M. Hill stamped on spine in 
red, in plain unserifed type): p.14, line 
1 has “low wail on...”; p.81, fourth 
line from bottom has “peices”; 
p.[227], line 1 begins “While Tin 
Woodman...”; the colophon at the 
end of  the book is set in 11 lines and 
is enclosed in a box; perfect type on 
p.100, last line, and perfect type on 
p.186, last line; the color plate facing 
p.34 has 2 dark-blue blots on the 
moon, and the plate facing page 92 
has red shading on the horizon; the 
verso of  the title-page is blank, with 
no copyright notice; the publisher’s 
advertisement on p.[2] is enclosed in 
a box. Bienvenue & Schmidt p.4. Ink 
Inscription on front free endpaper, 
“A Merry Christmas to Lucy from 
Julia, Dec. 25, 1900.” Moderate 
soiling and rubbing to covers, spine 
repaired/recased with crimping to the 
upper portion, corners just showing; 
wear to hinges at endpapers, else very 
good, contents quite nice with only 
modest finger soiling,, better than 
usually found. With custom folding 
cloth box.

(7000/10000)

Absentee bids are accepted by phone.  
Please call us at 415-989-2665 prior to the auction.

Lot 356
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LUCKY BUCKY IN FIRST STATE OF THE DUST JACKET
357. (Oz) neill, JoHn r.. Lucky Bucky in Oz. 289 pp. Illustrated by Neill. 8¾x6½, blue-green cloth, 
pictorial cover label; black & white pictorial endpapers, color pictorial dust jacket. First Edition.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1942]

First printing, with vignette of  a boy on spine. With the scarce first printing of  the dust jacket, 
with the price of  $1.50 on the front flap, and a Wartime note from “Bucky of  Oz” on the rear 
flap. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 128. Jacket spine a touch sunned, chipping and other light wear to 
jacket edges; yellow spots to volume spine, lightly rubbed extremities; very good.

(500/800)

358. (Oz) neill, JoHn r.. The Scalawagons of  Oz. 309 pp. Illustrated by the author. 22.8x16.8 cm. 
(9x6½”), reddish-purple cloth, pictorial cover label, black & white pictorial endpapers, pictorial dust 
jacket. First Edition.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1941]

First edition, with title on spine printed diagonally, with “Scalawagons” hyphenated on two 
lines. In the rare first issue jacket, with titles listed through “Scallywagons of  Oz”, misspelled as 
such on rear flap fold. That typo was corrected on the second printing of  the jacket. Bienvenue 
& Schmidt, p. 127. Chips and tears to jacket edges, some of  original jacket lacking, and heavily 
restored (most of  front flap fold and nearly half  of  front panel, is new, plus spine heel, and 
“The” of  title at spine head) volume spine sunned, a touch rubbed at extremities; else a near 
fine volume in a good, heavily restored jacket.

(200/300)

359. (Oz) neill, JoHn r.. The Wonder City of  Oz. Illustrated by Neill. (8vo), orange cloth, pictorial 
cover label; black & white pictorial endpapers. First Edition.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1940]

First edition, with 16-page gatherings. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 126. Light edge wear, spine a 
touch faded; very good.

(100/150)

360. (Oz) snow, Jack. The Magical Mimics in Oz. Illustrated with black & white drawings by Frank 
Kramer. (8vo), light gray cloth, pictorial cover label; pictorial endpapers in green. First Edition, First 
State.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1946]

First state with thickness of  volume measuring over 1”. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.133. Rubbed 
extremities, some finger soiling; bookplate on verso of  front free endpaper, plus neat hand-
coloring to most plates within; very good.

(80/120)

361. (Oz) snow, Jack. The Shaggy Man of  Oz. 254 pp. Illustrated with black & white drawings by Frank 
Kramer. (8vo), gray cloth, pictorial cover label, black & white pictorial endpapers. First Edition, First 
Printing.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1949]

First printing, with pictorial endpapers. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.134. A faint touch of  wear to 
cover label edges; name on ownership leaf; near fine.

(150/250)
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OZ BY RUTH PLUMLY THOMPSON
362. (Oz) [tHompson, rutH plumly &] l. frank Baum. The Royal Book of  Oz. 312 pp. Illusrated with 
12 color plates and numerous black & white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6½, gray cloth, pictorial 
cover label; black & white pictorial endpapers. First Edition, First State.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1921]

This book was actually almost totally the work of  Thompson, despite what the title page says. 
First state with misspelled caption on plate facing p.255 (“...Scarecorw’s...”), and plates coated 
only on one side. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 102. Lightly rubbed and bumped at spine ends and 
corners; very good.

(200/300)

363. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. Captain Salt in Oz. 306 pp. Illustrated with black & white drawings 
by John R. Neill. 8¾x6½, blue cloth, pictorial cover label; black & white pictorial endpapers; color 
pictorial jacket. First Edition, First Printing.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1936]

First Printing with 16-page gatherings. In the rare first printing jacket, the rear flap listing 29 
titles through Captain Salt in Oz. This is the first Oz book to be published without color plates. 
Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 118. Jacket price-clipped, with heavy edge wear including large chips 
at spine head and bottom edges of  flap folds, several tears at edges, long tear at front flap fold, 
some tape repair at edges on verso; small number rubberstamp on rear pastedown; a near fine 
volume in a good jacket.

(300/500)

364. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. The Cowardly Lion of  Oz. 291 pp. Illustrated with 12 color plates 
and numerous black & white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6½, green cloth, pictorial cover label; black 
& white pictorial endpapers. First Edition.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1923]

First binding with non-standard ampersand in the spine imprint. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 104. 
 Rubbed and bumped spine ends and corners, moderate soiling to rear cover; small paper repair 
to hinges; name on ownership leaf; very good.

(400/600)

365. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. The Curious Cruise of  Captain Santa. [5]-124 pp. Illus. by John R. 
Neill. 9½x7, gray cloth, color pictorial cover label. First Edition.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1926]

This was the only edition of  this book, which was the only non-Oz collaboration between 
Thompson and Neill. Some light wear to binding, spine ends frayed, bookplate of  Melvin A. 
Denny; a few leaves with old tape repairs; very good.

(200/300)

366. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. The Giant Horse of  Oz. 283 pp. Illustrated with 12 color plates & 
numerous black & white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6½, brick-red cloth, pictorial cover label; black 
& white pictorial endpapers. First Edition, First Printing.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1928]

First printing with misprint “Oniberon” for “Quiberon” in frontispiece caption; “r” in 
“morning” (p.116, line 1) in perfect type, making this one of  the earliest copies of  the first 
printing. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 110. Extremities rubbed, some soiling at edges of  rear cover; 
very good.

(200/300)

Absentee bids are accepted by phone.  
Please call us at 415-989-2665 prior to the auction.
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GNOME KING IN FIRST PRINTING JACKET
367. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. The Gnome King of  Oz. 282 pp. Illustrated with 12 color plates 
by John R. Neill. 23x17 cm (83/4x61/2”), light jade-green cloth, pictorial cover label; black & white 
pictorial endpapers, color pictorial dust jacket. First Edition.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1927]

Rare in original dust jacket. First Printing jacket with rear flap listing 20 titles through The 
Gnome King of  Oz. Bienvenue & Schmidt p. 109; Hanff  & Greene XXI. Jacket spine 
darkened, several chips and tears to jacket edges, some tears at flap folds, a few large chips 
including a 1½” chip at top edge of  front panel; volume a bit soiled at spine head, light shelf  
wear; very good volume in an about very good jacket.

(500/800)

368. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. The Gnome King of  Oz. 282 pp. Illustrated with 12 color plates by 
John R. Neill. 8¾x6½, bright emerald cloth, pictorial cover label; black & white pictorial endpapers. 
First Edition.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1927]

Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 109. Rubbed and bumped spine ends and corners, yellow soiling to 
spine, dark spots on rear cover; a bit of  foxing to endpapers; good.

(200/300)

369. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. Grampa in Oz. 271 + [7] ad (i.e. 4 leaves printed on rectos only) 
pp. 12 color plates (no color frontispiece, as issued). 9x6½, light brick-red cloth, pictorial cover label, 
black & white endpapers. First Edition, First Printing.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1924]

First printing with perfect type in numeral on p.171. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 105. Rubbed at 
spine, edges and a bit at cover label, stray pen mark; name on ownership leaf; very good.

(200/300)

370. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. Handy Mandy in Oz. 271 pp. Illustrated by John R. Neill. 9x6½, 
blue cloth, pictorial cover label, black & white pictorial endpapers. First Edition.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1937]

First state with picture of  Handy Mandy on spine. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 119. Soiling and 
wear at edges, especially spine end and bottom rear cover, spine a bit darkenend, edges a bit 
frayed; light dampstain on bottom corner of  text block; very good.

(200/300)

371. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. The Hungry Tiger of  Oz. 261, [3] pp. + [2] ad leaves. Illustrated 
with 12 color plates and numerous black & white drawings by John R. Neill. (8vo), dark green cloth, 
pictorial cover label; black & white pictorial endpapers. First Edition, First Printing.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1926]

First printing with plates coated on printed side only; hyphen on the last line of  p.21; the word 
“two” (p.252, last line) in unbroken type, indicating this is one of  the “earliest copies” of  the 
first printing. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.108. Some light bumping to corners, very faint marks on 
rear cover; near fine.

(200/300)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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372. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. The Hungry Tiger of  Oz. 261, [3] pp. + [2] ad leaves. Illustrated 
with 12 color plates & numerous black & white drawings by John R. Neill. 9x6½, dark green cloth, 
pictorial cover label; black & white pictorial endpapers, later dust jacket. First Edition, First State.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1926]

First state with plates coated on printed side only; hyphen on the last line of  p.21; the word 
“two” (p.252, last line) in slightly broken type, indicating this is not one of  the “earliest copies” 
of  the first printing. Jacket lists titles through ‘Ozoplaning with the Wizard of  Oz’ (c. 1939). 
Hanff  & Greene XX; Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.108. Minor wear to jacket edges; light wear and 
soiling to covers, front hinge cracking; else very good.

(200/300)

373. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. Jack Pumpkinhead of  Oz. 252, [2] advertisement pp. 12 color plates 
by John R. Neill. 23x17 cm (9x6¾”) gray cloth with color pictorial label. First Edition.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1929]

Bienvenue & Schmidt p.111. Scratches to cover illustration, edges worn, hinges repaired; good.
(200/300)

374. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. Kabumpo in Oz. 297 pp. Illustrations by John R. Neill. Green 
cloth, pictorial label, dust jacket. Reprint.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1922, but after 1946]

Later printing, rear jacket flap with list of  titles to Magical Mimics in Oz. Front jacket flap 
clipped, some light wear at edges; volume fine.

(100/150)

375. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. The Lost King of  Oz. 280 pp. Illustrated with 12 color plates by 
John R. Neill. 9x6½, blue cloth, pictorial cover label, black & white pictorial endpapers. First Edition.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1925]

With plates coated on printed side only. Broken type on the letter “k” on page 193, line 4 
making this not among the earliest copies first printing. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 107. Lightly 
rubbed spine ends and corners, light soiling; else a near fine copy.

(200/300)

376. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. Pirates in Oz. Illustrated with 12 color plates by John R. Neill. 
9x6½, green cloth, pictorial cover label; black & white pictorial endpapers, later dust jacket. First 
Edition, First State.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee Co., [1931]

First state binding with spine imprint in boldface. Jacket with titles through ‘The Hidden Valley 
of  Oz’ (c. 1951). Hanff  & Greene XXV. Jacket lightly edge worn and with some creasing; spine 
a touch faded, light edge wear, hinges tender; else very good.

(250/350)

377. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. The Purple Prince of  Oz. 281 pp. Illustrated with 12 color plates by 
John R. Neill. 9x6½, lilac cloth, pictorial cover label, pictorial endpapers, dust jacket. First Edition.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1932, but c. 1934]

Binding ‘B’ with spine imprint in semiscript type. Jacket lists 36 titles through Magical Mimics of  
Oz. Jacket lightly chipped, some tears, several tape repairs on verso, front flap clipped (although 
price still present); faint marks to rear volume cover; very good.

(300/500)
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378. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. The Purple Prince of  Oz. 281 pp. Illustrated with 12 color plates by 
John R. Neill. (8vo), dark purple cloth, pictorial cover label, pictorial endpapers. First Edition.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1932]

First binding with spine imprint in boldface type. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.114. Spine a bit 
faded, lightly rubbed at spine ends and corners; else a near fine copy.

(300/500)

379. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. The Silver Princess in Oz. Illustrated with black & white drawings 
by John R. Neill. 22.8x16.8 cm. (9x6½”), blue cloth, pictorial cover label. black & white pictorial 
endpapers. First Edition, First Printing, First Binding

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1938]

First Printing, First Binding (Binding A), with lettering to front cover embellished with silver, 
and the illustration on the spine is a girl’s face (Handy Mandy). Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 120. 
 Spine a touch faded, rubbed and bumped at edges, a few faint stray marks; name on ownership 
leaf; very good.

(200/300)

380. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. The Silver Princess in Oz. Illustrated with black & white drawings by 
John R. Neill. (8vo), red cloth, pictorial cover label; black & white pictorial endpapers. First Edition, 
First Printing, First Binding.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1938]

First printing with 16-page gatherings; binding ‘A’ with Handy Mandy illustration on spine; the 
title on the cover label, except for the Oz monogram, is printed in metallic-silver ink. Bienvenue 
& Schmidt, p.120. Rubbed at spine ends and corners, spine head a touch frayed, spine leaning 
a bit; front free endpaper detaching, rear hinge cracked; else contents clean and near fine; very 
good.

(100/150)

381. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. Speedy in Oz. 298 pp. Illustrated with 12 color plates by John R. 
Neill. 9x6½, light blue cloth, pictorial cover label; black & white pictorial endpapers. First Edition, 
First State.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1934]

First state with Reilly & Lee imprint on spine in semi-script, “fancy” letters. All later printings 
were issued without color plates. Bienvenue & Schmidt p.116; Hanff  & Greene, XXVIII. 
 Rubbed at extremities, light finger soiling, yellow spotting to front cover label; very good.

(200/300)

382. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. Speedy in Oz. 298 pp. Illustrated with 12 color plates by John R. 
Neill. 9x6½, blue cloth, pictorial cover label; black & white pictorial endpapers.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1934]

First Edition.All later printings were issued without color plates. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 116. 
 Spine a bit worn, lightly rubbed at extremities; very good.

(200/300)

383. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. The Wishing Horse of  Oz. 297 pp. Illustrated with 12 color plates 
by John R. Neill. (8vo), light blue cloth, pictorial cover label. First Edition.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1935]

This was the last Oz book to be issued with color plates, and all subsequent printings of  this 
book did not contain the plates. This is the only Reilly & Lee Oz book that was not issued with 
its own pictorial endpapers. Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.117. Spine yellowed, a bit rubbed and 
bumped at spine ends and corners; very good.

(150/250)
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384. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. The Wishing Horse of  Oz. 297 pp. Illustrated with 12 color plates 
by John R. Neill. 9x6½, lavender cloth, pictorial cover label; later dust jacket. First Edition.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1935]

This was the last Oz book to be issued with color plates, and all subsequent printings of  this 
book did not contain the plates. Jacket titles listed to ‘The Hidden Valley of  Oz’ (c. 1951). 
Hanff  & Greene XXIX; Bienvenue & Schmidt, p.117. Small ink number on rear jacket flap; 
light wear and soiling to cloth; else very good in a like jacket.

(250/350)

385. (Oz) tHompson, rutH plumly. The Yellow Knight of  Oz. Illustrated with 12 color plates by John 
R. Neill. 9x6½, red cloth, pictorial cover label. First Edition, First Binding.

Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1930]

First binding, with spine imprint in boldface. Hanff  & Greene, XXIV; Plate 79. Rubbed at 
edges; hinges tender; very good.

(100/150)

386. (Parrish, Maxfield) saunDers, louise. The Knave of  Hearts. Illustrated throughout in color by 
Maxfield Parrish, including ownership page, title-page, character page, 11 full-page plates and 9 large 
color illustrations in text. (Folio) 32x27.5 cm. (12½x10½”), pictorial spiral-bound wrappers. First 
Edition.

Racine, WI.: Artists and Writer’s Guild, [1925]

 Several small scratch marks to front cover, very faint dampstain on front cover label, cloth 
rubbed; some finger soiling early on; else contents clean; very good.

(300/500)

THREE BY WILLY POGANY
387. (Pogany, Willy) coleriDge, samuel taylor. The Rime of  the Ancient Mariner. Designed and 
illustrated throughout by Willy Pogany with mounted color plates, decorative pieces printed in black 
and green, and color half-title and title. (Folio), original green cloth color, pictorially gilt, top edge gilt. 
First Trade Edition.

London: Harrap, [1910]

One of  Pogany’s most desirable works. Some edge wear, corners bumped; very good.
(500/800)

388. (Pogany, Willy) kanos, ignacZ. Forty-Four Turkish Fairy Tales. 16 color plates by Willy Pogany; 
other illustrations in text. (Large 8vo) original tan cloth, stamped in black, gilt and blue. First Edition.

London: Harrap, [c.1913]

 Light wear, front hinge cracked, foxing to edges of  page block; very good.
(150/250)

389. (Pogany, Willy) wagner, ricHarD. The Tale of  Lohengrin, Knight of  the Swan. Illustrated and with 
decorations by Willy Pogany; every page printed by offset lithography (most with color) on laid paper; 
8 mounted color plates. (4to), original brown cloth, stamped in gilt, blind and purple, slipcase with 
illustration . 

London: Harrap, [c.1913]

Beautiful edition, with many full-page color illustrations in addition to the mounted plates. 
 Slipcase lightly worn; volume fine.

(300/500)

PBA Galleries has an in-house shipping department 
ensuring your items arrive safely at reasonable cost.  
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390. pyle, HowarD. Howard Pyle’s Book of  Pirates. xviii, 247 pp. Compiled with a Foreword by Merle 
Johnson. Illustrated with 38 plates (14 in color with 2 tipped-in); plus several wood engravings and 
drawings throughout by Howard Pyle. (4to) original cloth-backed boards. First Edition.

New York & London: Harper & Brothers, 1921

Publisher’s code “D-V” on the copyright page. Classic illustrated book abounding in Pyle’s 
stylish renderings of  pirates. A touch of  shelf  wear; lightly foxed within; near fine.

(300/500)

PYLE’S PIRATES – 1 OF 50 COPIES
391. pyle, HowarD. Howard Pyle’s Book of  Pirates - one of  50 copies, signed with original drawing by Merle 
Johnson. xviii, 247 pp. Compiled with a Foreword by Merle Johnson. Illustrated with 38 plates (14 in 
color with 2 tipped-in); plus several wood engravings and drawings throughout by Howard Pyle. (4to) 
white cloth-backed gray boards, color illustrated cover label. No. 27 of  50 copies. First Edition.

New York & London: Harper & Brothers, 1921

With a full page doodle by Merle Johnson, signed and dated Feb. 2, 1926. Drawing is of  a pirate 
ship, a man on an island, a monkey watching it all (“oldest inhabitant”), and a shark in the water, 
(“I’ll git im when he tries to swim off.”) Signed by Merle Johnson on limitation statement. 
Publisher’s code “D-V” on the copyright page. The first printing from new plates, limited to 50 
copies. Binding heavily rubbed; faint dampstain along top edge of  first 50 leaves, worming at 
bottom corner of  a few leaves; very good.

(600/900)

392. pyle, HowarD. Howard Pyle’s Book of  The American Spirit. xiii, [5], 346 pp. Compiled by Merle 
Johnson with Narrative Descriptive Text from Original Sources. Edited by Francis J. Dowd. With 
22 color plates and numerous black and white illustrations from engravings, paintings and drawings 
throughout by Howard Pyle. (4to) 12x8¾, cloth-backed tan boards, color pictorial cover label by Pyle, 
jacket with color pictorial cover label by Pyle. First Edition.

New York & London: Harper & Brothers, 1923

One of  Pyle’s more celebrated titles. Light wear to jacket edges; near fine volume in a near fine 
jacket.

(300/500)

393. pyle, HowarD. Two later editions of  Howard Pyle works. Includes: * Howard Pyle’s Book of  Pirates. 
Cloth-backed boards. Publisher’s Code K-E on copyright. * Howard Pyle’s Book of  the American 
Spirit. Publisher’s Code L-X on copyright. 1923.

New York & London: Harper & Brothers, Various dates

 Some edge wear, especially to spine ends; very good.
(200/300)

COLLECTION OF ARTHUR RACKHAM
394. (Rackham, Arthur) . The Allies Fairy Book. Illustrations by Arthur Rackham, including 11 (of  12) 
color plates. (8vo) original green cloth stamped in gilt and white. First American Trade Edition.

Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Co., [1916]

Latimore & Haskell p.45. Light wear and soiling to cloth, bookplate, rear hinge cracked; lacking 
frontispiece; light foxing; good.

(100/150)

Absentee bids may be placed directly from the item description 
in the online version of  the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com
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395. (Rackham, Arthur) Barrie, J.m.. Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens.. Illustrated with 50 tipped-in color 
plates by Arthur Rackham; printed tissue guards. (Large 8vo) original gilt-decorated and lettered red 
cloth. Sixth British Edition.

London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1909

One of  the most desirable of  Rackham’s illustrated works, first published in 1906.  Latimore & 
Haskell p. 27 (later issue). Light wear at spine ends; near fine.

(200/300)

396. (Rackham, Arthur) Burney, frances. Evelina. xv, 417, + 32 ad pp. 16 full page illustrations by 
Arthur Rackham. (8vo) original gray-blue cloth stamped in brown, top edge gilt. Housed in a custom 
chemise and green morocco backed slipcase, spine lettered in gilt. First Edition, later issue.

London: Geo. Newnes, 1898

Later issue with full publisher’s catalog at rear rather than the 1 ad page in first issue. Latimore 
& Haskell p. 10-11. Light wear to slipcase; spine darkened, light soiling to cloth; else very good.

(200/300)

397. (Rackham, Arthur) Dickens, cHarles. A Christmas Carol. [xii], 147, [1] pp. 12 color plates by 
Arthur Rackham. (8vo) 7¾x5¾, modern full red morocco, spine gilt, all edges gilt. First American 
Trade Edition.

Philadelphia: Lippincott, [1915]

Latimore & Haskell, p.44. Fine.
(200/300)

398. (Rackham, Arthur) graHame, kennetH. The Wind in the Willows. xiv, 190 pp. 12 color plates by 
Arthur Rackham. (8vo) red and blue clothdust jacket. First Rackham Trade Edition.

New York: Heritage, [1966]

The last work illustrated by Arthur Rackham. Includes several illustrations not included in the 
Limited Editions Club issue. Jacket chipped and with several short tears; gift inscription on front 
free endpaper; near fine in a good jacket.

(100/150)

399. (Rackham, Arthur) grimm BrotHers. Little Brother & Little Sister and Other Tales. Illustrated 
by Arthur Rackham including 12 tipped-in color plates on gray paper. 10x7½, modern green half  
morocco, original gilt decorated cover cloth mounted to new boards, spine gilt. First Rackham Trade 
Edition.

London: Constable & Co., [1917]

Latimore & Haskell, p.46. Mild soiling to cloth; a few plates with small creases at corners; light 
foxing; very good.

(300/500)

400. (Rackham, Arthur) ingolDsBy, tHomas [pseuD of ricHarD BarHam].. The Ingoldsby Legends. 
 Illustrated by Arthur Rackham, including 24 tipped-in color plates on green paper and 12 tinted full-
page illustrations. (4to), original greencloth, stamped in gilt, top edge gilt, other edges uncut. Second 
Edition, First Trade Printing.

London: J.M. Dent, 1907

The second edition with illustrations by Rackham, the first in 1898. This edition with some 
change in the illustrations. Latimore & Haskell p.30. Edges lightly worn, light soiling to cloth; 
very good.

(150/250)
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401. (Rackham, Arthur) lamB, cHarles anD mary. Tales from Shakespeare. xii, 362 pp. 12 illustrations 
by Arthur Rackham including color frontispiece. (12mo) 6x3¾, original blue cloth. Housed in a 
custom chemise and brown morocco backed slipcase, spine lettered in gilt. First Rackham Edition.

London: J.M. Dent, 1899

Latimore & Haskell p. 12. Light wear to slipcase; light edge wear to volume; else very good.
(200/300)

402. (Rackham, Arthur) lever, cHarles. Charles O’Malley: The Irish Dragoon. [2], x, 628 pp. 16 full 
page illustrations by Rackham. (8vo), original maroon cloth, spine and cover stamped in gilt. First 
American Edition.

New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1897

A scarce early work with Rackham illustrations. Latimore & Haskell, p. 10. Light wear to 
binding, bookplate, front hinge cracked, rear hinge starting; very good.

(200/300)

403. (Rackham, Arthur) malory, tHomas. The Romance of  King Arthur and His Knights of  the Round 
Table. xxiv, 509 pp. 16 color plates by Arthur Rackham. (8vo), original blue cloth stamped in gilt. First 
Trade Edition.

London: Macmillan, 1917

Latimore & Haskell p.47. Light wear to spine ends and corners; very good.
(200/300)

404. (Rackham, Arthur) milton, JoHn. Comus. Illustrated by Arthur Rackham, including 24 color 
plates tipped-in on brown paper, printed guards. (4to) original vellum-backed boards, pictorial 
endpapers, top edge gilt, other edges uncut. No. 337 of  550 copies. First Rackham Edition.

London: Heinemann, [1921]

Signed by Rackham at limitation statement. Latimore & Haskell, p.54. Soiling to binding, small 
ship at spine heel, front joint starting; a few of  the plates with small corner creases; very good.

(400/700)

405. (Rackham, Arthur) poe, eDgar allan. Tales of  Mystery & Imagination. Illustrations by Arthur 
Rackham, including 12 color plates. (Large 8vo), original black cloth stamped in gilt. First English 
Trade Edition.

London: George C. Harrap, [1935]

Latimore & Haskell p. 72. Light wear, previous owner’s name on front free endpaper and flyleaf; 
very good.

(200/300)

406. (Rackham, Arthur) rossetti, cHristina. Goblin Market. 45 pp. 4 full page color plates and 19 
black and white illustrations by Arthur Rackham. (8vo), original pictorial stiff  wrapers, dust jacket. 
First Trade Edition.

London: George G. Harrap, [1933]

Latimore & Haskell p.69. Jacket lightly edge worn; light foxing within; book and jacket very 
good.

(300/500)

Bids may be placed during the auction using the Real-Time Bidder 
on our website at www.pbagalleries.com
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407. (Rackham, Arthur) . Some British Ballads. 16 tipped-in color plates. (4to), original blue cloth, 
lettered and decorated in gilt. First American Trade Edition.

New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., [1919]

Latimore & Haskell p. 50. Light wear and soiling to cloth, dampstain to rear cover and a few 
leaves at rear; still about very good.

(150/250)

408. (Rackham, Arthur) wagner, ricHarD. The Rhinegold & The Valkyrie. Translated by Margaret 
Armour. Illustrated with 34 tipped-in color plates by Arthur Rackham; printed tissue guards. (4to), 
original blue cloth, stamped in gilt. First American Rackham Trade Edition.

New York: Doubleday, Page & Co., 1910

The first volume in Wagner’s The Ring of  the Niblung trilogy, with lovely tipped-in plates 
by Rackham. This is the same as the English trade edition with the exception of  the binding, 
which on the English edition is brown buckram. Latimore & Haskell p. 37. Spotting and soiling 
to cloth, label mounted to inside front cover, small spots of  paper adhered to rear cover; light 
foxing; good.

(100/150)

409. (Rackham, Arthur) wagner, ricHarD. The Rhinegold & The Valkyrie. Translated by Margaret 
Armour. Illustrated with 34 tipped-in color plates by Arthur Rackham; printed tissue guards. (4to), 
original gilt-stamped and lettered pictorial brown buckram. First Rackham Trade Edition.

London: Heinemann, 1910

The first volume in Wagner’s The Ring of  the Niblung trilogy, with lovely tipped-in plates by 
Rackham. Latimore & Haskell p. 37. A few small spots to cloth, lacking front free endpaper; 
very good.

(100/150)

410. (Rackham, Arthur) wagner, ricHarD. Siegfried & The Twilight of  the Gods. Translated by Margaret 
Armour. 30 tipped-in color plates by Arthur Rackham with printed tissue guards. (4to) original cloth-
backed patterned boards, stamped in gilt. First American Trade Edition.

New York: Doubleday, Page & Co., 1911

The second volume in The Ring of  the Niblung trilogy. Latimore & Haskell p. 37. Spine 
darkened, edges rubbed; very good.

(100/150)

RACKHAM’S BOOK OF PUCTURES, 1 OF 1030 SIGNED COPIES
411. rackHam, artHur. Arthur Rackham’s Book of  Pictures. 
 Introduction by Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch. Illustrated by 
Arthur Rackham, including 44 tipped-in color plates on 
brown paper, printed guards. (4to) original white cloth, 
stamped in gilt, top edge gilt. No. 581 of  1030 copies. First 
Edition.

London: William Heinemann, [1913]

Signed by Rackham at the limitation statement. 
Latimore & Haskell, p.41. Spine a touch sunned, a bit 
of  soiling to cloth, previous owner’s name erased from 
printed bookplate inside front cover; light foxing; very 
good.

(1200/1800)

Lot 411
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412. remington, freDeric. Done in the Open. Illustrated throughout by Frederic Remington, mostly 
full-page, some double-page (including one in color). (Folio) original cloth-backed pictorial boards. 
Early reprint.

New York: P.F. Collier, 1903

First published the prior year. Howes R204. Covers worn and with some wear and soiling; 
binding detached at front hinge; paper a touch browned; very good.

(200/300)

413. (Robinson, W. Heath) sHakespeare, william. A Midsummer-Night’s Dream. 12 tipped-in color 
plates, and decorations, by W. Heath Robinson. 28.5x22 cm (11¼x8½”) green cloth, spine and front 
cover illustrated in dark green, gilt, pink, purple, and yellow. First Trade Edition.

London: Constable & Co., 1914

 Edges of  text block lightly foxed, spine ends a touch bumped; light marginal foxing; else near 
fine.

(300/500)

TWO SCULPTURES BY RALPH MASSEY
414. (Sculpture) massey, ralpH. Detective Stories - book sculpture by California artist Ralph Massey. Sculpture, 
hand-painted in color, of  three figures: A Chinaman with an axe, a detective, and a swooning lady in a 
red dress. 30 cm (11¾”) tall. The three figures set on the backdrop of  an open book. Made of  resin.
Ojai, California: No. 1 of  50, signed and numbered in the sculpture on the book spine. Ralph 
Massey is a California artist, painting and sculpting professionally since 1961, plus he worked in 
prop and costume design for Hollywood productions such as Conan the Barbarian. He exhibits 
pieces at Huntington Botanical Gardens, The Margaret Harwell Art Museum, and The Long Beach 
Museum, among others. Near fine.

(400/600)

415. (Sculptures) massey, ralpH allen. Drawin’ a Bead on It - bookish sculpture by California artist Ralph 
Massey. Hand-painted sculpture of  a cowboy, sitting upon a tall stack of  books, one hand holding 
a book, the other hand rested on his pistol in his holster. Mounted on oval granite base with an 
engraved gold label. 31 cm (12”) tall. Made of  resin.
[Ojai, California]:  
No. 7 of  150 copies. Signed by Massey and numbered in white at bottom. Ralph Massey is a 
California artist, painting and sculpting professionally since 1961, plus he worked in prop and 
costume design for Hollywood productions such as Conan the Barbarian. He exhibits pieces at 
Huntington Botanical Gardens, The Margaret Harwell Art Museum, and The Long Beach Museum, 
among others. Near fine.

(200/300)

416. (Smith, Jessie Willcox) crotHers, samuel mccHorD. The Children of  Dickens. viii, 259 pp. 10 
color plates by Jessie Willcox Smith. (Large 8vo) black cloth, illustrated paper label on front, dust 
jacket. First Edition Thus.

New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1925

Scarce in the original dust jacket. Light wear to jacket, tape reinforcements on verso; bump to 
top edge of  front board; very good.

(200/300)

417. sZyk, artHur. The New Order. Introduction by Roger W. Straus, Jr. Illustrations throughout by 
Szyk, some color. (Small 4to), tan cloth, dust jacket. First Edition.

New York: Putnam, [1941]

The Third Reich, its allies and its enemies are dissected through Szyk’s remarkable cartoons. 
 Jacket price clipped, some chipping and short tears at edges, tape repairs; endpapers browned; 
near fine in a very good jacket.

(100/150)
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INFLUENCED DULAC & RACKHAM
418. (Vierge, Daniel) cervantes, miguel De saaveDra.. The History of  the Valorous and Witty Knight-
Errant Don Quixote of  the Mancha.. 4 volumes. Illustrated with plates by Daniel Vierge. Introduction by 
Royal Cortissoz. (Large 8vo) original red cloth, paper spine labels, custom chemises and slipcases, top 
edge gilt. No. 555 of  of  845 numbered copies.

New York: Scribner’s, 1906

Daniel Vierge (1851–1904) was a Spanish-born French illustrator who, with the photo-engraver 
Gillot, revolutionized the reproduction of  illustrations. In 1882 the publication of  his edition 
of  Francisco de Quevedo’s Historia de la vida del Buscón llamado don Pablos (The Life Story 
of  a Swindler Called Don Pablos) brought the technique of  photo-reproduction to a high level 
of  finish. Prior to that time, most artists and engravers had been forced to rely on tracings and 
other manual methods which often resulted in interpretations of  the artists’ works. He was 
never prolific and suffered a stroke at the age of  30, which forced him to learn to draw with 
his left hand. He died at the age of  53. He was an important influence on Edmund Dulac and 
Arthur Rackham. Some light wear to slipcases and chemises; front hinge cracked in Volume 2; 
volumes overall near fine.

(700/1000)

419. warD, lynD. Mad Man’s Drum. A Novel in Woodcuts. (8vo) cloth-backed decorative boards, paper 
printed spine label. First Trade Edition.

New York: Jonathan Cape, Harrison Smith, [1930]

Ward’s second ‘Novel in Woodcuts’, following on the success of  his “God’s Man” of  the 
previous year. Spine leaning, edges rubbed; very good.

(100/150)

420. (Wyeth, N.C.) roBerts, kennetH. Trending Into Maine. [16], 394, [1] pp. Illustrated with 14 color 
plates, including frontispiece, and color pictorial endpapers by N.C. Wyeth; also, an extra set of  12 
color plates by Wyeth for the book inside publisher’s printed envelope, laid in. 9½x6½, linen-backed 
blue cloth covered boards, gilt-lettered black morocco spine label, edges untrimmed, publisher’s 
slipcase. No. 247 of  1075 hand-numbered copies of  the Arundel Edition. First Edition.

Boston: Little, Brown, 1938

Signed by Kenneth Roberts and N. C. Wyeth on the limitation page. Author’s reminiscences of  
Maine, beautifully illustrated and includes the additional suite of  plates which are often lacking. 
 Slipcase with light soiling and some wear and yellowing at edges; volume spine a bit yellowed, 
spine label scratched, boards lightly faded at edges; tiny split at envelope’s corner; else internally 
and extra plates are fine; very good.

(700/1000)
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Guide to Buying at PBA Galleries 
Buying at auction is a very simple process.  We encourage all our potential buyers to 
be familiar with this buying guide since it explains everything needed to find, bid 
for, and buy at our auctions. 

PBA GALLERIES 

We are one of the few auction houses 
in the United States specializing in rare 
books, manuscripts, photographs, 
maps, ephemera, and related items. 
 
FINDING ITEMS FOR SALE 
The first step is to browse our 
catalogues for upcoming auctions. Our 
catalogues are available by subscription 
for print catalogues, downloadable 
PDFs, or on our website, 
www.pbagalleries.com, with high 
resolution photographs for each lot. 
Viewing our catalogue on our website 
makes it easy to keep track of 
interesting items by saving them to a 
watch list in My PBA. 
 
CATALOGUE DESCRIPTIONS 
Our specialists provide detailed 
descriptions of each lot including title, 
author, publisher, date, place, 
condition, and provenance where 
available.  We also provide low and 
high auction estimates based on recent 
auction and retail sales data. 
 
RESERVES 
The reserve is the minimum price at 
which a lot will sell.  In many cases, the 
reserve is equal to half of the low 
estimate.  No lot at PBA Galleries will 
open at less than the reserve.  All 
successful bids at PBA Galleries will 
result in the sale of that lot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PREVIEWS 
We invite bidders to attend our auction 
previews held in our gallery in the days 
preceding the auction.  It is always 
helpful to see the items in person, but 
if that is not possible, our staff is 
available to provide additional 
information. 
 
NEED MORE INFORMATION? 
Our specialists are happy to discuss 
specific lots in greater detail or provide 
more extensive condition reports.  They 
can be contacted by phone, fax, email, 
or in person at our offices.  In addition, 
our photography department will 
supply more photos upon request. 
 
REGISTERING WITH PBA 
Registration with PBA not only allows 
bidding at auctions, but allows access 
to My PBA where items can be placed 
on a watch list, absentee bids placed, 
and invoices viewed and paid.  It is a 
simple process to register and can be 
done online at www.pbagaleries.com, 
by phone by calling 415-989-2665 or in 
person. 
 
BIDDING 
Placing bids for items at our auctions 
need not be intimidating.  Bids can be 
placed in four ways:  in person while 
attending auctions, by phone, absentee 
or online during the auction with  
PBA LIVE. 
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The auctioneer has sole and complete 
discretion on the acceptance of any 
bid.  Bids are advanced in the following 
increments: 
$0 - $200 $10 
$200 - $500 $25 
$500 - $1000 $50 
$1000- $2000 $100 
$2000 - $5000 $250 
$5000 - $10,000 $500 
$10,000 - $20,000 $1000 
$20,000 - $50,000 $2500 
$50,000 - $100,000 $5000 
$100,000 – 200,000 $10,000 
 
In Person 
Attending a gallery auction and placing 
bids in person can be an exciting and 
rewarding experience.  Upon arrival at 
our gallery, a bidding paddle will be 
issued to all registered bidders desiring 
one. 
 
Phone Bidding 
We offer phone bidding for clients who 
are unable to attend the auction but 
would like to bid on the phone during 
the sale.  This allows direct access to a 
PBA Staff member in the auction room.  
Reservations should be made as early 
as possible since we have a limited 
number of phone lines available. 
 
Absentee Bids 
Absentee bids may be placed in person, 
by mail, phone, fax or email and should 
be placed at least one hour before the 
sale begins to provide time to process 
the bid.  Be assured that all bids will be 
used competitively against other 
absentee bids, internet bids and floor 
bidders.  The final selling price may well 
be less than the upper limit of a 
winning absentee bid.   
 
It is simplest to fill out the Bid Sheet 
found online or in the back of our print 
catalogues.  Enter the sale number and 
date as well as the Lot number and top 
bid for each lot.  Indicate whether one 
additional bid increment is desired in 

the case of a tie with another bidder.  
Complete the form with name, address 
and phone number 
 
We also accept absentee bids by 
phone.  When calling, have all the 
information listed on the absentee 
bidding sheet at hand before calling.  
 
Online absentee bids may be placed by 
registered bidders directly on the lot 
details page for each item. 
PBA LIVE Online Bidding 
Watch and listen to our auctions as if in 
the room with the auctioneer from 
anywhere in the world on a computer, 
tablet or smart-phone.  Registered 
bidders can log in and bid as the lot is 
being offered for sale. 
 
BUYER’S PREMIUM 
In addition to the hammer price, items 
sold will include a buyer’s premium. 
PBA’s buyer’s premium is 20% for the 
first $100,000 plus 15% for the amount 
over $100,000 amongst the lowest in 
the industry. 
 
POST-SALE 
For buyers attending the auction, 
invoices are available and payment 
may be made at any time during or 
immediately following the auction.  For 
all other successful bidders, invoices 
will be sent via email the day following 
the auction or they may be viewed 
online by logging in at My PBA.  The 
fnal amount due includes the hammer 
price, the buyer’s premium, any 
applicable state or local sales taxes, 
and shipping and handling charges 
unless we have received other 
instructions.  Payment is due upon 
receipt. 
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PAYMENT 
PBA Galleries accepts cash, checks (e-
checks, cashier’s checks, or personal 
checks), money orders or domestic 
wire transfers for over $1000 and 
international wire transfers for any 
amount.  We also accept Visa, 
MasterCard and Discover credit cards. 
Check out may be done in person, by 
mail, phone or through our website by 
logging into My PBA. 
 
PBA does not release material for 
shipment or pick up prior to full 
payment.   
 
SHIPPING 
PBA Galleries has a full service shipping 
department to ensure proper packing 
and safe delivery of purchases.  We are 
specialists at packing and shipping 
books and works on paper all over the 
world.  All lots purchased by the same 
client are combined for shipping in 
order to keep the cost as economical as 
possible.   
 
STILL HAVE QUESTIONS? 
Our staff is happy to help.  Contact us 
any of the following ways: 
 
Phone 415-989-2665 
Fax 415-989-1664 
Email info@pbagalleries.com 
 
Or come by our offices located at 
133 Kearny Street 
San Francisco, CA  94108 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE 

Property listed in our online or print catalogues will be sold by PB Auction 
Galleries, dba PBA Galleries, as agent for others subject to the following terms 
and conditions.  Clients placing bids at auction agree to pay the full purchase 
price of any lots for which the client is the winning bidder and further 
acknowledge and agree to these Conditions of Sale.  PBA Galleries reserves the 
right to amend these by notice or oral announcement at the sale. 

1.  All bids are to be per lot as numbered in the catalogue. 

2.  PBA Galleries reserves the right to withdraw any property for sale at any time 
prior to its final sale. 

3.  Unless specified, each lot is offered subject to a reserve, generally one-half of 
the low estimate.  PBA Galleries does not accept reserves of more than the low 
estimate nor allow consignors to bid on their own items. 

4.  PBA Galleries reserves the right to reject a bid from any bidder.  The highest 
bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall be the purchaser.  In the event of 
any dispute between bidders or in the event the auctioneer doubts the validity 
of any bid, the auctioneer shall have sole and final discretion either to 
determine the successful bidder or to re-offer and resell the article in dispute.  If 
any dispute arises after the sale, our sales records shall be conclusive in every 
respect. 

5.  The “hammer price” is the price at which a lot is sold or hammered down by 
the auctioneer.  The “purchase price” paid by the winning bidder is the 
aggregate of (a) the hammer price, (b) a buyer’s premium of 20% of the 
hammer price up to $100,000, plus 15% of the amount above $100,000, and (c) 
applicable California state and local sales taxes.  California state and local taxes 
will be collected except where sold to a purchaser outside of California and 
shipped to the purchaser or the purchaser has a valid California resale license 
and provides such documentation to PBA Galleries. 

6.  Payment terms:  All items are to be paid for by cash, Visa, MasterCard, 
Discover, wire transfer, cashier’s check, e-check or personal check with 
approved credit.  Wire transfers are accepted for all international transactions 
and any domestic transaction over $1000.  PBA Galleries offers a 1% discount on 
purchases paid by cash, check or wire transfer over $1000 on invoices paid 
within 10 business days of the sale.  The discount does not extend to shipping 
and handling charges.  PBA Galleries reserves the right to hold items paid for by 
personal check until the check has cleared the bank.  Buyer agrees to pay PBA 
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Galleries $50 for any returned check.  Invoices are due upon receipt.  
Merchandise is shipped only after full payment has been received.   

7.  Purchases that have gone unpaid twenty (20) business days after the sale are 
subject to any or all of the following:  (a) late charge of five percent (5%) of the 
total purchase price per month; (b) cancellation of the sale; (c) rescindment of 
bidding privileges at future auctions; (d) Initiation of legal proceedings to collect 
the entire debt including original purchase price, late charges, and legal fees and 
costs to the fullest extent permitted by law; and (e) any other action or actions 
PBA Galleries finds necessary and appropriate. 

8.  Purchases must be removed within five (5) business days of cleared payment 
unless shipping instructions are received by PBA Galleries.  If not removed, 
property will be held at the sole risk of the purchaser and no responsibility is 
assumed if such goods are lost, stolen, damaged, or destroyed. PBA Galleries 
reserves the right to store unclaimed purchases either in our office storage 
facilities or a public warehouse at the expense of the purchaser.  Purchaser will 
be charge 10% of the purchase price/month for storage. PBA Galleries assumes 
no liability for any damages incurred during storage.   

9.  In order to prevent inaccuracy in delivery or inconvenience in the settlement 
of a purchase, no lot can be transferred.  Each buyer must pay for the whole of 
his purchases before any lot can be removed. 

10. PBA Galleries has an in-house shipping department and will ship property via 
USPS, UPS or FedEx.  Total shipping costs include a packing fee, carriage and 
insurance.  PBA Galleries will not be responsible for any loss of damage resulting 
from the shipping in excess of the amount of insurance.  Property is shipped 
only after payment has cleared. 

11.  If purchased property cannot be delivered in the same condition as at the 
time of sale, due to fire, theft, loss or any other reason, PBA Galleries’ liability 
will be limited to the sum actually paid by the purchaser.  In no event, will 
compensatory or other damages be included.   

12.  Any and all information provided by PBA Galleries, including all employees 
of PBA Galleries, in its catalogs, other written or oral descriptions, email or 
elsewhere are qualified statements of opinion.  They are not intended to 
represent warranties or representations of any kind or nature with respect to 
the property or its value, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or 
whether the purchaser acquires any copyrights.  In no event shall PBA Galleries 
or the consignor be responsible for the correctness of description, genuineness,  
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attribution, provenance, authenticity, authorship, completeness, condition of 
the property or estimate of value. 

13.  Property may be returned by the purchaser, the sale rescinded and the 
purchase price refunded only under the following conditions:  (1) printed books 
which prove upon collation to be defective in text or illustration (provided such 
defects are not indicated within the catalogue or at the sale), and (2) 
autographs which prove not to be genuine (if this can be demonstrated and if 
not indicated in the catalogue or at the sale).  Printed books are not returnable 
for defects not affecting text and illustration, including, but not limited to, lack 
of half-titles, lists of plates, binder’s instructions, errata, blanks, or 
advertisements.  No returns will be accepted unless written notice is received by 
PBA Galleries within fourteen (14) days of the sale of the property and the 
property is returned in the same condition as it was at the time of the sale.  No 
lot is returnable on account of property included but not specifically named and 
described in such lot.  Lots containing three or more titles, whether named or 
unnamed and selling for one hundred fifty dollars ($150) or less, exclusive of 
buyer’s premium are sold not subject to return for any reason. 

14.  As a service to clients unable to attend the Sale in person, we accept 
absentee bids in advance of the sale by telephone or in writing submitted by 
email or fax.  All bids must state the highest bid price the bidder is willing to pay.  
“Buy” bids are not accepted.  PBA Galleries accepts no responsibility for failure 
to execute such bids or any errors contained on submitted bid forms. 

15.  Photographs, prints and other fine art multiples are sold in compliance with 
California law and PBA Galleries’ catalogue descriptions of such multiples to the 
applicable provisions of that law. 

All sales held by PBA Galleries are conducted pursuant to Section 2328 of the 
Commercial Code and Section 535 of the Penal Code of the State of California. 
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LOT NUMBER
In numerical order BID AMOUNT

LOT NUMBER
In numerical order BID AMOUNT

LOT NUMBER
In numerical order BID AMOUNT

 

    
Name:_______________________________ Bidder#:______________  Cust Id#___________

Company:____________________________ Shipping address (if different from mailing address)

Address:______________________________ Address:__________________________________

City:________________State:______Zip:______ City:__________________State:______Zip:_____
 
Is either a new address? Yes  No

Day Phone:___________________Home Phone:____________________Cell:____________________

Email:___________________________________________             Fax:_________________________

Are you a dealer purchasing for resale?  Yes   No  (if yes)  I hereby certify that all tangible personal  
property purchased by me will be for resale and is not subject to California Sales Tax, and that I hold  
Sellers Permit #________________

1. PBA Galleries is hereby authorized to bid on the following lots up to the price stated.
2. All bids shall be treated as offers made subject to the Conditions of Sale.
3. These bids will not be executed unless this form is signed.
4. A 20% Buyer’s Premium will be charged on all lots sold.

PLEASE EXECUTE THESE BIDS ON MY BEHALF. _______________________________________
        SIGNATURE

CHECK HERE TO INCREASE BIDS BY ONE INCREMENT IN CASE OF TIE_______________

Bid Increments
$00 to $200. . . . . . . . $10        
$200 to $500. . . . . . . . $25       
$500 to $1000. . . . . . $50        
$1000 to $2000. . . . $100        

$2000 to $5000. . . . . . . $250
$5000 to $10,000. . . . . $500
$10,000 to $20,000. . . $1000
$20,000 to $50,000. . . $2500

Note: Bids not matching the above increments will be rounded down to the nearest increment.

133 Kearny Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94108 

Phone: (415) 989-2665   Fax: (415) 989-1664
www.pbagalleries.com

BId Sheet

Sale #:_________________

Sale Date:______________________

Please charge my credit card for my purchase:   Visa       Mastercard       Discover
Credit Card #:____________________________________ Exp. Date:______________________
Signature___________________________________ Please use this card for all future purchases
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O f f e r  Yo u r  B o o k s  at  A u c t i o n
t h r o u g h  P B A  G a l l e r i e s

133 Kearny Street : San Francisco, CA  94108 : www.pbagalleries.com : 415.989.2665

SPECIALISTS IN EXCEPTIONAL BOOKS & PRIVATE LIBRARIES AT AUCTION

Moby Dick; or, The Whale by Herman Melville. 
First American edition of one of the most

important novels of the 19th century.
Sold for $12,000

History of the Expedition under the Command of 
Captains Lewis and Clark to the Sources of the 
Missouri, 1814, the first edition of the official 

account of the most famous and most important 
expedition of exploration in U.S. history.

Sold for $212,000

Rare manuscript in grand format of Werner 
Rolewinck's world history, Fasciculus temporum, 
c.1471, one of 13 known examples, with lovely 

miniature paintings in gold leaf and colors.
Sold for $102,000

Isaac Newton's Analysis per Quantitatum Series, 
1711, published to demonstrate his claim to 

priority in the invention of the calculus.
Sold for $20,400

First edition of J.-B. Du Halde's massive 
four-volume description of China, 1735, with

65 maps and plates, most double-page.
Sold for $22,800

Rare, complete copy of the 1613 folio edition
of the King James Bible, with the double-page 

map of the Holy Land by John Speed.
Sold for $33,000

Fine example of William Eddy’s important Official 
Map of the State of California, 1854, folding into 

the original red leather covers, very rare.
Sold for $39,000

Rare Mormon hymnal from 1861 compiled by
Emma Hale Smith Bidaman, widow of

LDS Church founder Joseph Smith.
Sold for $16,800

Second edition in English of Galileo's
Mathematical Discourses, 1730, in the original 

boards, untrimmed and uncut, a fine,
fresh copy, likely the finest obtainable.

Sold for $19,200
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